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November 15, 1974 

Gentlemen: 

We started 1974 wondering what was going to happen to business. Remember the 
uncertainties at the Houseware's Show in January? The year is almost behind us 
now and we're once again wondering about the future. 

But let us remember that the twelve months in between have been good to you. 
Many of you have set new highs in sales and income - after all, that's the name 
of' the game. 

Who knows what 1975 will bring? 

But we're making our plans. They're pretty well set as you will see as you go 
through your Sales Meeting Book. 

Your company is investing a substantial amount of money to bring you a great 
range of new products and repackaging of many of our best existing products. In 
factt a whole new look. 

We're giving you the ammunition - the products - and the programs to move them. 

That's why we're convinced you will surpass your own new sales record in 1975. 

Before you get to the January Houseware's Show most of your key accounts will have 
previewed our 1975 Program. You will have a full year of selling. 

Our objective is clear: To help you in every way we know to make you as successful 
as you want to be. 

Please bring this book with you to your meeting. And bring all pertinent records 
too. We'll do our best to answer your questions. 

Looking forward to seeing you next month, I am 

__ ....-·-··--~~veiy:- --- ·--, . ......__ 
1 ---r ... - -, -·-- - - -/~)~;J/~L 

, ·--~ . 
. . I 
I John M. Jepkins JMJ:jnn 
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Welcome to the Sales Meeting! 

It was on o hot day in August when John Jenkins approached me to write 
something to go into the sales book to be used at the regional sales meetings. How can 
one predict the future with the rapid changes that ore taking place in the 1970s? What 
country could hove forced its President to resign and when he did, without tanks or 
troops around the White House'? Only the United States. This shows the strength of 
the political system, and now I would like to explain why I am very optimistic about 
the economic side. 

We have built-in safeguards against a depression. Working people who are laid 
off due to business conditions, have not only unemployment insurance, but other supple- 
mental money often times from their company. · 

The expression "oil crisis" is not true. We ore foced with on energy crisis. 
What is energy? Plants that grow use energy. Food is energy. Forests and trees use up 
oxygen and convert the air to make this planet habitable. If we pollute our rivers and 
our oceans and cut all of our timber, this planet would not be habitable. So in effect, 
when we grON vegetables, we are growing energy, but we ore using up energy. That is 
why we cannot afford to waste. That is why people will buy better grade merchandise, 
for buying shoddy goods is wasteful. Buying better goods in the long run is saving not 
only energy, but money. 

This word "wcsre" applies to you too. Are you wasting some of your time by 
not giving full thought to your job? Our most successful salesmen are successful because 
they have eliminated waste. Ask them. You know who they ore. They'll tell you. 
You are wasting tirne if you haven't discovered some large user of our products in your 
territory. Every territory has some. You know them. What ore you doing about trying 
to sell them? Who have you asked to help you sell them? We have plenty of people 
all waiting to be asked in this Company, and that goes for Marty, Henry Fazzano, 
Julian, Joe, me, my brother. Everybody here wants to help you. Everyone wants to 
help you earn more by selling more. 

Recently a New Jersey deportment store invited the heads of their suppliers, 
I ike G. E. and Sunbeam, to come to the point of sale and wait on customers to learn 
what the customers want. Do you know what happened? The sales in that store rocketed 
40'% in these lines during the experiment. There is no better experience than actual 
waiting on or being exposed to the ultimate purchaser. I think I learned more when I 
worked in a retail store during a hol idoy time, and when I become a missionary man to 
my customer's salesmen than any experience I had in business. There is no substitute for 
actual exposure. 

Do you visit retail stores yourself to see what is happening to our products? Or 
to learn what is selling? Or to see ideas that you con poss on to Marty or John that we 
can plan on for another year'? Have you asked lv'\orty for any suggestions about sleepers 
in your territory, accounts that can be cultivated? If you haven't, you hove been 
wasting time and effort and energy. We are a growing company but our growth depends 
on you. We've got a lot of plans. They depend on you. 

__ _..._.......,.. _ 
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Someone recently commented that one of the most expressive words in the 
English language is the word "enthusicsrn , 11 It comes from the Greek word "entheos II 

which means .,A God Within. 11 The Greek meaning also suggests that creative people 
know that achievement and ideas are spontaneous. iv\ichelangelo spent days care 
fully looking at a piece of marble before he started to carve it because he felt that 
the carving was inside, and he merely brought it to life. 

In a certain sense that is enthusiasm, and in some ways, like iv\ichelangelo, 
why not look at your territory and see what is inside. That wil I mcke you creative, 
give you o chance to know where to place the new products, who will buy them, hC1N 
many they will buy, what you will expect - even before you show your first sample. 
That is the attitude of our successful men. 

As I write this letter, I am ready to 90 to Providence to the funeral of 
Mr. Michael Mirando. I wrote you something about lv\ike when we announced his 
passing, but I cannot let the sales meeting go by without having you give a thought 
to one of our Founders. I also hope we will all say a prayer for the recovery of Fred 
Magor. 

Like the start of the statue that Mi chelonge lo released from the marble, 
hope that you con follow this slogan -- COi'v\E ALIVE IN '75 ! 

Good luck and have a Happy Holiday Season. 

AJv'\B:mr 
November 1974 



A Short Syn~of the Formatio:i of IKA 

For generations, the Mirando Family made pocket knives in the little town of 
Frosolone, Italy. Michael and Felix Mirando came to the United States and 
worked for the Empire Knife factory- in Winsted, Connecticut. 

In 1916, they formod their own business In Providence, borrowing the back of 
a small blacksmith shop whleh belonged to a cousin, at a rental of $25.00 o 
month. The first knives were cigar cutteC'5, (If you have never seen one, we 
will show it to you. We also hove one of \-he first models that the Mirando 
family made in Frcsofone, and would be gkd to show you that too) and instead 
of being shipped, were hand delivered by Michael and Felix, and sold for cash 
to the Hayward Company of Attleboro, Massachusetts. (It wasn't a question of 
having o price. How much would Hayward pay?) 

In 1919, Dominic Fazzano, their boyhood friend, joined as a full partner. In 
1921, 100 people were employed and an entire floor (not just a small space) at 
the present Imperial Place factory was rented. By 19'39, the entire building 
was used and owned. 

During World War II, because the Government required more knives than any 
one factory couid manufacture, Imperial began a cooperative effort with Ulster 
Knife Company, owned by Henry ar.d Albert Baer, and the two factories 
delivered more than ho!f of all the Anned Forces' knlves , This led to peacetime 
plans and the establishment cf a io!nt compeny owned by Henry and Albert Baer, 
the Fazzanos and Mircndos - Kings~on CuHery Company, later renamed 
Imperial Knife Associated Cornponles , 

IKA is a holding company which owns the controlling interest of all the stock of 
its subsidiaries. 

In 1946, the import-export division was erected in the name of Imperial Inter• 
national with George and Peter as partners, and in 1946 Schrode Cutlery Corp. 
was purchased. In 1944, Durol was formed, 
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IMPERIAL KNIFE COMPANY, INC. 

REVISED SALES POLICY 

(EFFECTIVE 1/1/75) 

1) lt is Imperial's aim to gain widest possible distribution and sales of its 
consumer products through all channels of distribution in which merchandiae 
of this type reaches consumers. 

2) Although we would pref~r to attain the aim primarily through sales by Company 
salesmen to wholesale distributors, because of market conditions and trade 
practices, there are certain classes of trade to whom we~ sell direct: 

a) Auto Supply Chains 
b) Catalog Houses 
c) Club Plans 
d) Department Stores 
e) Direct Premium Users 
f) Direct Selling Companies 
g) Dxug Chains 
h) Hardware Chains 
1) Jewelry Chains 
j) Mass Merchandisers (incl. Leased Dept. Operators) 
k) Military Stores & Exchanges 
1) Super Market Chai~s (Direct Buying) 
m) Trading Stamp Companies 
n) Variety Chains (National & Regional) 
o) Cutlery & Other Manufacturers 

3) Wholesale Distributors of all types are to be sold at current Jobber Prices, 
which are generally 50% and 10% (or better) off Retail List Prices. 

4) The Company's cash te~~s &re 2% - 10, Net 30, to all classes of trade, with 
the following exemptions: ~ 

Advertising Specialty Jobbers - 1% - 10, Net 30 Days 

Direct Pren:1:.!m Users - Net 30 Days 
Cutlery Manufacturers - II " fl 

Other Manufactu~e~s - II II It 

Accommodatiou Accsunts " II II 

S) All Shipments are FOB cur factories. 

Full Freight will be allowed on all Household Cutlery and/or Gadgets in 
150 lb. minimum shipments to ell wholesale/retail classes of trade. 

For wholesale cuazceere who bT.r.y both Cutlery (and/or Gadgets) .!!!!!. Stainless 
Tableware, Full Freight will be allowed on Tableware also in 150 lb. mini'llUID 
shipments (alone or co~bir.cd with Cutlery and/or Gadgets). The factory 
should be advised as to thQse customers who qualify for FFA shipments of 
Stainless Tableware on this basis. 

Full Freight wtll also be allowed on all lines to certain classes of trade, 
as noted below. 



6) Our pricing and freight policies on sales to certain retail channels of ~ade 
are as follows: 

(NEW) A. Department Stores 

To be sold at retail less 50% with an Advertising Allowance 
of 10%, which must be accrued. Claims for such Advertising 
Allowance must be accompanied by tear sheets of ads, or other 
proof of performance. Full Freight Allowed on 150 lb. minimum 
shipments.(Terms: 2% - 10, Net 30 Days) 

B. Variety Chains 
a.• 1 c I /1(!.\ ~.,,c.,1 ., l\ttT \! , 

To be sold on basis of Chain Stare {V) Price Lists, which are 
generally 50% off retail, with 8% Warehouse Allowance, 2% 
Advertising Allowance available (by Credit Memo) upon claim 
accompanied by proof of performance. Full Freight Allowed on 
150 lb. minimum shipments. (Terms: 2% - 10, Net 30 Days) 

c. Drug Chains 

To be sold on same basis as Variety Chains. 

D. Mass Merchandisers 

To be sold on basis of Chain Store (V) Price Lists, with 
additional 8% allowance on warehouse or distribution orders. 
Full Freight Allowed on 150 lb. minimum shipments. 
(Terms: 2% - 10, Net 30 Days) 

E. Super Market Chains (Direct Buying) 

To be sold on basis of regular distributor pricing ("J" Price 
Lists), in Standard Factory Packs. 

F. Auto Supply, Hardware, and Jewelry Chains 

To be sold on same basis as (E) above. 

7) Our normal pricing policy (except for Department Stores and Drug and Variety 
Chains) on all lines precludes additional discounts for cooperative advertising 
and/or catalog allowances. However, in some cases we do recognize extenuating 
circumstances which make exceptions to this policy worthwhile. When salesmen 
believe that special consideration is warranted, they should contact the 
Sales Manager with full particulars. 

8) No Advertising Allowance will be paid unless the Imperial name or logo appears 
in the ad or catalog, along with the line logo where applicable (e.g. - 
DIAl10ND EDGE). Proof of ad or catalog must accompany request for payment of 
any advertising allowance. 

9) RETURNS FOR CUSTOMER CONVENIENCE 

A. No merchandise will be authorized or accepted for return 
for credit unless it is in original standard factory pack 
cartons. 



B. No returned merchandise will be accepted unless 
Mr. J. R. Fazzano's department has a record of the 
return authorization approved by one of the followings 

A. M. Baer 
F. A, Mirando, Jr. 
M. P. 1.orn 
H.B. Hazelton, Jr. 

c. Credits issued for all returns in accordance with (A) and 
(B) above will be subject to a 10% rehand.Jtng charge 
providing the merchandise in question is still in our 
regular lines (on current price list). 

Credits for any such merchandise which is obsolete 
(diacontinued) will be subject to a 50% rehandling charge. 

10) 5o orders for $100.00 or leas will be accepted. Exceptions to thia policy 
are: 

A. Advertising Specialty Orders for 
imprinted knives. 

B. Drop Shipments to Variety and Discount 
Stores when merchandise is priced at 
50% off list. 

C. Those Premium Programe iwhereae.rchandiae 
is priced high enough to cover individual 
or aall ahi~s. 

D. Saaple Orders. 



SCRRADE CUTLERY CORPORATION 
SALES POLICY 

(EFFECTIVE 1/1/75) 

1. Are your Schrade samples in good condition? If you need boxes, sheaths, 
or if knives are rusted, send the factory a list for these replacements. 
Make sure that 1our knives are sharp and that they walk and talk properly. 
A touch of oil tn the joints may make the difference. 

2. Pricing_ Policy 

A) Wholesale Distributors (of all types) are to be sold as follows: 

1. Warehouse shipments (Minimum 6 dozen assorted in 
standard factory packs)@ "J" Prices (50% & 25% off 
Retail) FOB - Ellenville, N. Y. 

2. Drop Shipments (to dealers - in Standard Factory Packs) 
@ "V1' Prices (50~~ff Retail) FOB - Ellenville, N.Y. 
(Minimum Order-~ Invoice Cost). 

B) Auto Supply & Hardware Chains are to b/e s~....Bllme~ba-sis 
as set forth in #2 A 2. above. S'o 10 _ 

C) Drug, Jewelry & Variety Chains are to be sold as follows: 

1. Drop Shipments (to retail stores - in Standard Factory Packs) 
@ "V" prices (50% & 10% off Retail) FOB - Ellenville, N,Y. 
(Minimum Order - $75.00@ Invoice Cost). 

2. Warehouse Shipments (Minimum 6 dozen - in Standard Factory 
Packs)@ "V" prices (50% & 10% off Retail) FOB - Ellenville, 
N. Y. Less 8% Warehouse Discount. 

D) Mail Order Catalog Houses are to be sold: 
@ "V1' prices (50% s 10% off Retail) FOB - Ellenville, N.Y. 
Less 8% Advertising Allowance on orders for minimum of 
6 dozen Knives in Standard Factory Packs. 

E) Premium Trade and Advertising Specialty Jobbers - 
(Jobbers, Direct Users, Direct Sellers & Trading Stamp Co's.) 
to be sold: 

@ 50% & 10% off Retail FOB - Ellenville, N.Y. 

F) Mass Merchandising Chains (incl. Leased Depts.) 
This distribution channel can best be served by wholesale 
distributors who warehouse Schrade goods. If it is necessary 
to sell any such accounts direct, they are to be sold on the same 
basis as Drug, Jewelry & Variety Chains, as set forth in 2C above. 

3. Cash Terms 
Schrade's cash terms are - 2% 10, Net 30 Days - to all classes 
of trade except as listed below. 

Advertising Specialty Jobbers 
Direct Premium Users 
Cutlery & Other Manufacturers 

1% - 10, Net 30 Days 
- Net 30 Days 
- Net 30 Days 



.2 

Returns 
a) The factory will accept the return for replacement of any 

knives that show defective workmanship or defective material, 
but we cannot and will not replace worn out or rusty or abused 
knives. 

5. Dating 
Due to the high interest rates for money, we must discontinue 
dating to all customers. 
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CATEG0?,Y 
NO. DESCRIPTION 

01 
02 
03 
04 
05 
06 

Hardware Jobbers & Chains (incl. El~c. Supply Jobbers) 
Houseware Jobbers 
Rack & Grocery Jobbers & Super Market Chains (Regular) 
Tobacco & Candy Jobbers 
Drug Jobbers & Chains 
"Niscellandous" Jobbers (includes Variety, Notion, Sundry, 

Toy, Carnival, Dry~oods, and 
Souvenier Jobbers) 

08 
11 
13 
14 
16 
17 
18 
20 
21 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
?.9 
30 
37 
39 
40 

Sporting Goods Jobbers 
Cutlery Jobbers 
Hail Order Catalog Houses & Clur, Plans 
Restaurant ?-1upply Jobbers 
Premium Jobbers & Incentive Houses 
Advertising Specialty Jobbers 
Variety Chains 
Auto Supply Jobbers & Chains 
Discount Chains & Leased Dept. Operations 
Jewelry Jobbers & Chains 
Misc. Chains & Retail 
Trading Stamp Companies 
Tea & Coffee Route Cos. 
Direct Sellers (Door-to-Door) 
Department Stores 
Premium Users 
Other Manufacturers (incl. Cutlerv Hfgs.) 
Florest Supply Jobbers 
Miscellaneous & "Accommodation" Accounts 

Please Note: 

When sendin~ in a'fl. order for a ~ cust oner , p Leaae Lnd Lc at e tp.e proper trade 
category so rP«ic>vi.~ence may pr~~s.s tjl.e order withQµ.t !ie;i.a.y .• 



WHERE DO I GO FOR WHAT? - DIRECTION BY TRADE CHANNEL 

We recognize that some of you at times have been confused as to whom you should 
write ~r call about a particular problem. I don't say that the following policy 
is the whole answer but I am sure we can agree that it will eliminate some 
unnecessary duplication and expense. 

Your Monthly Customer Year-To-Date Report, as you know, classifies accounts by 
trade channel. Our interest centers on those where we are either most effective 
or those that represent attractive potential sales possibilities. 

For your guidance, please get in touch with New York Personnel as follows: 

DEMPSEY SICCHIO 

01 - Hardware Jobbers & Chains 
08 - Sporting Goods Jobbers & Chains 
11 - Cutlery Jobbers 
20 - Auto Supply Jobbers & Chains 

02 - Housewares Jobbers 
21 - Discount Chains 
29 - Department Stores 

ARNOLD 
JENKINS 

CJ - Rack & Grocery Jobbers 
04 - Tobacco & Candy Jobbers 
05 - Drug Jobbers & Chains 
12 - Military 

CHAUNCY 

06 - Variety Notion & Sundries Jobbers 
18 - Variety Chains 

LORENZEN 

17 - Advertising Specialties 
Advertising Aids - Mats & Glossies 

16 - Premium Jobbers 
25 - Trading Stamp Companies 
27 - Direct Sellers 
30 - Premium Users 

SCHRADE 

Please direct all inquiries directly 
to Mr. Henry Baer 

PLEASE NOTE: Salesmen in the field are not to call Providence for special pricing. 
They are to call the Sales Managers in New York, and in the event they are not 
available, speak to Mr. Zorn, Mr. Mirando, or Mr. Hazelton. Any requests they make 
to the factory will be referred back to New York. 



REPORTING FO'RHS 

lfone of us like any more paper work than we have to put un with - -we all want 
to devote the maximum time available to selling. Let's face it - that's where 
the money is. But, let's also recoP,nize that all successful com?anies require a 
certain amount of pape r ~,,ark. Irspe r Le l, requires a minimu111,believe it or not. 
I won1t belabor the point with some of my horror stories on J.C. Penny paper 
work - aad they're doing all riz.nt. After all, ve ~ust communicate and the 
telenhone, except in emer~eneies, is too expensive. 

Certainly there is no sense in requ1r1nf. reporting forms if they're not going 
to be used at the }iome Office. I can as sure you the reper ts we request are 
sought after frequently - not onlv by those in Sales but equally as often by 
our top brass. As you can imagine, it's embarrassing when one of our top men 
asks for so-and-so's itinerary because he must reach him immediately - the only 
trouble is that the report never came in. It's also a lot of fun when an urgent 
request is made for a man1s Call Reµort only tor-et the answer that this parti 
cular man has decided he's n!lt goj_ng tc bother to mail it in - for some strange 
reason these incidents have registered. 

Believe me, I have all the paper work I want but 1 am asi'.:ing for more now. I 
am askin?, that if you have been guilty of not M<!iling in your Weekly Call Report 
and Itinerary every Friday night so it's in New York on !·~onday morning, please 
do so in the future. It should be quite obvious that it is only in this way 
that we can know where you are goini and what you are doing. Your compliance 
will be appreciated. 

And one further word for salaried men: Expense ~eports are wee~ly reports and 
I want them on Monday morning. When they don't come in on time not only can you 
run short of money but it distorts the records - and I've heard you complain 
about that. 

NEP YORK r S ROLE IN THE FIELD 

Most of you have had company in the field from one of us in the New York office 
at one time. or another - hopefully. we will be able to increase our personal 
contact with you anci your key accounts. Although we feel sales will be accelerated 
by becoming more specific by trade channel, by account, and by product category, 
it is essential - particulsrly as our emphasis increases more and more on key 
accounts about which you will hear more later - that you recognize that when any 
of us make a trip that our Ln t ere s t; encompasses all key accounts regardless of 
trade channel although our emphasis remains our specialty. 

Our role in the field is not to try to do your selling for you, any more than you 
would want us to try it even :i.f i,Je could do it, but rather to supplement your 
efforts. But don 1 t waste our time and money on the accounts you've got wrapped 
up or that offer no attractive potential unless you want to use us for public 
relations purposes. Give us the tough ones, the challenges, where to date you 
have had problems and just maybe with two in en the act a rrogram can be tailor 
made to get this account on your Im~ Report in 2.n important manner. 



1975 LARGE USER - VIP PROGRAM 

During 1974 we expanded our Large User - VIP Program substantially by including new 
merchandise added to our Kitchen Cutlery line and also Standard and Custom Quality 
Stainless Tableware Sets and Open Stock. Additionally, margins were increased on 
many other Kitchen Cutlery items. This was done fully realizing the need to compete 
in a market where the demand for uincreased margins" has become the rule rather than 
the exception. 

We are continuing our program for 1975 and where possible we have increased our 
margins further. 

Our Large User - VIP Program is still uncomplicated. The basic requirement is still 
the purchase of the 11200 "Veri-Sharp" Cutlery. We have one program - we do not have 
a program based on the purchase of multiple lines and/or achieving a certain growth 
in volume. Our customers know they are getting the best we have to offer. They 
know pure and simply we have a better deal. 

The total dollar volume we require is lower than competitive programs. To reach the 
maximum VIP rebate level also requires a comparatively small volume. With more new 
items to choose from our program is now even more attractive. We will continue to 
operate on this basis as we feel certain there are many accounts who have either not 
participated in the program yet or who have not reached their potential in the program. 
We must achieve these goals, however, or we will not be able to continue. We are 
going to review with each of you again your current list of Large User - VIP accounts, 
the list of prospects that you have who are not yet participating, and also our 
recommendations on where we should amend the list if necessary. 

In 1975 we are going to sell the major users we have not yet reached. 

Details on Large User Pricing and VIP Rebate requirements are on the next page. 



IMPERIAL'S 1975 LARGE USER VIP PROGRAM 

The following are the details relative to Large User Pricing and Volume Incentive Rebat~ 
now in effect. This applies to shipments during the calendar year beginning January lst 
and terminating December 31, 1975. 

First the details regarding "Large User" Pricing: 

A. Veri-Sharp Cutlery: 

All sets are retail less 50% and 10% and 10%. 
All Veri-Sharp open stock is retail less 50% and 10% and 10% and 5%. 

B. All Kitchen Companion Gadgets are retail less 50% and 10% and 10% and 5%. 

C. The Blade-Master, Worksavers, and LaGadgeterie are retail less 50% and 10% and 5%. 

D. All Granny items are retail less 50% and 10% and 5% and 5%. 

E. Custom and Standard Quality sets are retail less 50% and 10% and 5%. 
Custom and Standard Quality open stock are retail less 50% and 10% and 10%. 

F. Declaration sets are retail less 50% and 10% and 5%. 

All Cutlery must be purchased in factory standard packs as shown on our price list. 

Details with regard to Volume Incentive Rebate are as follows: 

A. To qualify you must buy at least $10,000 total from Imperial - Providence in all 
lines. This includes all Kitchen Cutlery, all Stainless Tableware (except Prestige) 
and all Imperial Pocket & Hunting Knives. Based on total shipments from Imperial - 
Providence you will earn rebate on shipments made 1 January through December 31st 
1975 on shipments of Veri-Sharp Cutlery, all Diamond Edge Cutlery, all Kitchen 
Companion Gadgets, all Worksavers, the Blade-Master, Granny Cutlery, LaGadgeterie 
and Declaration sets as follows: 

1. From $10,000 to $19,999 - 1% Rebate 

2. From $20,000 to $29,999 - 2% Rebate 

From $30,000 to $49,999 - 3% Rebate 1 

4. From $50,000 and Over - 5% Rebate 

Rebates will not be paid on shipments of: 

(a) Casualware 
(b) LaCoutellerie 
(c) Luxury and Prestige Sets and Open Stock 
(d) Imperial Pocket and Hunting Knife Assortments, Floor Displays and Open Stock 

Rebates are paid in the form of a credit memo to be issued January of the following y~r. 



KF.Y ACCOUNTc- PY TP~\DE CATEG01?Y (details Ln your folder) 

I "m sure you o Ld-e t drne r s knotr all t he most imoortant accounts in vour territory - 
wheth,:lr you do business tlith them or whe t hc r you don it - and reg:·u:dless of trade 
channel. T_Towever, we have mri.t e a fe~,; new men and no doubt there ,~ill be more in 
the future as Impe r Le I acce Le rn t cs 1 ts efforts to generate maxf.mue sales from all 
the territories on ,'.l viable cost basis - who don1t know who thev are. 

It's an old t une and most of you heard it many tim~s but; it's none the Les s true, 
as a general rul€! of t humb • 80~:'. of your volume comes, or should come. f.roT'l 20% of 
your accounts. Check vour IBM' s - in some cases an even g re at e r ne r c en t ag e will 
come from even fewer accounts. This obviously means that if your income is goin~ 
to kco» nhead of the continuing inflation of the 1CJ70 's yu must, more now than 
eve r i redouble your e f fo r t s to e I t hc r open U? or increase your sales to th<?se 
accounts. 

In your Lnd i.vf.dua l conference: folders you ,,1ill find t he key accounts in your ter 
ritory l:i.sted by trade channe l . Che ck then against your I.Bl'-~. Develop your p Ls n 
and then go get the business. Devote your time and ycur energies to where the 
fish are biting and if you need help run up the flag. He'll do our best to help 
if we can. 

And let me add this t hough t , which t hough not new, is of· vi.tal importance if you 
are to bring your key accounr s up to potential; 

GUARD AGAINST OUT OF STOCK 

A recent survey has concluded the following two startlinR facts~ 

1. ~1odern sophisticated manuf ac t ur-e r s keep "out s" to a max imum of 3i wtth 
their key account s . 

2. The average manufacturers, even with tl:wir bes t accounts, allow Bouts" 
as high as 25%. 

To my knowledge, we have allowed 25% but have never approached 3%. 

So, here is a grer.>.t opportunity for you to increase your kev account volume other 
than by the obvious ,,1,1y of b raodend ng existing lines and adding new ones. 

0ut of stocY. means lost business you can never get back - So make it your bualness 
to make sure your key accounts are in stock at all times - It will make a bif 
diff~rcncc in vour gt'les 2nd compensat:i.on. 



KEY ACCOUNTS - KEY ITEMS 

We've all talked about it - have you been successful in doing anything about it. 

Let's take it a step at a time: 

1. You get an important and expensive quarterly IBM Report showing comparative figures 
by account, by item, and by dcllar. 

2. You know what our leading Houseware·'s lines are - 1120011, Granny, Kitchen Companions, 
etc. - and what the leading items are within the various lines. 

3. You know who your key accounts are. 

Here's the question: 

Even though Imperial continues to invest manpower and money in new items, have you really 
done your best to sell our lines and items that you know are successful from your own 
experience-rc;-all ~ key accounts? -- 

Our records indicate this is not the case. 

Our records indicate, for example, the total sales on the "200" line are up considerably. 

Have you contributed to this by: 

(1) Trying to sell it to all your accounts? 

(2) Explaining carefully and knowledgeably our VIP - Large User Program, where applicable? 

(3) Moving into other successful Houseware's lines regardless of your success with n20011? 

Let's do our best to make sure we don't get categorized into a "special" type of salesman. 

We are paid to represent all line - let's do our best to sell all lines. Not ju,t Pocket 
Knivea - not just Kitchen Cutlery - not just Stainless BUT all lines. 



POCKET AND SHEATH KNIVES 

COUNTER MERCHANDISER PROGRAM 

Last year we gave you ''MOD Phase II"! This was our Floor Display Merchandiser Program. 

Despite the "growing pains" wa encountered with c. r~: .:..,::a."'l rf t:~:1-s magnitude, we 
accomplished many "POSITIVES" with our Floor Merchandiser Program. Some of which are 
as follows: 

1. It did HOT redu~e our sale• of existing counter displays. Through September of '74 
we sold mo~e MODs, Hammer Brand, and Diamond Edge Deluxe Displays than we did through 
September of '73. 

2. The units sold in the five floor cases through September represented 32% of the 
total units sold of Floor Displays and Counter Displays. 

3. The dollar volume of the Floer Case Sales through September represented 35% of the 
total dollar volume of all Floor Cases and Counter Displays sold in that period. 

4. The quantity of each Floor Case sold told us exactly what the Wholesalers want in 
the way of a compact streamlined Counter Display. 

With all of this information available to us, we have been able to develop what we 
believe will be our Display Program that will "KEEP US ALIVE IN '75". 

HERE ARE THE DETAILS: 

We eliminate one panel fro~ the Floor Cases and now have a functional two panel Counter 
Merchandiser using one panel for each "line". 

The features of the Counter Merchandisers a~e the sa~e features we have for the Floo~ 
Merchandisers: 

1. Each Line is displayed behind a domed cnbreakable plexiglass window. 

2. Serviced from the front, each display panel has its own lock with its backup stock 
right behind it. 

3. Each display, with mounted display panels and appropriate price strips affbed, 
packed in individual shipper. 

4. Complete backup stock for each assortment packed in single outer carton, with two 
inner cartons - one fo~ ea~h panel's backup stock. 

NOTE: Both display and backup stock cartons are permanently labelled for easy 
identification in warehouse (or stores) and !!2!h will be shipped together for all droP. 
shipments. 

5. Price strips are on the outside of the dis:l?7 for easy replacement, if necessary. 

Here are the three ass~rtments featured with this Counter Merchandiser Display: 



CD-1 

32~-PIECE JACKMASTER AND Difa.MOND EDGE JACK}1ASTER ASSORTMENT 

Developed specifically for the Hardware or Sporting Goods Wholesaler who is selling 
our MOD-1 and MOD-3 Assortments. 

The Jack.master panel contains 15 Jackmaster Pocket Knives from our MOD-1 and MOD-2 
Assortm~nts and there is only one sheath knife in this mix. 

The Diamond Edge panel contains the 10 knives from our MOD-3 Assortment. 

This should be our best selling Counter Display and should be a must at every Hard 
ware or Sporting Goods Dealer Show you attend. 

TOTAL RETAIL JOBBER COST DROPPED SHIPPED DELIVERED COST , -~ 
r ~vvvl· 

A,J) ~/ $454.49 $885.95 $398.68 

CD-2 

272-PIECE JACKHASTER AND HAMMERBRAND ASSORTMENT 

Here we have a good mix for the Hardware and Sporting Goods Wholesaler who carries 
our Jackmaster Line and has stepped up to our Hammerbrand Assortment. This assort 
ment contains 15 Jackmaster Knives from the MOD-1 and MOD-2 display and the Hammerbrand 
panel, which is 7 Pocket Knives from our Hammerbrand line, the 841RB, 847RB, 846 
Razor Blade Knives and the 836 Workmaster Knife. 

TOTAL RETAIL JOBBER COST DROPPED SHIPPED DELIVERED COST 

$737.61 $331. 92 $378.39 

CD-3 

193-PIECE DIAMOND EDGE POCKET KNIFE AND SHEATH KNIFE ASSORTMENT 

This assortment is a natural for the Hardware and Sporting Goods Wholesaler who are 
selling our MOD-3 Diamond Edge Display and our MOD-SA Sheath Knife Assortment. 

Assortment contains the panel of 10 knives from our MOD-3 Diamond Edge Assortment 
and the Sheath Knife Panel which contains the 6 knives from our MOD-SA Display in 
addition to the 310DE Hunting Kni ves , HB9 Hannnerbrand Hunting Knives and 819 Jack 
master Sheath Knife. 

TOTAL RETAIL JOBBER COST DROPPED SHIPP~D DELIVERED COST 

$762.99 $343.35 $391. 41 

That's it. Three assortments developed specifically for your trade area that will 
give you the maximum distribution and sales of Pocket and Sheath Knife displays in 
your Territory. 

IMPORTANT: Do not offer any customers "special" assortments. Sell only the 3 
versions outlined above. Special assortments would cause unacceptable problems at 
the factory in packing, billing, etc. 



We have priced all of these assortments at 50 and 10 from List F.O.B. Providence, 
Rhode Island for shipments into the wholesalers' warehouse in units of 3 or more 
displays. 

The drop ship delivered prices are at 40-10-5 off the list price. 

Sell now for late January shipments. 

NOTE: You can extend 60 day dating from the date of shipment of all Counter Display 
Assortments. This should really make your wholesale selling that much easier as the 
Jobber can extend this type of dating to his dealers. 
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FLOOR AND COUNTER 

POCKET & SPORTSMEN'S KNIVES 

PRICE LIST 
t-175FD/CD 
Jan. 1. 1975 

DISPLAY CASE 

ASSORTMENTS 

Each of the following assortments includes a floor or counter display (as indicated 
below). All knives of a pattern packed in separate shelf boxes. Each display (with 
display knives pre-mounted) shipped in individual carton with stock in separate carton. 

Asst. No. Contents 
Retail 
Price 

*Dist. Asst. 
£Q.!..t Weight 

3-tier 
Floor Display Assts.: 

402 asst. 
knives 

FD-4 
388 asst. 
knives 

FD-5 
335asst. 
knives 

Hammerbrand/Razor Blade SS D.E. 
Pocket Knives Jackmaster Pocket Knives 

$1167.91 599.14 121 lbs 

D.E. Pocket Knives Jackmaster Pocket Knives 
Sheath Knives 

1218.64 625.16 136 lbs. 

D.E. Deluxe Pocket Knives Hammerbrand/Razor 
Blade SS Jackmaster Pocket Knives 

1175.11 602.83 117 lbs. 

2-tier 
Counter Display Assts.: 

CD-1 
325 asst. 
knives 

CD-2 
272 asst. 
knives 

193 asst. 
knives 

D.E. Pocket Knives Jackmaster Pocket Knives 454.49 73 lbs. 885.95 

Jackmaster Pocket Knives 
Hammerbrand/Razor Blade SS 

378.39 74 lbs. 737.61 

D.E. Pocket Knives Sheath Knives 762.99 391.41 84 lbs. 

NOTE! See separate price list for detailed information on re-fill open stock 

NO SUBSTITUTIONS WILL BE ACCEPTED IN ABOVE ASSORTMENTS. 

Costs include drop shipments of individual assortments prepaid to any destination 
in Continental U.S.A. 

Terms: 2% 10, Net 30 Days. F.O.B. 

PRICES ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE. 

Imperial Knife company, Inc. OFFICE: 111s BROADWAY, NEw ros« N.Y. 10019/rAcroRr:PRov1DENcE, R.1. 02903 



RJ COUNTER MERCHANDISER 

RJ Pocket Knife sales increased this year, we are sure, as the result of our new 
individual card packaging. 

To further expand sales of this merchandise, we now have available a wire revolving 
counter merchandiser l~-48. The customer will be given the choice of buying his 
selection of four out of the five current RJ numbers and we will ship one dozen of 
each item selected or a total of four dozen with each URJ-48 Rack. Orders are to be 
written in open stock with the number of empty #RJ-48 Racks specified separately on 
the order. In other words, the same procedure we employ on the Worksaver Gadgets in 
Kitchen Cutlery. (See recommended order procedure on the following page) 

No racks will be given "no charge11 unless 4 Dozen knives are ordered. The customer 
nrust order a minimum of one dozen of Each RJ item selected. This is our normal shelf 
pack quantity. 

The display, itself, is compact and the sign we are supplying has general copy. If 
desired, this unit can be used for promotional sale. In fact, there is a suggestion 
in John Jenkins' writeup for Chains on this basis. This display is also ideal!~· 
suited for Convenience Food Stores, Drug. Discount, Hardware and Sporting Goods· 
Stores sales. 

We feel that this vehicle will more than double our RJ Pocket Knife sales in 1975. 

Be sure you get your share of this business. 

Mt~' t'l\ul') oti~1- 5 1 ' . n r s" .• ·rS 
.. -- •.. - ---- 

f\JQ b~~*(Mer-a, ,AU..CW~\) -- ,._._,,___-- 



1moeriill Knife Ass,..ociated Companies, Inc., PROVIDE~CE, R. r. 
General Sale's Offices: 1776 BROADWAY, NF.w YoRK, N. Y. 10019 

Area Cock 212 - 7.57-1814 
NO. IK·50808 

CUSTOMER SH IP TO INVOICI; NO. DATE REC'D, SH IP CUSTOMER P.O. NUMBER ORDER DATE FILL IN FOR NEW ACCOUNTS: 
NUMB EA 

1,JUl..i\OEP FROM 
I 

MO. I DAY I YR. L MO. I OAY I YR. CATEGORY I ST ATE 

I 
$AL£SMAN 'JO. 

I 
I 
I 

E ' 

ABOVE FOR OFFICE USE ONLY 

SH IP V! A: R~QUESTED 
TERMS F 0.9. SHIPPING 

DATE 

• MO., DAY' YR, ~ DAYS NET I I I I PROVIDENCE TRUCK 

IMPERIAL DISTRIBUTOR SOLD TO: _ 
MAIN STREET 

ANYWHERE1. U.S.A. 

I OU u p 
T F ,; QUANTITY N PR 00 UC T C 00 E A CUST. ITEM 

CATALOG DESCRIPTION UNIT PRICE 
E I c NUMBER 

AMOUNT < 
M F. E T K. f..lUMBER 

1 576 E, ch I RJ-278 .935 each 

2 576 E,ch I RJ-685 .935 each 

3 576 Eich I RJ-615 .985 each 

4 576 E,cb ) RJ-836 1.19 each 

- I I 
- 48 Oi ~l~ I RJ-48 Counter Display for the above N/C 
7 I I 
8 I I 
9 I I 

1 0 I ! 
11 I I 
12 I I 
1 3 I I 
1 4 I I 
15 ! I 
1 6 I I . 
1 7 I I 
1 B I I 
Special Information Re. this Order: 

Pack 1 Dozen of each RJ item ordered in one 
Carton Together with RJ-48 Display Rack 

Salesman~--~---~-~~---~-----~~~-~ Signed~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

HAVE YOU INDICATEfJ SHIPPING POINT ? 
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THE KNIFE MAKER'S KNIFE SHARPENER 

BLADE-MASTER is the first knife sharpener designed by people who know 
the most about knives. BIADE-MASTER incorporates the same professional 
sharpening features used by the professional cutler to give the super 
sharp "factory-fresh" edge your knife had the day you bought it. With 
BLADE-MASTER you can renew that same edge on any knife in seconds! 
BLADE-MASTER also features a protective Saf-T-Gard handle and exclusive 
"grind trap" to keep counter top clean of unsanitary particles. 

The ribbed cones on either side of the grind wheel serve a dual purpose. 
They cause an up-and-down grinding motion that affords a better edge 
(even on serrated or scalloped blades) while automatically cleaning the 
wheel. 

These comnents appear on the individual card package and they are the reason that 
BLADE-MASTER is a revolutionary new sharpener. We call it the ''k.,ife maker's knife 
sharpener" and truly it is. The effect of this presentation is going to have 
substantial consumer impact as they will recognize that they can buy for the first 
time a sharpener made by the leading cutlery manufacturer that will perform. Any 
knife sharpener, electric or manual in the market today, is in effect obsolete. 

BLADE-MASTER was developed during the past five years and its development included 
many hours of research in materials and functional results to create the most efficient 
and practical home blade sharpener possible. Key features are: 

1. The grindwheel and "Ripple" Cone is rotably mounted in the front of the handle, 
to rotate like a new version of the old fashioned grindstone. The grindwheel assembly 
is so tnounted that it rocks sideways in either direction in such a manner that will 
follow the variable shaped edges of different blades in an automatic and self 
adjusting manner. 

2. The cones of the grindwheel are a most sophisticated and patented ad~£ncement to 
provide greatly improved results in sharpening. During the sharpening process, when 
the knife is being propelled manually back and forth, the raised ribs cause the knife 
blade to alternately move up and down while maintaining the knife blade at the proper 
angle for maximum keenness. This is important, as keenness is not the same as sharpness. 
Keenness is the angle at which the blade should be sharpened for best results. To 
continue, this up and down movement of the knife blade against the face of the grind 
wheel does two things. (a) It increases the amount of grinding action during each time 
that the knife is propelled back and forth, and, (b) it automatically cleans the face 
of the grindwheel of the glaze and metal particles that usually accumulate on the face 
of the grindwheel and thereby dull its efficiency. This up and down movement keeps 
the grindwheel clean and sharp. 

3. The well beneath the grindwheel assembly catches all the grind waste, and BLADE 
MASTER may be used in a completely sanitary manner on any surface. 

4. The handle design lends itself to a comfortable and secure grip during the 
sharpening process. BLADE-MASTER COMES IN TWO POPULAR COLORS - Avocado and Harvest 
Gold and the handle is dishwasher safe. The hole in the handle enables it to be hung 
up or it is small enough and can be kept easily in a storage drawer. 



Further details are: 

Item No: K-103 

Packed: Each sharpener skin packed - 
1/2 Dozen to a Shelf Box - 3 each of 
each color handle (Avocado and Harvest Gold) 

Suggested Retail: $2.29 each (All Cards Unpriced) 

$1.03 each Jobber Cost: 

Availability: January 1, 197 5 

Think of the idea the ''knife maker's knife sharpener". This is the whole key to 
selling this item. We're close to 60 years in the making of sharp knives. It only 
makes sense that Imperial should make the first truly functional knife sharpener. 

This item can and will be sold in many areas of distribution including Department Stores. 
Therefore, it becomes another item in the greatly expanded list of merchandise you have 
available to sell to this channel. Be sure that you become completely familiar with its 
operation and its unique features that are outlined above. Acquaint your customers witµ 
them, demonstrate the item, convince them that in BLADE-MASTER you have a knife sharpener 
that will sell. 



DIAMOND EDGE KITCHEN CUTLERY 

With the many changes that have occurred this year one result ie that our Diamond Edge 
Kitchen Cutlery has become pretty distinctive and really fit a place of their own in 
the market. 

To improve the sale of this line for 1975 you have: 

Three New Set Combinations 

New Storage Holders 

New Set Packaging 

New Sets Are: 

MASTER JOBBER 
ITEM NO!. DESCRIPTION PACK COST RETAIL 

3001 Carving Knife in Holder 6 sets $3. 73 + $ 9.95 
3002 6 Steak Knives in Holder , , 6 sets 8.23 21.95 
3003 5-Pc. Kitchen Set in Holder 6 sets 9.36 24.95 

\ 
Availability - January 1, 1975 c \,., ,' ,.::,..:,;. - .....• 
We will also continue to #301579 under the new number #3004. Although all other sets 
feature new packaging this item will remain unchanged, includiDg the syroco holder. 
New retail on this item is $29.95 with a jobber cost of $11.23. 

. ~\ 
I " 

We will continue all open stock on which pricing has been increased per Price List 
No. XK-175J. 

JIO!Bt We are maintaining the 50% and 25% margin on both sets and open stock. 

We are sure that the changes and improvements a.ceomplished here will result in better 
volume on Diamond Edge Kitchen cutlery for you. With the improved holders, set 
packaging and the big discounts you are able to offer we are put in a very attractive 
poaition in this part of the Kitchen Cutlery Market. 

Be sure you get your share. of this business. 



KITCHEN COMPANION GADGETS 

There are three new members to the Kitchen Companion Family. They are: 

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION JOBBER COST RETAIL 

K-101 Pickle Fork .40 each .89 each 

t K-102 2 Grapefruit Spoons on a Card .44 each .98 each 

K-104 Relish Server .44 each .98 each 

All of the above will be individually carded, one dozen to a shelf box - 12 dozen to 
a master carton. All are available January 1, 1975. All new items will be unpriced. 

The above represent a continuing effort to add saleable items to the Kitchen Companion 
line. The Relish Server is a unique item, in fact it was the suggestion of a consumer 
who is tired of using a conventional server. She felt she was getting more liquid 
than relish. 

All new items are competitively priced and feature the same very successful packaging 
as well as our distinctive finish we apply to all tableware serving items. 

With the 0Blade-Master" Sharpener you now have four new very saleable items for your 
gadget customers. 



STAINLESS TABLEWARE 

What's new for 1975? 

NEW PACKAGING 

TWO NEW PATTERNS 

Yes, new packaging both in construction and graphics in Custom and Standard Quality 
Sets and Open Stock. Again, the innovators - not followers, Imperial's new tableware 
packaging features the artistic hand of Eugene Carlin, who has achieved national 
recognition as an illustrator. His approach is sophisticated, yet will appeal to the 
full spectrum of potential customers. His style is readily recognized, as it has been 
employed in a wide variety of other consumer products. We feel it is extremely well 
adapted to tableware. As we have said for sometime, this is a 11fashion11 business and 
as important as the patterns themselves is the manner in which they are packaged. 

In construction the new 24-pc. sets also can be their own self-displayer and the 50-pc. 
set package is now the same size as our former 24-pc. package. The space saving with 
either is substantial. On 24-pc. sets, for example, you can display six patterns in 
the space formerly required for four. We can't think of a better way to increase 
pattern distribution. 

Individual cards are compatible both in color and graphics to the sets, thus continuing 
this highly saleable feature of our Tableware line. Sales of open stock in 1974 are 
up substantially and we are sure this is where both sets and open stock have been sold 
together. 

Two new patterns - We have added the very popular Fiddle Back pattern (American Look)~ 
Available J/1/72 - in Custom Quality and an extremely timely Early American pattern 
(Village Green) - Available 1/1/~l - in Standard Quality. See current price list for 
jobber cost and packing information. You have been asking for both of the above and you 
now have not only the patterns themselves but new packaging for both. We expect that· 
each will become a leader in its respective quality and also will be a means for many 
of you to sell additional patterns to all customers. 

In 1974 we also increased profit margins on both Custom Quality and Standard Quality 
patterns. In today's market, where there is an ever increasing demand for better 
return on investment we are keeping pace with this need. We are doing this without 
increasing cost on Custom and Standard Sets and Custom Open Stock has gone up only 
slightly. Standard remains unchanged. 

The existing three patterns in each of the Custom and Standard price ranges remain 
on this basis also. 

We will continue the two best selling patterns in Prestige Quality - Royal Baroque and 
Silver Dawn, including the Caring & Serving Set available with the latter. Discontinued 
are: 

Encanto and Bright Meadow 

The above gives you a substantially better Tableware Program for 1975 for the channels 
of distribution we are best able to sell. We have emphasized new packaging, new 
patterns that are timely, and margins because these are the needs we all have today, 
We have given you the tools, no~ it is up to you to get the results, 



DECLARATION LINE 

What better vehicle for an I~perial first! 

The combination of BOTH tableware and cutlery sets in a single line of dramatically 
packaged kitchen and dining room accessories, all geared to the hottest styling in 
years - that's DECLARATION! 

DECLARATION is aimed point-blank at the phenoaenal Bicentennial Bonanza that will 
"peak" in 197.5-6. 

AND BOTH BARRELS ARE LOADED! 

DECLARATION Cutlery Sets 

Feature stainless knives with Antique White handlest "pewterized", 
specially-etched blades and rich Early American decorator holders, . ~ 
that stand vertically for maximum display effect. ~f'~ 

ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION RETAIL 
JOBBER COST/ 
SET PACK 

DC-4 
DC-6 

4-Pc. Cutlery Set 
6-Pc. Steak Knife Set 

$14.95 
12.95 

$6. 73 ( 
5.83 

6 sets 
6 sets 

DECLARATION Stainless Tableware Sets 

Offers a choice of two new Colonial patterns, each at a different 
price point. 11Pewterized11 finish. Both patterns packed in same 
Declaration gift box with 3-Pc. Place Setting visible even when 
shrink-packed. Top cover folds back for vertical counter display. 

JOBBER COST/ 
ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION RETAIL SET PACK - 
DC-24 American Look - Full Polish - $16.95 $7.63 6 sets Jl\A~~ \ 

24-Pc. Serv. for 6 
DC-24 Village G~een - Pjaiterl~d - 13.95 6.28 6 sets Fd 

~ 24-Pc. Serv. for 6 
,.,,...--- ~ ··- - - -- ......,. 

ey, ?~~0-~ Sets in this packagi~g_y 

Availability: January-r,-r975-except DC-24 American Look - March 1, 197 

When you sell the Declaration line you sell from maximum strength. A line has 
importance a single set or two could never have - either to your jobber<>r his dealers. 
Why? A line affords maxi~u.~ display potential, maximum volume and maximum reorders. 

lllat's why we've combined cu~lery and tableware in DECLARATION and that's why we expect 
you to sell it as a line wherever possible. Don't offer just tableware or just cutlery. 
Sell the DECLARATION concept of a line and the advantages it offers. 

You'll find it pays BIG dividends. DECLARATION should get you the lion's share of that 
"extra" business we need in '75. 



VERI-SHARP II - A WIC'1!..E NEW LOOK! 

Not just a face-lifting •••• actually a brand new line in our best selling price range. 

VERI-SHARP II features: 

* NEW laminated Wonda-Wood (Fibron) Handles 

* NEW "micro-ground" blades with the most consistant grind 
Cand tberefore edge) in their field 

* NEW full-color, shrink-packed gift sets 

* NEW full-color, skin-packed individual carding 

*· NEW moulded storage trays for all sets 

PLUS ••••• 

NEW Fruit & Vegetable Slicer (No. 233) 
NEW Slotted Turner (No. 234) - not skin-packed 
NEW 2-Pc. Carving Set (No. VS-3) 
NEW 4-Pc. Cutlery Set (No. VS-4) 

JOBBER 
RETAIL COST PACK 

$ 1.29 $ .55 72 ea. 
1.98 • 855 72 ea • 
8.95 4.03 12 sets 

11.95 5.38 12 sets 

(Even most of the numbering is new - so check your catalog page and price list 
carefully) 

There are even new "Adapt-0-Rack" assortments with VERI-SHARP II sets. You'll read 
about them in a separate section. 

We firmly believe that your new VERI-SHARP II line is by far the finest in quality and 
packaging in its field. And even though costs are up, VERI-SHARP II pricing remains 
equal to or better than the "also rans" too. 

So here's your new ''1-rEad-and-butter line". It's got all the ingredients to make it 
America's Number One popular-priced line in 1975. It's up to you. 



CASUALWARE 

I've made the statement that Casualware has a better future than it has a past. Quite 
a statement! 

It's easy to be a Monday morning quarterbe~k. I've heard the arguments: 

1. Some accounts have overloaded. 

2. We didn't have a proper retail merchandiser. 

3. I don't know anything about the department store business. 

Well, who are we sell::ng? Certainly not ourselves - and with that approach, certainly 
not the customer. 

Sure, we've made sone mistakes BUT we've learned from them: And if you are sharp, you 
will have learned from the~ too and acted accordingly. 

What have I got in mind? 

1. The orders now coming in on Casualware, like those coming in every day on 
LaCoutellerie are modest, but steady. Some of you have dc~e a good job on this 
important phase of our business. Cong~atulatiocs are particularly in order for 
Ed Clark and Gordon Champlin, who have worked cfose.ly with some • their key 
distributors and their key retail accountc to achieve consistant turnover. Let 
me be specific: 

A. In quoting from Ed Clark: "Domestic Distributors absolutely utilized 
the advertising policy for rebate en a must scale (!n fact I just 
processed a bill) .•. t~ey set the stage themselves in the stores 
where they set up Ccrelle" (and they do the same thing with LaCoutellerie - 
setting G.p a "Spice O'Life" area). Fo::- your infor:nation, in the past 
12 months they have bought $ll,,852.00 - up cons:!.dere.bly from a year ago. 
The volume is at trrac t ave , the turnover excellent. Each of you should do 

.,,,. so well. In fact, we receive en the avezage of one order a month or 
better. 

B. Gordon Champlin is building an excellent volu;::e with Federal Wholesale 
and working closely with their retail accoun~ - Gold Circle. Their 
volume for the last six nonzhs (seven o rder s) on Caaua lwa re is $18 ,360 - 
again, -:J:.? st.tbat.a.ntiall7 fron last year (and they are moving rapidly 
on LaCcutellerie). 

2. Our presentation at rete.il with our "200011 Merchandiser is excellent. If every 
retail customer had one on display, we ccnl.dn ' t make the stuff fast enough. We 
are continuing our 1/2000 Asaor trcer.t into 1975.. Get it d:.stributed! 

3. You should have ycur feet wet 0:1 the r~tc.H end of our business. You should 
have learned something abo:tt wc~king with jobber sal~snen and their retail buyers. 
You should have been Lns t.rumsnt a L in sett!ng t:.? 11200011 Merchandisers in the Corelle 
section of housewares wit:h their key accc.mt s , (All this experience and training 
should be helpful in getting LaCcutellerie off the gro~nd.) 

What's new with Casualware in 1975? 

1. Well, I think you'll agree when you see the new package at your Meeting that it 
is going to stimulate sales. It's a self-merchandiser ~!ong the lines of LaCoutellerie 
and it's a beauty! We plan to sell out the old packaging and phase into the new 



about February 1st (at which time the master pack will be reduced from 8 to 6 so 
we ca• use the same carto• here as with the new 24-pc. set packaging) 

2. New pricing is: 

20-Pc. Set 
4-Pc. Serving Set 
4-Pc. Steak Sets 

$24.95 
6.95 
9.95 

$9.36 
2 .61 
3.73 

ITEM RETAIL JOBBER COST 

Advertising Allowance: 

20-Pc. Sets - 50¢/Set 
4-Pc. Serving & Steak Sets - 5%/Set 

The big point is: NEW MARGINS ..•.• 
You're increasing distributor profi~ from 50/10/5% to 50/25%. So your Corning 
Distributors have the same margin on the three products that are exclusive to them - 
Casualware, LaCoutellerie Cutlery Sets (4006) LaCoutellerie Steak Sets (4007). 

Be smart. 
50/25%) 

·- Do something with this extra money (the difference between 
Don't just give it away without trying to get something back. 

50/10/5% and 

For example: 

Some of our salesmen, working closely with their Corning Distributors on LaCoutellerie, 
have persuaded them to give their dealer 50% and utilize part of the remaining 25% 
($3.14) to help their customer advertise LaCoutellerie. If your distributor were 
willing, as many are, to work on 10% ($1.25/Set) that would leave $1.89 per set for 
promotion (in addition, you have 50¢ per set regular advertising money). 

If your distributor can talk his dealer into working on 40% that provides an additional 
$2.50 per set to work with. 

You can change the dollars around in many ways. The point is: Don't just give it 
away without getting something in return. 

3. We've generated some plus sales by imprinting on the outside of our stainless set 
packaging - "Open Stock Available - Details Inside Package". As you are aware, there 
is a consumer order blank packed with each set. We will do the same thing with the 
advent of the new Casualware packaging. 

/ , , 
,,,/ 



LaCOUTELLERIE 

Some of you have done an exellent job in helping to launch LaCoutellerie - it's off 
the ground and moving. 

In our judgment, with continuing effort and pressure on your part, it will become your 
number one houseware's item. 

Playback from you and your customers find no fault with our current program - its 
price, merchandising, ad allowance, etc. No question, we've got a winner! 

Our experience with Casualware has helped us. I don't know of one jobber who has 
LaCoutellerie who isn't starting to turn it and is coming back for more. It is 
enjoying retail movement - the key to its success. It is getting ad support (the 
Macy brochure is beautiful, as I'm sure you'll agree). 

It is quality merchandise and is riding the crest of the "Spice O'Life" houseware's 
wave. It coordinates. It fits in. Although new, it is no stranger to the housewife. 
Have you used it in your home? Once you do, you'll never miss a sale and you'll always 
be ahead of budget. 

WHAT'S NEW IN 19757 

1. As you know from your Casualware write-up, we are urging you to prevail upon 
your jobber to use his deep discount (50/25%) for something besides extra profit 
alone. Encourage him to really make some extra money by helping his dealer to promote 
LaCoutellerie by providing promotional funds to him. How? By using some of the 
dollar difference between his 50/25% discount and whatever discount he gives to the 
dealer. The math is the same as the 20-Pc. Casualware Sets because the retail, 
discount, and costs are the same. 

2. One of the most important keys to the retail movement of LaCoutellerie is its 
proper presentation at retail. Not only should it be merchandised with Spice O'Life 
but the package must be opened on the retail counter so the consumer can see and even 
feel the knives. The closed box will not do the job. So that the dealer (retailer) 
will open the package and convert it to a counter display, a new label outlining the 
proper procedure will be affixed to each three set sleeve. 

3. And, best of all, we are expanding LaCoutellerie with a darn good looking 
6-Pc. Steak Knife Set - each knife etched with "LeCouteau" - the knife. 

Details are: 

Item No: 8 
$22.95 

50/25% 

Retail: 

Margin: 

Jobber Cost: $8.61 

Advertising Allowance: 25¢/Set 

Pack: 6 Sets/Carton ____.....~..;:.. 

Availability: 

- 



As you will see f rom the aanp Le , it Ls ano the r item in the popular Spice O' Life 
group. 

You know how good the kn:~ves are: and hotz bcaut I ful.Ly the LaCoutellerie Holder 
complements kitchen decor. :'Jo-1 let's tall< abou t the LeCouteau Holder. It• too, with 
its attractive well known "Spice O'Life" design :i.s our asset to the decor of the 
home - whether it be in the kitchen or the dining rcom. It's a counter or tabletop 
holder which protects the bladec so it acts as a safety device at the same time. I 
am sure every woman is fed up with searching in drawers for knives and chopping up 
their fingers - this is another method of preventing this while at the same time 
enhancing her home. 

We are merchandising it likn Ceeu&lware and LaCoutellerie - through the Corning 
distributors. This novr g Ives es thr ee i:~.:_-r·::·"-~n:: products that have exclusive 
distribution. Hopefully, we arc startins to bcco:nc important to these essential 
distributors in the houseware's field. It is at!r plan in the future to continue to 
expand our distribution to thene ,distributors. Once you've got them leaning your way, 
you are in the houseware's business in a meaningful way. 

Let's look at some of the specific support you have on LaCoutellerie: 

1. You are awa~e of the J.C. Penne7 Progran ~~ere we ship direct to selective 
stores and the refills com~ through your jobbers, 

2. We got forced dis tribb)' to all Fre[erick Atkins Members as a result of 
their Christmas ad. Mark s doing an ex~ellent job of following this up 
along with the 

3. Allied Stores where the distribution wasn't forced but where we have received 
some attractive or de rs ,.-'·.en the stores have been properly pursued in the 
field. 

4. The May Company has gen'3rated so:'.lle exciting repeat business in Los Angeles, 
Pittsburgh, Denver and Cleveland Lhrou,;;:1. Lmpo r t an t- joblierlil like Wesco, Banner, 
and Worthington. 

s. I understand from so2c of you that Woolco and 1-A Woolworth Stores are 
pulling refill o rde rc f: . .-c,J tl,?.:;.r local Co:;:ning Distrilutors. 

No doubt each of you :·.es your own success story. In any event, with national retail 
support such as that j tut descz Ibed , you shou.l.d be in a strong position to parlay 
these substantial inroads into greatly increased LaCoutellerie dollar volume. 

Remember your objective hera: To make Imperial Knife an important supplier to these 
key distributors. Wi;_;i them, y0c. ar e in t:·.1~ houseware' s business and growing - 
without them, you' re not gcf.ng to uake it. 

We are doing our best by giving you the ammunition - the products. The rest is up 
to you. 



VERl-SHARP CUTLERY 

WW-lWE 

WW-2WE 

WW-8 

WW-15 

WW-16 

DIMIDND EDGE CUTLERY 

3065 

3066 

3056 

3057 

3059 

KITCHEN COMPANIONS 

K-172 

STAINLESS TABLEWARE 

Encanto 

:Sright Meadow 

DISCONTINUED ITEMS 



HOW TO WIN FRIENDS AND INFLUENCE CUSTOMERS •••• 

SELL 'EM SCHRADE 

Points to bring to the attention of your Schrade accounts are 
listed below. 

1) Compact '75 - the new Floor Case that we will 
ship within 6 weeks after receipt of order 
during the first 6 months of 1975. Catalog pages 
available NOW ~~d we repeat shipment no later than 
6 weeks after receipt of order. 

2) An enlarged Advertising Specialty and Executive Gift 
offering. A mailing to be made to the Advertising 
Specialty Trade. 

3) Another "Limited Edition", a second Grand Dad's Old Timel' 
for Fall selling. 

4) An increased advertising appropriation with schedule and 
brochure attached, plus a "mat program". 

5) Shipments of regular Schrade 8 weeks after receipt of 
order for the first 6 months of 1975. 

6) At last-the Loveleso Hunter for late summer delivery. 

7) Ellenville has standardized packaging and put in shrink 
pack. All orders must be written on the standard quantity ., 
base to avoid extra charges. Gift boxed knives such a• 
Old Timers and Uucle Henrys are shrink-packed 2 to the pack. 
Each gift box has the knife number stamped on the end. 
Simply orde= in "equal quantities", 2, 4, 6, etc. All 
view-pa~ked knives are shrink-packed 3 to the pack, so 1 
dozen would consist of 4 shrink-packs. Each view-pack has 

• • the knife ,:_,,:.3~, · :; on both ends and these shrink-packs can be 
stacked for easy inventory. 

A change in Hunting Knife packaging. Each knife will be in 
a poly bag, separate from the sheath, but the individual box 
will contain sheath and htmter and the numbers on the end of 
each hex. 

All shrink-packs will have a string for easy opening. 

We are discont:f.::n~.ing the half-dozen blue boxes and replacing 
them with these "stackable" shrink-packs. 

---- 



Hardware and Sporting Goods Wholesaler 

Schrade Dealer Show Specials 

List Jobber Show Special 
Item# Descri.E,tion Price Cost Discount 

SOT Old Timer 3 blade Senior 
Premium Stock 10.75 4.00 5% 

340T Old Timer 3 blade Middleman 
Premium Stock 9.75 3.65 5% 

1080T Old Timer 3 blade Junior 
Premium Stock 8.25 3.10 5% 

1520T Old Timer Sharp Fin~er SKinner 15.00 5.60 5% 

Floor Case Special 

l-1520T Old Timer "Sharp Finger" Skinner FREE with 
COM75 Floor Case -- / . 1, ,t ..•• t....J 

«, ..•• " ,l Ii "'" 
; 

"\_/ 

f I r , 

·_.;. . 



Item I 

Hardware and SpGrting Goods 

Wholesaler Dealer Show Specials 

Schrade Floor Case 

Drop Shipment Prices - F.O.B. Ellenville, N.Y. 

DesCriJ?tiOn 
List 
Price 

Drop Shipment 
Jobber Cost 

FC9 
FClO 
FC14 
COM75 

Item I 

Schrade Floor Case 
Schrade Floor Case 
Schrade Floor Case 
Schrade Compact Floor Case 

1722.70 
1716.10 
1543.60 
855.75 

643.75 
641.15 
577.65 
320.00 

Maximum Delivery - 6 weeks from receipt of order 

Drop Shipped Delivered Prices 

Schrade Picture Frame Display 

List 
Descriition Price 

Drop Ship Delivered 
Jobber Cost 
138.15 SW570TA 

SW58TLA 

SW59UH 
SW680TA 
SW549A 

24 pc Old Timer and Honesteel Asst 307.00 
30 pc Old Timer and Uncle Henry 
Pocket Knife Assortment 
14 pc Uncle Henry Assortment 
18 pc Old Timer Assortment 
24 pc Schrade Sheath Knife Asst. 

333.75 
267.50 
231.00 
318.00 

150.19 
120.38 
103.95 
143.00 

Maximum Delivery - 6 weeks from receipt of order 



RACK JOBBERS, GROCERY J03BERS, & SUPERMARKET CHAINS 

In last.yearts Sales Meeting Manual, we outlined a basic approach to selling the 
Food Industry. Included was comment; on what buyers were looking for in the way 
of a presentation and how you could cccomplish this in a professional manner. 
The same concepts.apply today in .selling ou:r merchandise, and we recommend that 
you review last year's manual in this respect. 

In 1974, we greatly expanded cur "Lar ge User - VIPt1 Program, including better 
profit margins. This was extremely helpful in expanding our volume where this 
program was properly presentcc!. We will continue to include more new items and 
offer still better margins where poac fb Le . B7 doing so, we increase our impor-: 
tance to every food cus t craa r , 

For 1975: 

1. We have totally repackaged cur Veri-Sharp basic cutlery line and have added 
two new items, detailG on whic.:.·t are covered separately. Stainless Tableware 
carded open stock features new packaging and ~wo new patterns - American Look - 
the popular Fiddle Back you have all asked for for #03 Accounts and an Early 
American pattern, Village Green, which io certainly most timely. Again, details 
are covered separately but we are sure that these improvements in both basic 
major lines will be seen quickly tn increased orders. 

2. We have three new Kitchen Companion items and the new Blade-Master Knife 
Sharpener. All should become basics with your gadget customers. Additionally, the 
LaGadgeterie line is still r2ally new to many, and we will realize the true results 
on this line in 1975 also. 

3. We have increased margins on Granny open stock. We continue to expand dis 
tribution of this line every day. 

4. We fully realize the need for continued ?romotional activity, and we have re 
vised and updated our 11Hini J-Hook Progrr1.m" for this purpose. Details are on the 
following pages. By offering thic p~ograra now, we are sure we will reach many 
customers who were proeramned for 1974 when we introduced its predecessor. You 
will also find that in presenting this program, it is a means to sell a J-Hook 
Promotion - if not this one, a~other consisting of our merchandise. For this 
purpose, we will still cont Lnue tI.:c::. :=f0grc1m we have had on Kitchen Companion 
gadgets where you may permit a cestomer to select his choice of any six dozen 
(one dozen of each item), 2nd we w~lJ. c:ake. up a prepack accordingly. We will in 
clude J-Hooks or allow 6c per d~zen J-Hook allowance if the customer provides 
their own. Discount en thisba.sls Mis-ret2il-fess 50% less 10% less 10%. On \ 
Work~vers and LaGadgeterie, the sc:,;:,2 procedure can be followed on a five dozen 
prepack and discount will be re~~il less 50% less 10% less 5%. Minimum orders in 
both cases is fifty asaortment3, 

We still recommend that on the presentation of any J-hook program, you make the 
selection initially as to what the items shoulc! be. You should mount your selec 
tion of items attractively on a poster board and include information as to assort 
ment number, contents, retail, and ~ost. In this manner, you give the buyer 
everything he needs to effectively get a decision for you. In many cases an 
immediate decision will be reached and you will leave the call with an order. 



RACK JOBBERS, GROCERY JOBBERS, & SUPERMARKEI' CHAINS 

-2- 

s.We ~ootinued·to· sell a substantial number of Pocket Knives this past year with the 
new RJ-type merchandising. To further assist in selling more pocket knives packed in 

this manner, particularly in the convenience store field, you will now have a new 
RJ merchandiser on which details are given tc you separately. This, together with 
the MOD displays now offers a choice in merchandising approach. Be sure to show 
pocket knives, as we are sure we are not getting all the food business we should be 
on these products. 

We will continue our participation in A~1l and GM.DC in 1975 and prior to each conven 
tion, we will contact you relative to Members in your territory to determine items 
of importance to discuss with them. 

We are also aware of Universal Product Coding (UPC) and its possible use in the 
future. This development is still in the "testing" stage and much is still to be 
determined. All of us must watch this situation carefully including each of you 
in your territory. You must keep us advised on this program as it will effect 
your customers. We will be ready when we need to be ready. 

We will review with each of you here your Key Accounts and what we expect you to 
achieve with them. We are going to set forth a goal to achieve with each #03 
customar in 1975. 

This goal will be a realistic one and will be spelled out completely for 
our list of food customers grow, unfortunately, the number of items they 
buy in many times does not. We do not have total in depth distribution. 
going to get better penetration in 1975. 

you. As 
ultimately 
We are 



11-;PERit'\L 1975 "J" HOOK C0J!TIWJITY Pf~EPACK PROGR.l\t-1 
I '.:J. •- 

FOR PLUS VOLU1·1E \-!ITH rw rnvrnTORY 

Ei\CH r.10NTH !\ DIFFERErn SELECTIOrl OF 
TIMELY "BEST SELLif~G" ITEMS FOR 

YEAR ROUiiD co:!TINUITY 

ORDER NOW FACTORY CASE RETAIL/ 
SELL IN STOC!Z ff THE~IE ITEMS 1·!EIGHT ASST. . 
'March J-9 "Table M2tcs" K-154 (12 ea) K-155 (12 ca) 3 3. SI! $ 21. 36 

(\·; / 2 J - llo ok s ) 

April J-10 "Tax Specials" K-169 (12 ca) K-195 (6 ca) 34. 5;i 20.25 
(W/2 J-Hoob) 

May J-11 "Mother's Helpers" K-250 (6 ca) K-253 (6 ca) 19. 0 {! 18.00 
K-252 (6 ca) (W/3 J-llooks) 

June J-12 "Patio Partners" K-162 (9 ea) K- lOL1 (9 ca) 28. O{) 17.64 
(W/2 J-llooks) 

July J-1 "Steak l·!ates SK-148/2 (12 ca) K-254 (6 ca) 26. Of,! 21. 48 
(W/2 J-l!ooks) 

August J-2 "Play It Cool" K-156/2 (12 CG.) K-1_9,l (12 ea) 28 .01:i 22.44 
(:-l/ 2 J-llooks) 

September J-3 "Soup "n Sandwich" K-151 (12 ca) 229 (6 ea) 19. 5;:1 18.42 
(W / 2 J-·Hoo ks) 

October J-4 "Pair of Servers" ~-158 (9 ea) K-160 (9 ea) 36. 0 fl 21. 42 
(W/2 J-l!ooks) 

November J-5 "Turkey Day" K-168 (9 ca) 876 (6 ea) 24. 5!.! 21. 15 
(W/2 J-Hoo;(s) 

December J-6 "Holiday Time" K-196 (12 ea) K-161 (12 ea) 28. 5 !! 23.52 
(\·; I 2 J- llooL~) 

January J-7 ":,;:ew Year Starters" K-20!+ (6 ea) K-197 (6 ea) 32.0(; 17.82 
K-199 (6 e a ) (H/3 J-Hooks) 

Februo.ry J-8 "Citrus Season" K-2_5 l (G CJ.) 1:-1rµ ( 12 cc) 21.0;/ 17. 76 
(H/3 J-llooks) 

PIHCI;·JG SCHEDllLE 

Buy 5 Assts. (out of 12) - Cost - Retail less - 505~ & 10% 
(Plus Free J-Hooks Included) 

Buy 8 Assts. (out of 12) - Cost - Retail less - 505~ [; 10~~ E( 2-1/2~; 
(Plus Free J-Hooks Included) 

Buy All 12 Assts. - Cost - Retail less - sot?, lW- E, 5~:, 
(Plus Free J-Hooks Included) 

~; nimum Order~ Assortments per Order (Same Assortment) (llo Hi xed Assortments) 

\ Cube: 2.5 cu. ft. (All Assortments) Master Carton Pack - 10 As s or tment s 

tF.A. 150 lbs. to Same Destination 

~ ~'), .. ) 
~v .•. 



NEW PROGRAM FOR MASS MERCHANDISERS FOR 1975 

Many national and regional chains have found that pre~ent war~house operations 
just can't afford the servicing their stores must have fol· mar r.mum turnover. The 
"Feeder Jobber" is more end more taking ove r this f unc t Lon , He gives the chain 
the extra servicing necessary tn assure fresh, saleable goods that are always 
,.in stock" and prcperly displayed. 

Your new Tableware/Cutlery Programs are aimed squarely to fill this need, They 
cover 0all the bases", from a complete 10 foot display asso r tment; of all lines 
to individual "Adapt~Rack" AsRorcments that let the jobber tailor-make his 
own display for each store. 

Even more importantly, your new program is profitable both for "Feeder Jobbers" 
and store. In add Lt Lon to the regular jobber discount, it offers the following 
extra profit features: 

Volume Incentive Pla:\ - up to 5% bonus at year-end 
Large User Pricing - up to 15% extra discount 

The attached catalog page and price lists spell out all the details. Let me 
point out the new features of the various assortments. 
ASST. ATC-2 - the comp Lecc p rcgrara. Tableware, Cutlery and Gadgets in just ten 

feet of pegboard space. Note the small inventories and total low 
retail for the assortment. This makes it easy for the store to 
start and means f r eque. ·:.: re-orders for the "Feede~ Jobber". 

\ ASST. A728 

ASST.A729 
ASST. A727 

Please note that this assortment has been designed to include only 
the best-selling items in all lines. You should make every effort 
to sell it "as is". H0we7er, if sub::;titutions are absolutely 
necessary, they may ba made. Order by regular Asst. No. ATC-2 
and then l:;_st substituticns unde rrieat.h , 

- NEW pegboard wire d Lsp Lay as so r tmerrt of St.andar-l pattern 2/i-·pc. 
t ab l eware o e t s and cpen stock. New F2.tt:-·.:-~t, Vi l~?~G C:·c:en. 

- an abcve but witb Cus t oin pattern. N;~w Pc t t e rn , .~~::-;?ri~~n_ Look. 
- revised Con-Io La as so r tmcut replaces Luze ry 50·-~,c .. Ss·,:s ~dU1 

faster scllin3 Custom patte~n 50-pc. Sets. (Ple&~c allow 6-8 
weeks for shipment of this assortment only). With new Patterns. 

- New Adapt+o-Rack Assortments of Veri-Sharp Sets and the NEW 
Decle~ation Cutlery and Tableware SEts. (Df.!tails on price sheets). 

PRICE LISTS - Following are separate retaiJ._ p r i ce Lf.s t s :f.:>r ti:•.2 ATC··'2.. and A727 
Assor tment.a , p!.us e. jobber price list s}10.ri~g n:~;- available 
assortmznts. Her2 also is a new retail price list that shows the 
entire TW, KK, ~nd Gadget Lines on one sheet, with the exception 
of assortmc,ts. It can be used by jobbers in making presentations 
to their cus.t omer s and should also be useful to you at dealer shows, 
You will note i.:.hat all prices of assortments are based to the 
jobber e t 50-10 o f f retails. (l;o charge for Racks) Merchandise 
will be ship;:,~1 with racks and all ord~rs must be placed by 
assortmer..tc onl_y_. 

You will note that All the c the r "Ad~?t-0-Rack" TW and KK assortments are still 
available. That means your jobcer ca; still "CuE:tc:nize" assortments for smaller 
stores as he sees fit. 

We expect you to give prime emphasis to selling this program to the Feeder Jobbe:-. 
Here lies your greatest po tent Lal, for :~:·_gh-volume sales and best turnover. Bette.: 
store servicing will always result in better sales. 



However, there may be a few chains in your territory who still insist on buying 
directly. You are, of course, free to solicit their business directly. 

THE MASS MERCHANDISER SELL POCI!...ET & HUNTING KNIVES 

With the advent of the new floor case in the Imperial line, every effort should 
be made to place these in all major outlets. You'li find that many of these 
outlets are being serviced by Sporting Goods Jobbers, and therefore, if you 
work with them, you can get distribution. There are some Mass Merchandisers 
who run and service their own departments. These you must solicit directly. 
Using the set-ups offered under our Sporting Goods and Hardware Departments, 
present these to your Discount2rs and build your pocket knife volume. We're 
now doing a nice volume with Wal t1art, K: Mart, Gibson's and others with our 
present set-up. These are being sold by our men and with little or no service, 
do a substantial volu~e. The new counter case, which we are introducing, will 
add greatly to this volumz. 

Place it, and watch your sales grow. 

7EATURES OF THE 1975 PROGRAM 

1. NEW Packaging for tableware sets 
2. NEW Packaging for cutlery sets 
3. NEW shrinked carded cutlery (200 line). First in the industry 
4. NEW attractive carding for popular priced 200 line. 
5. Flexibility - Use 4-10 feet of space. 
6. Open stock tableware for added sales. 
7. Complete program featuring tableware, cutlery and gadgets. 
8. Unique "self-selection" vertical displays. 
9. Small inventory for fast turnovers. 

10. All tableware and cutlery sets are now shrink wrapped. 
11. Carded open stock - color-coded to match packaged sets in each line. 
12. Still available - big selling point - open stock availability with in-package 

direct order form. 
13. 24-piece sets - service for six. 
14. Full profits - no charge for displays. 
15. Small reorder units (tableware sets packed only sixes). 

COMPETITION 

1. Open stock not available on most patterns 
2, Bulky space consuming displays. 
3. 24-pc. sets - mostly service for four. 
4. Usually offer secondary lines on tableware. 
5. Imports - no continuity on patterns. 

THE HOUSEWAP..ES JOBBER (FEEDER JOBBER) 

With the introduction of Casualware in 1972, we strengthened our position with the 
Housewares Jobber. We added to this strength measurably in 1974 with a real winner, 
La Coutellerie. We've offered protection by not selling direct, and we've also 
made cooperative advertising money available. 

This type of manufacturer-iobber cooperation is hard to come by. It's from this 
strength that we are building our new 1975 program. With this still in mind, we 
are giving them the benefits of extra discounts for Large Users and even further 



profits with our V.I.P. Programs. 

The introduction of new items, new packaging and the additional sales punch given 
our lines from both trade and consumer advertising, builds for a strong relationship. 
It's most important that you continue to cultivate these Housewares Jobbers. 

The Importance of the Houseware Jobber in Imperial's 1975 Program becomes ever so 
important: 

He sells: The Department Stores 
The Drug Chains 
The Variety Trade 
The Home Centers 
The Local Hardware Stores 
The Mass Merch2.ndisers 

His men inventory, write orders, and maintain displays. They pre-ticket and sell 
small, broken case lot:3 to these retailers. They specialize and as a result, 
give the manufacturers substantial volume on their lines. 

Many jobbers specialize in servicing discount stores, primarily with small 
housewares. In general, the jobber buys at 50/10% off and sells to the discount 
chain at 40/5%, or 40/10%. The jobbers' salesmen systematically service the 
store, writing orders, straightening our displays, etc. We have been successful 
in getting several of these jobbers into our tableware and cutlery programs. The 
results have been most pleasing for all. Displays are kept full and properly 
organized .• Volume has in~teased substantially, with Hardware Distributors, 
Plastic Distributors, Federal Wholesale, Gibson and others. 

What accounts in your territory can you set up? 

It should be clear by nowthat the Imperial seven-five Program offers a great 
potential for increasing your sales of tableware and cutlery in your territory. 

Need we say more? Get out and make the contacts and reap the benefits. If you 
need help, ask for it. You'll find the results nost rewarding. 

DEPARTMENT STORES 

1972-3 heralded the beginning of a new era for Imperial in Department Store 
selling. With Casualware, we came up with a wanted and saleable Department 
Store line. The results speak for themselves. Many thousands of sets of 
Casualware have been sold through these stores and many ads that have been 
run have helped create a National Image. The impact of these ads have helped 
sell thousands of sets of La Coutellerie in all types of outlets. It is 
important that we continue to develop this business during 1975. The best 
way to do this is through the Jobber. For the Jobber to be successful with our 
programs, much time must be spent with his men. This will pay off in building 
strong Imperial Jobbers who can give you voluffies of 50-100 thousand dollars per 
year. 

While at this time we are not interested in direct selling to department stores, 
we have much work to do in selling them and lining up promotions with our Jobber~. 
A good department store is still your best showcase. Department store advertise~ents 
are excellent selling tools for selling the jobbers and premium users. It takes' 
more of your time, but it makes for good, steady, repeat business in your territory 
with your other accounts. 

For '75 -- More Imperial Department Store Ads. 
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Sets) 50-Pc. American Look @ $31. 95 ea. 
" SO-Pc. Marita @ $31.95 ea. 
" 50-Pc. Village Green@ $24.95 ea. 
11 50-Pc. Early Rose @ $24.95 ea. 

SELF-SERVICE 

STAINLESS TABLE:.!ARE/CUTi,::::R''! 

DISPLAY ASSCR'I'M21'TT ATC-·?. 

STAINLESS TABLEWARE Cont.afris 1 Asst. fA728, 
1 Asst. #A729, and 4 Asst2. #5;'./4 as Fol!cws: 

24-Pc. knerican Look @ $1(. )~ ea , (/~ 
24-Pc. Marita @ $16.95 ea. 
24-Pc. Seaswept @ $16.95 ea. 
24-Pc. Village Green ~ $13.95 ea. 
24-Pc. Early Rose @ $13.95 ea. 
24-Pc. Spanish Classic@ $!3.95 ea. 

STAINLESS TABLEWA-,1.E G?EN ST.J~K 

II 

" 

@1moer1a1 
STAINLESS TABLEWARE 

PRICE LIST 
ATC-2-R 

Jan. 1. 1975 

(4 Sets) 
" 
" 
II 

Total 40 Sets - $1,239.00 

AMZRICAN LOOK 
• 45 ea. 
1.19 ea. 
• 59 ea. 
• 59 ea. 
• 59 ea. 
• 89 ea. 
• 59 ea. 

36 ea. Teaspoons 
12 ea. Table Knives 
12 ea. Dinner Forks 
12 ea. Salad Forks 
12 ea. Seu, Spocns 
12 ea. Servir.g SpoO:!S 
12 ea. Tall Drink Spor.ns 

VU.LAGE GREEN 
.59 ea • 
1.39 ea. 
.79 ea • 
.79 ea • 
.79 ea • 

1.19 ea • 
.79 ea • 

Total 216 Pieces - $159.60 
TOTAL STAINLESS TABLEWARE - $12398.60 

STAINLESS CUTLERY SETS: 

1 Asst. A081 (4 ea. VS-1 & VS-2) 
l Asst. A087 (4 ea. VS·-3 s VS-5) 
l Asst. AC88 (4 ea. VS-2 s VS-I,) 

$89.60 
89.60 
99.60 

$278.80 
Ct~ED O?F.N S!OCK: -·-·--------- 
l Asst. 8012 (Gra~ny) $63.48 
1 Asst. VS60PB ("VG:i:-i--Sh2xp) 89.22 
6 ea. 3024 (DE Pe~cr) @2.50 
6 ea. 3020 (DE Utility Knife) @3.00 
6 ea. 3029 (DE Sarnb;_:ch K."1.:!.fe) @4.00 
6 ea. 3039 (DE Bu.tcher Kr,:tfe) @5 .00 
6 ea , 3085 (DE 9" Roast Slicer)@S.!O 

$120.00 
$272. 70 

TOTAL STAIN:.E~S CUTLERY - $551.50 
STAINLESS INDrJ. CARDED GAD~E"::'S 
12 of Each of the Follo":<vin6 uwor·k St..ver" items W/two 5-Prong Pegboard Organizer 
Displays: K-198, K-199, K-2QG, K-201, K-202, K-203, K-204, K-205, K-206 & K-207 $103,20 
12 of Each of the Follawing "K:.t~hc:1 Companion" items: K-101, K-102, K-103, K-104, 
SK-148/2, K-154, K-155, K-158, K-160, K-167, K-168~ & K-953 $169.Sf 

TO;.'AL STAINT .• E8S GADGETS - $273.00 

GI'.AN.O TOTAL ASST. ATC-2 $2,223.10 

Imperial Knife company, Inc. oH1cE: ,11s aRoAowAv. NEw YORK. N.Y. 10019/rAcroRY,PRov10ENCE. 



TW75-A727-R 
Jan. 1. 1975 

ASST. A727 

®lmoer1a1 
SELF-SERVICE FLOOR DISPLAY 

STAINLESS TABLEWARE 

PRICE LIST 
STAINLESS TABLEHA,~E SETS & OPEN STOCK 

Permanent Floor Display is offered with the following assortment of 
stainless Tableware sets and open stock: 

6 ea. American Look@ $31.95 
" l4arita 31.95 
n Sea swept 31. 95 
!I Del rose 31. 95 
n Village Green 24.95 
It Span Lsh' Classic 24.95 
!I Falcon 24.95 
II Early Rose 24.95 

Total 48 50-pc. Sets 

ea. 

24-Pc. Sets (serv, for 6) 

6 ea. American Look@ $16.95 ea. 
11 Harita 16.95 
" Seaswept 16.95 
" Village Green 13. 95 
" Early Rose 13.95 
" Falcon 13.95 

50-Pc. Sets (serv. for 8) 

Total 36 34-pc. Sets 

84 SETS ••••••• TOTAL RETAIL ••.... $1921.80 

Following open stock quantities to be ordered - ~ pattern in~ of the 
two price categories shown below: 

Pattern Choice - American Look Village Green 
(choose one) f-'arita Early Rose 

Del rose Spanish Classic 
Seaswept Falcon 

Ouantity Item 
54 each teaspoons .59 .45 
18 soup spoons .79 .59 
18 serving spoons 1.19 .89 
18 dinner forks .79 .59 
18 salad forks .79 .59 
18 table knives 1. 39 1.19 
18 tall dr . spoons .79 .59 

324 PIECES •••.•.•.•.•••••. TOTAL .....•..•.... RETAIL $2 39. 32 

GRAl\JD TOTAL RETAIL - $2161.12 

HOW TO ORDER: Write "Asst. A727" and list ONE open stock pattern in EACH of the 
TWO price r anges shown above. 

Weight per asst. - approx. 450 lbs. 
(Full Freight Allowed on shinments of 150 lbs. or more in continental U.S.A.) 
TERMS: 2%10, net 30 days, F.O.B. Providence, R.I. 

PRICES ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE 

1mner1a1 Knife company, Inc. off/CE, 1ns BROADWAY, NEW roRK, N.r 10019/rAcroRr--PRov1DENcr R.1. 02903 



SELF-SERVICE 

STAINLESS TABLEWARE 

PRICE LIST 
TC-75J 

Jan. 1, 1975 

@1moer1a1 
STAINLESS TABLEWARE/CUTLERY 

DISPLAY ASSORTMENTS 

ASST. NO. 
RETAIL 

DESCRIPTION PRICE COST 

Combo TW/Cutlery (Sets & Open Stock) $2,223.10 $1,000,40 ATC-2 

A727 TW Floor Display (Sets & Open Stock) 2,161.12 972.50 

A728 TW Pegboard Display Contains 4 Each 24-Pc. Sets 
American Look, Marita & Seaswept Plus 108-Pc. 
Assorted Open Stock American Look Pattern 236.88 106.60 

A729 TW Pegboard Display Contains 4 Each 24-Pc. Sets 
Village Green, Early Rose & Spanish Classic Plus 
108-Pc. Assorted Open Stock Village Green Pattern 293.96 132.28 

A726 Declaration TW P/B Display (4 ea. DC24 American Look 
& DC-24 Village Green) 123.60 

. ~ , :4 ea. VS-1 & VS-2) 87.60 

. .ay (4 ea. DC-4 & DC-6) 111.60 

, ~ , [4 ea. VS-3 & VS-5) 87.60 

~ . '.4 ea. VS-2 & VS-4) 99.60 

., - < - - . - ---c---J (60 Asst. Pc s , ) 89.22 

. ., (36 Asst. Pcs.) 63.48 

A081 Cutlerv Sets Pegboard Disolav I 

A086 Declaration Cut. Sets P/B Diso: 

NOTE: See Price Lists TW-175J & KK-175J for Individual 
Open Stock Re-Fill Numbers and Prices. 

FULL FREIGHT ALLOWED on Shipments of 150 lbs. or More in Continental U.S.A. 

TERMS: 2% 10, Net 30 Days. FOB Providence, R. I. 

PRICES ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE 

55.62 

Imperial Knife company, Inc. 0H1CE: ,116 BROADWAY. NEw YORK. N.Y.10019JrAcroRY,PRov10ENCE. R.1. 02903 



THE VARIETY TRADE CHANNEL 

Imperial does a good job with some of the National Chains such as Kresge (K-Mart), 
Woolworth (Woolco), J.C. Penney (Treasury - not so good). 

Believe me, your Regional Chain Buyers, all your buyers, in fact, will sit up and take 
notice when they know that Imperial is a basic supplier to their warehouses with 
not only Pocket Knives but also with a rather broad selection of items from "200", 
Granny, and Kitchen Companion. This is the basis of our increasing volume with these 
three giant retailers. Our plus business, which I'm glad to say is growing, is 
derived from promotions. Throw enough ideas at them and some of them are bound to 
stick. 

Unfortunately there are some chains like Grant's and Murphey's where we do a poor job. 

But we're working hard to correct this. 

It's the same with the Regionals. Some of you do a good job with some of the Regional 
Chains, while others appear to be completely ignored. 

Let's use the following as an approach to the Regional Chains: 

1) There is potential volume with Regional Variety Chains 
and it's growing. 

2) Impress upon your buyers that Imperial sells their basic 
lines to the Housewares, Hardware and Sporting Goods 
Departments of the key national chains, 

Once you've got their attention, the starting point is skin-packed pocket knives 
(we've got five (S} of them), then to basic cutlery (the "200" line, Granny), on 
to selective kitchen companion items - and finally to stainless. Assuming you've got 
some business, items in the warehouse (the green sheet less 8%), the way you build 
your business is through promotions. 

The most successful promotions have been run with Penney, Woolworth, and Kresge. 

Specifically: 

1. KITCHEN GADGETS: 

A. K-Mart is running a promotion in January, 1975 consisting of 
1 dozen each of K-154, K-155, K-158, K-160, K-161, K-162, K-167, 
K-168, K-169, K-170/71. The formula for pricing is Regular Variety 
Cost less 10% for Promotion. Each assortment is separately packed, 
stencilled, and shipped either to the warehouse or to the individual 
store. Regular terms apply. 

B. Woolworth ran a Stainless Gadget Promotion similar to K-Mart's this 
Spring and it was so successful that they are planning one for 
Mother's Day, 1975 composed as follows: 

3 Dz. 
3 Dz. 
2 Dz. 
1 Dz. 
1 Dz. 
1 Dz. 

K-158 
K-160 
K-168 
K-161 
K-162 
K-156/2 

Pricing, pack and terms are as described above. And both chains 



will promote on the basis of "Values to 98<;. - Now 2/98<;.11 

(subject to price changes) - and will operate on margins 
as low as 25%. 

C. J.C. Penney has in-store service through feeder jobbers 
on selected items in this category and is entertaining some 
1975 Promotions at this time. 

2 • KITCHEN CUTLERY : 

A. K-Mart in recent years has run successful Promotions on items 
in their warehouse line, For example, they have selected #324 
as a Special and have advertised it on "Dollar Days". 

B. Woolworth, too, has run advertised "Dollar Day" Specials. Right 
now we're shipping #239 to their warehouses which they'll promote 
as a Special. Interestingly enough, no price concessions are 
needed for this type of Promotion. They are also running a Work 
Saver Promotion the first of the year with the items proportioned 
in direct ratio to the rate of sale (more Parers and Peelers, for 
example, than Snack Servers). 

Again, pricing, pack, etc. are as described above. 

3. POCKET KNIVES: 

Pocket Knives are still strong in Regional as well as National Variety Chains. All 
chains, of course, are looking for Pocket Knife Promotions as well as promotions 
with Housewares products. 

Here's a Promotion that should bring results. 

ASSORTMENT RC-75 consists of: 

12 RJ-278 
12 RJ-615 
12 RJ-685 
6 RJ-836 
6 RJ-943 

$ 1.095 
1.095 
1.095 
1.395 
1.095 

$54.36 
-5.44 

$48.92 
I.££s 10% Promotional Allowance 
Assortment Cost 

The only purpose in laying this out is to impress upon rou: 

1) The need for additional distribution. 

2) The knowledge that the potential does exist. 

I would offer two suggestions: 

1) Mount your items on poster board for ease of presentation (you 
should have your own samples set up this way). 

2) On the back of the presentation board scotch tape a 3 x 5 white 
index card giving the important facts such as assortment number, 
cost, margin, etc. 

Remember, your accounts are hungry for new items and new ideas. That's how they make 
their money. 
Don't overlook this opportunity! 



IMPERIAL PROGRAMS FOR THE HARDWARE AND SPORTING GOODS TRADE 

1974 is almost over and as this memo is being written, the only figures we have 
available are through September. 

As our programs have more or less been geared to Pocket Knives for the Hardware and 
Sporting Goods Trade, our performance in these two categories through September 
was excellent when compared to the overall picture. 

Pocket Knife sales in these two categories of trade represented approximately one 
third of the total volume done by Providence, and we showed a substantial increase 
in Pocket Knife sales of 29.5% as against the overall increase of 19%. 

Each year we try to give you programs that will cement your foothold on Pocket and 
Sheath Knife sales in your territory. 

In 1970, we gave you our "MODS". 

In 1971, we gave you our Bonus Program for the Wholesaler salesman on MOD sales. 

In 1972, we gave you our "Hammerbrand Hathaway Shirt Promotion", and our Wildcat 
Skinner. 

In 1973, we gave you our Diamond Edge Deluxe Assortment and our Pro Guide Hunter. 

In 1974, we gave you our new Floor Cases. 

With the Programs you have had in the past S years, in addition to the Show Specials 
Programs you have had for the past 3 years and the Flyer Promotions we have been 
able to initiate, we have increased our Pocket and Sheath Knife Sales by 82.1% 
through September of 1974 as compared to the total year of 1969. Naturally, by the 
end of 1974, this figure could go up as high as 100% increase. 

In 1975, these two categories of trade should represent at least 50% of the total 
of Pocket and Sheath Knife business done by Providence, and we have the Programs 
and the tools that will enable you to accomplish this objective in your territory. 

The new Counter Display Merchandisers speak for themselves. If you correctly ana 
lyze your IBM read-out by item, you can determine what MOD Displays and other Coun 
ter Displays your Accounts are now buying and then determine what Counter Displays 
they can use and go after them on this basis. 

Also, if you analyze your IBM read-out by items, you will find that some of your ac 
counts are buying MOD Displays or other Displays and not buying the Open Stock to 
back it up. These are lost sales if you don't go after it. 

Review your wholesaler's Catalog to be sure that the displays they are carrying are 
properly cataloged with the Open Stock also listed. If they are only showing the 
Display itself and no open stock, this represents lost sales to you. 

If you use the above three methods to increase your Pocket and Sheath Knife sales 
and use your Dealer Show Specials as a wedge to add new displays to a wholesaler's 
listing, we will have no problem in selling 50% or more of Providence production of 
Pocket and Sheath Knives to the Hardware and Sporting Goods trade. 

Regards, 

J .. A. Dempsey 
/ 
! 



POCKET AND SHEATH KNIVES 

COUNTER MERCHANDISER PROGRAM 

Last year we gave your "MOD Phase II"! This was our Floor Dispaly Merchandiser 
Program, 

Despite the "growing pains" we encountered with a program of this magnitude, we 
accomplished many "POSITIVES11 with our Floor Merchandiser Program, some of which are 
as follows: 

1. It did 80T reduce our sales of existing counter displays. Through September 
of '74, we sold more MODS, Hamree.rbrand and Diamond Edge Deluxe Displays than we did 
through September of '73. 

2. The units sold in the five floor cases through September represented 32% of the 
total units sold of Floor Display and Counter Displays. 

3. The dollar volume of the Floor Case Sales through September represented 35% of 
the total dollar volume of all Floor Cases and Counter Displays sold in that period. 

4, The quantity of each Floor Case sold told us exactly what the Wholesalers want 
in the way of a compact streamlined Counter display. 

With all of this information available to us, we have been able to develop, what we 
believe will be, our Display Program that will "KEEP US ALIVE IN '75 ", 

HERE ARE THE DETAILS: 

We eliminated one panel from the Floor Cases and now have a functional two panel 
Counter Merchandiser using one panel for each "line". 

The features of the Counter Merchandisers are the same features we have for the 
Floor Merchandisers: 

1. Each Line is displayed behind a domed, unbreakable plexiglass window. 

2. Serviced from the front, each display panel has its own lock with its backup 
stock right behind it. 

3. Each display, with mounted display panels and appropriate price strips affixed, 
packed in individual shipper, 

4. Complete backup stock for each assortment packed in single outer carton, with 
two inner cartons - one for each panel's backup stock. 

NOTE: Both display and backup stock cartons are permanently labelled for easy 
identification in warehouse (or stores) and both will be shipped together for all 
drop shipments. 

5. Price strips are on the outside of the display for easy replacement if necessary. 

Here are the three assortments featured with this Counter Merchandiser Display: 



CD-1 

l2.5-PIECE JACKMASTER AND DIAMOND EDGE JACKMASTER ASSORTMENT 

Developed specifically for the Hardware or Sporting Goods Wholesaler who is selling 
our MOD-1 and MOD-3 Assortments. 

The Jack.master panel contains 15 Jackmaster Pocket Knives from our MOD-1 and MOD-2 
Assortments and there is only one sheath knife in this mix. 

The Diamond Edge panel contains the 10 knives from our MOD-3 Assortment. 

This should be our best selling Counter Display and should be a must at every Hard 
ware or Sporting Goods Dealer Show you attend. 

TOTAL RETAIL JOBBER COST DROPPED SHIPPED DELIVERED COST 

$885. 95 $398.68 $454.49 

CD.,.2 

272-PIECE JACKMASTER AND HAMMERBRAND ASSORTMENT 

Here we have a good~~_lor the Hardware and Sporting Goods Wholesaler who carries 
our Jaclanaster Line ancl has stepped up to our Hammerbrand Assortment. This assort 
ment contains 15 Jack.master Knives from the MOD-1 and MOD-2 display and the Hammerbrand 
panel, which is 7 Pocket Knives from our Hammerbrand line, the 841RB, 847RB, 846 
Razor Blade Knives and the 836 Workmaster Knife, 

TOTAL RETAIL JOBBER COST DROPPED SHIPPED DELIVERED COST 

$737.61 $331. 92 $378. 39 

CD-3 

193-PIECE DIAMOND EDGE POCKET KNIFE AND SHEATH KNIFE ASSORTMENT 

This assortment is a natural for the Hardware and Sporting Goods Wholesaler who are 
selling our MOD-3 Diamond Edge Display and our MOD-SA Sheath Knife Assortment. 

Assortment contains the panel of 10 knives from our MOD-3 Diamond Edge Assortment 
and the Sheath Knife Panel which contains the 6 knives from our MOD-5A Display in 
addition to the 310DE Hunting Knives, HB9 Hammerbrand Hunting Knives and 819 Jack 
master Sheath Knife. 

TOTAL RETAIL JOBBER COST DROPPED SHIPPED DELIVERED.COST 

$762.99 $343.35 $391.41 

That's it. Three assortments developed specifically for your trade area that will 
give you the maximum distribution and sales of Pocket and Sheath Knife displays in 
your Territory. 

IMPORTANT: Do not offer any customers "special" assortments. Sell only the 3 
versions outlined above. Special assortments would cause unacceptable problems at 
the factory in packing, billing, etc. 



We have priced all of these assortments at SO and 10 from list F.O.B, Providence, 
Rhode Island for shipments into the wholesaler's warehouse in units of 3 or more 
displays. 

The drop ship delivered prices are at 40/10/5 off the list price, 

Catalog pages for each of the Assortments are enclosed. 

Sell now for late January shipments. 

NOTE: You can extend 60 day dating from the date of shipment of all Counter Display 
Assortments. This should really make your wholesale selling that much easier as the 
Jobber can extend this type of dating to his dealers. 



POLICY FOR HARDWARE AND SPORTING GOODS DEALER SHOWS 

Inflation is definitely here and Dealer Shows are getting to be more expensive 
and more time-consuming than they have ever been before. 

Our percentage of cost for Dealer Shows attended against the dollar volume 
written at Dealer Shows is decreasing only because we are being much more 
selective in approving Dealer Shows to attend. 

We now have a track record of five years performance at all Dealer Shows attended. 
This includes booth cost, booth equipment cost, and T & E expenses to attend the 
Show, in addition to the dollar volume written at each Show and the merchandise 
sold. 

This encompasses a lot of detail and bookkeeping on our part, but it is necessary 
in order for us to evaluate whether or not a Dealer Show should be attended, and 
whether or not, in some cases, we can have more than one person attending the Show. 

In 1975 it is imperative that you follow the guide lines below for all Dealer 
Shows we agree to attend. 

'1,. 1) DEALEP SHOW CONTRACTS - all contracts for Dealer Shows must be sent to the 
New York Office for signature and approval. You are NOT to sign any of these 
contracts yourself. Any Dealer Shows you attend without approval from this office 
will either be charged back to you or charged against your T & E expense. 

2) Any Dealer Show Contracts forwarded to us by you must be accompanied by: 
A) a memo from you indicating whether or not you feel we should participate. 
B) a list of the items and show specials that will be featured and at what 

discounts. The attached form should be used for that purpose. 
C) All new items or lines you will be displaying at the Show should be 

asterisked on this List. 

Unless we are able to add new items or lines at a Dealer Show, we will have to 
seriously consider NOT attending some Dealer Shows that we have attended in the 
past, and only extenuating circumstances will alter o~r decision. 

3) DEALER SHOW INVOICES - all invoices for booth space and booth equipment 
must be sent to the New York Office for approval and payment. Booth space invoices 
will be handled in the form of a check to the wholesaler and invoices for booth 
equipment will be handled by check. NONE of these invoices are to be paid by you. 
You should also advise the wholesaler that they are not to make a deduction from 
their invoices for booth space and that they must send a separate invoice to us 
covering same so that it may be handled on the above basis. 

4) SHOW SAMPLES - wherever pessible use your own samples for Dealer Shows. 
If for some reason you are not able to do so, all orders for Show samples should 
be sent to the New York Office and NOT to Ellenville or Providence. This procedure 
has not been followed in the past and it must be followed for all Shows in 1975. 
Show samples must be invoiced, and you should advise us whether or not they are 
to be charged to you or to the Jobber. 

We must also caution you that samples for Shows must be ordered early enough so 
that the factory does not have to make rush shipments. There are too many instances 
where samples are ordered late, which, in some cases, entails an air shipment 
or, extra work on the part of the factory in tracing or following shipments for 
Shows or, samples arriving after the Show is over. This involves a lot of extra 
expense in the way of phone calls and time and must be stopped. 

-------- ---~ - 



5) DEALER SHOW REPORTS - enclosed.is our Dealer Show Report Form and 
a supply of these forms has been sent to you. It is important that you use 
this form, and it is also important that we receive this Report for every 
Dealer Show you attend as soon as possible after the Show is over. 

There is no reason why we should have to write letters asking for the Dealer 
Show report six or eight weeks after the Show is over. 

6) SHOW ORDERS - we will honor two orders from the Jobber at the Show 
Special Prices: one order prior to the Show and one order after the Show. 

These orders must be marked or identified as being for merchandise displayed 
at his Show, and if the quantity exceeds to any great extent what you report 
as actually being sold at the Show then the order will be questioned. Both 
Providence and Ellenville have been alerted to check orders so marked when 
they come in and to refer any questionable orders to the New York Office. 

If we receive your full cooperation on all the above, we will be in a much 
better position to help you make the Show as productive as possible. 



IMPERIAL KNIFE COMPANY HA...'R.DWARE & SPORTING GOODS t-ffiOLESALF.R DEALER SROW EXHIBIT FORM 

DATE: ----- 
WHOLESALER: CITY & STATE SHOW DATE: 

ITEMS TO BE DISPLAYED: ---- . 
PROMOTIONAL PROMOTIONAL 

LIST LIST JOBBER COST OR 
ITEJ<.1 II DESC:HPTION PRICE PRICE COST SHOW DISCOUNT 

I 

l 

I 

l 
l t 



U1PERIAL KNIFE C01'1PANY llARDWILRE WHOLESALER DEALER SHOW REPORT 

WHOLESALER CIJ & ST.ATE SHOW DATE 
JOBBER OUANTITY 

EXTENSIO) ITEM COST SOLD CUTLERY ASSORTHENTS & SETS 
JOBBER QUANTITY 

MOD-1 ITEM NO, COST SOLD EXTENSION 

MOD-2 VS60PB 

MOD-3 8012 
I 

MOD-SA AG81 

DE-100 A087 

HB-100 VSl 

WS-1 VS2 

WS-3 VS3 

PG-1 VS4 

PG-3 vss 

FLOOR DISPLAYS & COUNTER MERCHA..~ISEI s LGl 

FD3 LG5 

FD4 KGS 

FD5 Kl03 

CDl Kl97 

CD2 K197/48 

CD3 3001 
(List all information for othe 

items sold) 3002 

3003 

3004 

TOTAL CUTLERY ASSORTMENTS & SETS: 

TOTAL POCKET KNIVES: TOTAL PAGE 1: 



IMPERIAL KNIFE COMPANY HARDWARE WHOLESALER DEALER SF.OW REPORT 

t-THOLESALER CITY & STATE SHOW DATE 

CASUALWARE TABLEWARE 
JOBBER QUANTITY I JOBBER QUANTITY 

NffiIBER COST SOLD EXTENSION NUMBER PATTERN COST SOLD EXT. 

200 Standard 24 

201 II 50 
j 

202 II 24 I_ __ 

204 !! 50 ·- 

240 11 24 

241 II so 

242 I Custom 24 

244 " 50 ---- 
260 11 24 1--- 
261 ti 50 I 
262 " 24 I 
264 tr 50 I 

I 
2000 P.---+-.{~~ '>I. 

l 
~ 

TOTAL CASUALWAR E: If ,: " 
CU"LERY ASSORT}1ENTS & SETS " ?!,, I 

JOBBEF QUANTITY I NUMBER COST SOLD EXTENSION • II .. 50. - 
DC4 A726 

DC6 Af84.C _..:_ __ : I 

24-8 
A086 50-4 - . 

4006 I .. r- 
4007 . 

~ 

a A I ,,_ ~ 

- 
L. , 

I 
~ - J I I 

I t 

i 
1 l f 

I 
I l I TOTAL TABLEWARE SETS: I 

TOTAL COL. 1: TOTAL -PAGE 2: 



IMPE'llIAL KNI'FE COMPANY HARDWARE WHOLESALER DEALER SHOW REPORT 

WHOLESALER CITY & STATE SHOW DATE 

SCHRADE SCHRADE -·DPEN ST'JCK - LIST ALL ITEMS SOLD ' 
JOBBER QUMTITY JOBBER QUANTITY1 

ITEM NO. COST SOLD EXTENSION ITEM NO. COST SOLD EXTENSION 

SW-570T) 

SW-58TU 

.SW-..59UH 

SW-680Tl 

SW-70UH 

SW-549A j 
I 

FC-9 

FC-10 

.FC-:14 

:COM.-75 

"c:r,rn: · 

.CTJ?/,, ~ 

. 
. - 

- - ··- 

- j 

TOTAL ASSORT1<1'ENTS: TOTAL OPEN STOCK: 

BOOTH COST: TOTAL SCHRADE: 

BOOTH EQUIPMENT COST: TOTAL IMPERIAL: 

TOTAL: . GRAND TOTAL: 



HARDWARE AND SPORTING GOODS WHOLESALERS 

DEALER SHOW SPECIALS 

The attached Show Special List covers the Imperial Lines for the first half of 
1974. Dealers come to a Show basically for three reasons: 

1) They want to see new items. 
2) They want to buy promotions at special prices. 
3) They want to look at other Show Specials that would be interesting to them. 

We have accomplished all of these points with the Show Specials outlined. 

Dealers will walk right by a booth unless it looks like an 11ACTION11 booth. The 
only way that you can create activity in your booth is to advertise what you have 
to offer. with signs and special packages. You should also design a special 
backgrouna for your pegboard. Contact paper in the white or red brick design makes 
an excellent background for your booth and can be easily applied to your pegboard. 

All new items should be marked as new items with the signs that are available from 
every wholesaler. This would apply to all new items that the wholesaler is carrying 
and not just the new items in our Line. 

Use double face tape to put dummy boxes of steak sets, cutlery sets, tableware sets, 
Casualware, etc. on the back board and use empty boxes you can order from the factory 
and gift wrap them in wedding paper, bridal shower paper, regular gift paper, etc. 
Pile them around the items or display so that you can convey this message to the 
Dealers. Make a special background for the Casualware 2000 Merchandiser showing 
some of the ads that have been run nationally and where space permits make a fan 
display ef the catalog pages on the items you are displaying. 

Use signs on all merchandise showing discount available to the dealers and what 
he is saving percentage-wise by buying at the Show. 

Don't worry about cluttering your booth with merchandise and signs, etc. the 
busier you can make your booth look from the outside, the busier it will be during 
the Show. 

If you use some of these suggestions outlines above and come up with other ideas 
of your own, you will write more dollar volume at your Dealer Shows than you 
thought possible. 



Item {I 

Hardware & Sporting Goods 
Wholesaler Dealer Show Specials 
Imperial Pocket & Hunting Knives 

Descrintion List Price Jobber Cost 
Show 
S.2ecial Discount 

MOD 1 
MOD 2 
MOD 3 
MOD SA 
HB 100 
DE 100 

*CD 1 
*CD 2 
*CD 3 

**FD 3 
**FD 4 
**FD 5 

278S 
18685/4 

15687/4 

785 

650 

WSl 
PGl 
FF222SH 

60 pc. Jackmaster Asst. 131.50 
54 pc. Jack.master Asst. 132.46 
40 pc. Diamond Edge Asst. 132.40 
26 pc Sportsman's Knife Asstl47.18 
45 pc Hammerbrand Asst. 179.50 
30 pc Diamond Edge Deluxe 
Asst. 225.50 
S25 pc Counter Display Asst 885.95 
272 pc Counter Display Asst 737.61 
193 pc Counter Display Asst 762.99 
402 pc Floor Case Asst. 1167.91 
388 pc Floor Case Asst. 1218.64 
335 pc Floor Case Asst. 1175.11 
2 Blade Barlow Tent Card Asst26.28 
2 Blade Large Jackknife 
Tent Card Asst, 
3 Blade Assorted Knives 
Tent Card Asst. 
Small Serpentine Jack 
Tent Card Asst. 
2 Blade Jumbo Jackknife 
Tent Card Asst. 
Wildcat Skinner 
Pro-Guide Hunter 
Diamond Edge Fish 

26.28 

33.48 

26.28 

31.08 
13.00 
13.00 

Fillet Knife3,95 

56.40 
56.63 
53.62 
61.64 
76.74 

3% 
3% 
3% 
3% 
3% 

91.13 
398.68 
331.92 
343.35 
525.56 
548.39 
528.80 
11.23 

3% 
New Item 
New Item 
New Item 
None 
None 
None 
3% 

11.23 3% 

14.31 3% 

11.23 

13.29 
5,27 
5.27 
1.69 

3% 

3% 
3% 
3% 
3% 

*60 Day dating from date of shipment on Counter Display Assottments 
**90 Day dating from date of shipment on Flo~ Display Assortments only. 



Hardware & Sporting Goods 
Wholesaler Dealer Show Specials 

Imperial Pocket & Hunting Knife Displays 
Drop Ship Delivered Prices 

Drop Ship 
Item I! Description List Price Delivered 

Jobber Cost 
MOD 1 60 pc Jackrnaster Asst. 131.50 65.75 
MOD 2 54 pc Jackmaster Asst. 132.46 66.23 
MOD 3 40 pc Diamond Edge Asst. 132.40 66.20 
MOD SA 26 pc Sportsmans Knife Asst. 147.18 73.59 
HB 100 45 pc Hammer Brand Asst. 179.50 89.75 
DE 100 30 pc Diamond Edge Deluxe Asst225.SO 112.75 

•FD3 402 pc Floor Case Asst. 1167.91 599.14 
*FD4 388 µc Floor Case Asst. 1218.64 625.16 
*FD5 335 pc Floor Case Asst. iiH:ii 602.83 

~*CDl l25 pc Counter Display Asst. 885.95 454.49 
~*CD2 272 pc Counter Display Asst. 737.61 378,39 
"!*CD3 193 pc Counter Display Asst. 762.99 391.41 
; 

Due to the cost of individual billing and handling of Drop Shipment orders, 
we cannot extend ~obber 'Show Special Discounts. 

* 90 day dating from date of shipment on Floor Display Assortments. 

** 60 day dating from date of shipment on Counter Display Assortments. 



Item H 

Hardware & Sporting Goods 
Wholesaler Dealer Show Specials 

Imperial Cutlery Sets & Assortments 

List 
Descri£tion Price 

Jobber 
Cost 

Show Special 
Discounts 

VS60PB 
VSl 
VS2 
A081 

VS3 
VS4 
VS5 
A087 

DC4 
DC6 
A086 

8012 
*LGl 

LGS 

Kl97 

Kl97/48 

Kl03 
3000 

with Adapto Rack 
Veri-Sharp Carving Set 
4 pc Veri-Sharp Cutlery Set 
5 pc Veri-Sharp Cutlery Set 
4 ea. VS3 2 pc. Carving Sets 
& 4 ea. VS5 - 5 pc Cutlery Sets 
with Adapto Rack 
"Declaration" 4 pc Cutlery Set .14. 95 
"Declaration" 6 pc. Steak Set 12.95 
4 ea. DC4 - 4 pc Cutlery Sets 111.60 
and DC6 Steak Sets with Adapto Rack 
36 pc Granny Asst. 63.48 28.57 
La Gadgeterie Kitchen Set 5.00 2.25 

*Discount applies only when ordered in Units of 12 Sets 
60 p~. La Gadgeterie Kitchen 60.00 27.00 
Set Assortment 
Grand Opener Assortment of 12 

60 pc Veri-SKarp Cutlery Asst. 89.22 
Veri-Sharp Steak Set in Box 8.95 
Veri-Sharp Steak Set in Block 12.95 
4 ea. VSl & VS2 Steak Sets 87.60 

8.95 
11.95 
12.95 
87.60 

15.48 
(1. 29 ea , ) 

Grand Opener 48 pc Dump Display,~!. '92 
(1. 29 ea) 

"Blade Master" Knife Sharpener 2.29 
Dfamond Edge Cutlery Asst. 237.00 

40.15 
4.03 
5.83 

39.42 

4.03 
5.38 
5.83 

39.42 

6.73 
5.83 

50.22 

5% 
New Item 
New Item 
5% 

New Item 
New Item 
New Item 
5% 

New Item 
New Item 
New Item 

5% 
5% 

5% 

6.96 
(.58 ea) 

'J;I_. 84 21. 38 
(. 58; ea. ) (Prcui. Pr:: 
1. 03 10% 

88.88 

5% 



Hardware & Sporting Goods 
Wholesaler Dealer Show Specials 

Imperial Cutlery Sets and Assortments 

List Jobber Show Special 
Item fl DescriEtion Price Cost Discount 

**Kl98 "Work Saveru Wide Heel Parer .79 .355 5% 
**Kl99 "Work Saver" Clip Parer .79 .355 5% 
**K200 "Work Saver11 Curved Fruit Knife 

.89 .40 5% 
**K201 "Work Saver" Fruit & Vegetable 

Slicer .89 .40 5% 
**K202 "Work Saver" Tall Jar Fork .79 .355 5% 
**K203 "Work Saver" Peeler .99 .445 5% 
**K2054 "Work Saver' Snack Server .89 .40 5% 
**K205 "Work Saver" Buffet Knife .89 .40 5% 
**K206 "Work Saver" Spread & Cut .89 .40 5% 
**K207 0Work Saver" Steak/Utility Knife 

.79 .355 5% 
KGS "Work Saver" 5 Prong Pegboard 

Organizer Free with 12 each of any 5 "Work Saver" Gadgets 

** Discount applies only on order for 12 each of any 5 items 
Orders must be written as 12 each of 5 items selected and KGS Rack. specified 
on orders. 

***4006 "La Coutellerie" 6 pc Cutlery Set 
24.95 9.36 *** 

****4007 "La Coutellerie" 6 pc Steak Set 
22.95 8.61 **** 

***" ~O {:>e]' Set Accrued Advertising Allowance with submission 
of Invoice with tear sheet showing use of "La Coutellerie" 
registered name, Imperial Logo and maintained price. 

***~25 per Set Accrued Advertising Allowance with submission 
of invoice with tear sheet showing use of "La Coutellerie" 
registered name, Imperial logo and maintained price. 



Hardware & Sporting Goods 
Wholesaler Dealer Show Specials 

Imperial Stainless Tableware 

List Jobber Show-Special 
Item fl DescriEtion Price Cost Discount 
24 24 pc Service for 6 

Early Rose 13.95 6.28 5% 
24 24 pc Service for 6 Falcon 13.95 6.28 5% 
24 24 pc Service for 6 Spanish 

Classic 13.95 6.28 5% 
24 24 pc Service for 6 Village 

Green 13.95 6.28 New Item 
50 SO pc Service for 8 

Early Rose 24,95 11.23 5% 
50 50 pc Service for 8 Falcon 24.95 11.23 5% 
so 50 pc Service for. 8 Spanish 

Classic 24.95 11.23 5% 
so 50 pc Service for 8 Village 

Green 24.95 11.23 New Item 
24 24 pc Service for 6 Marita 16.95 7.63 5% 
24 24 pc Service for 6 Delrose 16.95 7.63 5% 
24 24 pc Service for 6 Seasweptl6.95 7.63 5% 
24 24 pc Service for 6 American 

Look 16.95 7.63 New Item 
50 50 pc Service for 8 Marita 31.95 14. 38 5% 
50 50 pc Service for 8 Delrose 31.95 14.38 5% 
50 50 pc Service for 8 Seaswept31.95 14.38 5% 
50 50 pc Service for 8 American 

Look 31.95 14.38 New Item 

A84C 84 pc Tableware Open Stock 58.68 26.41 5% 
Assortment - Carded - Standard Pattern 

A84C 84 pc Tableware OPen Stock Assortment 
Carded-Custom Pattern 75. 9.6 34.18 5% 

A726 4 ea. 24 pc "Declaration Sets 
Village Green & American Look 
with Adapt-o-Rack 123.60 55.62 New Item 

*24-8 Adapt-o-Rack free with 4 each of any 2 Standard or Custom 
24 pc Tableware Sets packed as one Assortment 5% 

*50-4 Adapt-o-Rack free with 2 each of any 2 Standard or Custom 
50 pc Tableware Sets. Packed as one Assortment 5% 

*Village Green and American Look not included in these Assortments. 



Hardware & Sporting Goods 
Wholesaler Dealer Show Specials 

Casualware 

List 
Item Description Price 

*200 20 Pc Service for 4 - Artie White 24.95 
*201 20 Pc Service for 4 - Spring Green 24,95 
*202 20 Pc Service for 4 - Alpine Blue 24,95 
*204 20 Pc Service for 4 - Autumn Gold 24.95 

Jobber 
Cost 
9.36 
9.36 
9,36 
9.36 

*50¢ per set Advertising Allowance on above listed sets with tear 
sheet showing maintained prices of $19.95, invoice, and use of 
Casualware registered name and Imperial logo in ad. 

**240 4 Pc Serving Set - Artie White 6.95 
**241 4 Pc Serving Set - Spring Green 6.95 
**242 4 Pc Serving Set - Alpine Blue 6.95 
**244 4 Pc Serving Set - Autumn Gold 6.95 
**260 4 Pc Steak Set - Artie White 9.95 
**261 4 Pc Steak Set - Spring Green 9.95 
**262 4 Pc Steak Set - Alpine Blue 9.95 
**264 4 Pc Steak Set - Autumn Gold 9.95 

2.61 
2.61 
2.61 
2.61 
3. 73 
3.73 
3.73 
3. 73 

** Additional 5% Advertising Allowance on above items with tear 
sheet showing maintained list prices, invoice, and use of 
Casualware registered name and Imperial logo in ad. 

2000 Casualware Merchandiser Asst. 199.60 
contains 2 20 Pc Sets of each of 
4 Colors with Free Counter Merchandiser 

74.88 



1975 ADVERTISING SPECIALTY LINES 

The Winter Specialty Advertising Association (SAA) Show will be held in 
Chicago March 17-20, 1975 at the Conrad Hilton Hotel. 

The Summer Show will be held at the Town & Country Hotel, San Diego, 
California August 12-15. 

We will exhibit at both shows. 

Details on our 1975 ad specialty lines will be sent you well in advance 
of the Winter show date. 

Present lines and pricing remain in effect until we notify you otherwise. 



When asked to write up a message for this year's Book, I waa 
supplied a copy of last year's writeup. 

After reading it over, it was amazing how, with a little editing, 
it still fitted the situation that exists in 1974. Sinc.e news 
media has been so successful in getting a message across in recent 
years, I have edited last year's writeup as a copywriter would, 
and uked that it be reproduced for you as edited. 

Repetition is suppoaed to be one of the best waye of getting a 
inessage across. Please read it, and give some thought to the 
ideas put forth to you. 

Julian R. Raper, ,r. 



It seems impossible that another year is drawing to a close. 1974, as you probably 
realize, has been a difficult year in many ways. The cost of all items which we 
purchase has continued upward, with some major items showing increases of over 100%. 
The labor supply has been tight, and new, efficient employees have been difficult to 
get. Fortunately, we have a large experienced, conscientious group of people on our 
basic work force, and these people have been willing to work long, hard hours this 
year, a large group working over 50 or 60 hours each week. Without this group of 
devoted workers, delivery this fall would have been chaotic. Many of our basic 
materials have been in short supply, and deliveries are now 6 months or longer on 
many items. Delivery promises from suppliers have been almost meaningless, so it 
has been necessary for the management staff to spend many extra hours following up 
with, and prodding suppliers. Qualities of many materials which we receive have 
deteriorated, and in order for us to maintain our quality standards, we have had to 
perform extra work. Steel, our largest single material, has been the major problem. 
Plastics and grinding wheels have been major problems also. 

In spite of all the problems, overall orders have been shipped more promptly this 
fall than any fall for many years. While there have been some increases in our prices, 
they have been modest when compared to what has happened to many of the items which 
we purchase. These things could not have been accomplished without the constant 
progress that our staff is making in manufacturing procedures, and the extra effort 
of our production workers. 

From an analysis of the figures at the present moment, it looks as if we will end 
the year with an excellent increase in pocket knife volume, a good increase in kitchen 
cutlery voltm1.e, and the same or a slight decrease in volume in stainless tableware. 
Our volume in electric products is somewhat down this year, but it appears that the 
loss in volume here will be made up in other items in the Special Products Division. 

There was a substantial building program in Ellenville, and that program is now 
complete. While delivery is still slow from Ellenville, substantial growth in volume 
has been shown this year. Whereas Ellenville in past years has depended upon 
Providence for a fairly large percentage of their parts, this year a much higher 
percentage has been made in Ellenville~ As the new facilities are more efficiently 
utilized, and new people properly trained, a higher percentage of parts will be made 
in Ellenville and shipping time should improve. 

The new building in France was completed in 1973, and this facility is now in full 
production. 

There is no question that wages, and prices of all that we buy, are going to continue 
upward. We must make every effort to keep our costs down to offset these items. The 
only way we can do this is to mechanize more of our operations. To mechanize 
efficiently, and amortize the equipment, it is necessary to have larger production 
runs of the same item. This means that we must constantly be dropping items which we 
do not sell in large volume, and adding items which will sell in larger volume. It 
also means we must make every effort to sell more of the items which are already 
tooled up, and which we are running in production. The cost of the interference 
factors which we get from small production runs is high. Also, the cost of the inter 
ference factors which we get from the many requests for special items, special 
assortments, special packing, etc. is extremely high. The number of these which arrive 
at the factory in any given month is incredible. The belief that because we are maki~g 
an item it is no problem to put out a special assortment, pack it differently or pric~ 
it differently, is erroneous. We do not want to discourage profitable business in ' 
reasonable volume. We plead with you, however, to ask yourself the question as to 
whether or not the potential profitable volume of any deviation from standard is wort~y 
of the time it will take you, and the time and effort it will require of others in th~ 
Company. 

Again, we would like to emphasize that to combat ever increasing costs, we need every 
increasing volume. We must depend upon you men to get it for us. 
Our very best wishes for the coming Holiday Season. 



I have been asked to bring you up to date on the impact of the international 
situation on your activities and to tell you about what your Company is doing 

.... ---.__ abroad. 

To begin with, the inflation which is with us here - is not a typical "American 
Invention" - on the contrary, our inflation is to a great extent a result of the 
international situation: "Oil" 

It is clear that inflation developed into an international disease, more pronounced 
abroad than here •••• in Italy it is close to 50%, in Japan it is close to 30% and 
over 20% in England, to cite but a few of the leading exporting countries; after 
all, we here are not entirely dependent on oil imports, but other countries are, 
and our other resources are and have been more plentiful than those of other 
countries •••• just think of food supplies. 

The result: Foreign products reaching the USA cost a great deal more than before; 
just check the retail counters of your department stores or look at the cost of 
foreign automobiles, and you will see how their percentage of the total automobile 
business is shrinking. (By the way, we predicted this last year.) 

The American Dollar became stronger, notwithstanding all of our problems, and that 
bas helped the import business, in spite of the galloping inflation overseas. 

Stainless steel tableware is entering the USA at about the same level as heretofore. 
The President increased the import quota by 6%, as you may have read - but that 
has, in practice, very little meaning, as the quota only refers to the rate of 
duty which has to be paid to the Government, it does not limit overall imports. We 
can import all the stainless steel tableware people want to buy abroad, yet the 
~ty rates may differ and· accorc11ngly the cost. 

1974 saw a great deal of Korean tableware on the market -- 1975 may see the pendulum 
awing back to more Japanese merchandise as Japan wants this business in order to help 
their economic situation. More and more countries are producing tableware for 
home consumption and that also means eventual export. I believe there are today 
tableware factories in all major countries, Russia included. (They recently bought 
complete equipment for a most modem plant.) 

Pocket and Hunting Knives imports seem on the downgrade - high prices abroad, poor 
delivery, and often quality problems, being the main causes for this - on the other 
hand, export of our Pocket Knives and Hunting Knives, here at Imperial, have increased 
quite a bit. We are aggressively trying to do even more export of your and our goods 
in the year ahead and have a good chance! 

Household Cutlery is coming in as before - you see them - promotions - in department 
stores primarily - mostly high prices. Recently you saw "Danek Design" entering 
the field with a line of French knives and asking $5.00 for a parer and $10.00 
for big knives and receiving a lot of publicity. By the way, these goods were made 
of carbon steel. Also, pricewise, they are no competition to you - they are way 
above us. 

Imperial International is in a major export drive - it might surprise you to hear 
that LA COUTELLERIE is selling not only in Canada but in Australia, New Zealand and 
now also in Germany. The same is true of Casualware. Also, Wildcat Skinner knives 
are featured prominently in German catalogs. Granny and Diamond F.dge knives are 
available in South Africa as well as South America. 

I expect that I can report further success in export in a year from now. Our prices 
appear low compared to other countries, and our quality, style, merchandising aids, 
etc. are welcome (even if we have to change the language on a card here and there 
or even the design). 



We continue our imports into the USA - tableware, scissors, giftware and goods for 
the outdoors, often with better quality, better styling, better packaging and new 
merchandising ideas, yet at price levels higher than before. 

We try here to be innovative and different and often compliment what is available 
from within the USA. 



PREMIUM & SPECIAL MARKETS POLICY AND PROCEDURES 

The Premium & Special Markets Division of the Imperial Knife Associated Companies 
has the authority and responsibility for all phases of the premium business. 
Specifically they are: 

1. Direct Sales Contest and Incentive Programs. 
2. Sales Contest and Incentive Programs. 
3. Dealer Loader Programs. 
4. Consumer Contests and Giveaways. 
5. Company Gift Programs. 
6. Coupon Redemption Companies. 
7. Trading Stamp Redemption Companies. 
8. Direct Selling Companies. 
9. House to House Installment Companies. 

10. Self-liquidating Programs. 
11. On Packs. 
12. Door Openers. 
13. Advance Premiums. 
14. Bounce Backs. 
15. Continuity Programs. 
16. Traffic Builders, 
17. Premium Jobbers 

Consistency of company policy is imperative to our growth in these classifications. 
Therefore, all policy matters relating to items, terms, etc., are the sole 
authority of the Premium & Special Markets Division. 



JANUARY HOUSEWARE'S SHOW SPECIALS 

You've got a lot of pluses this year you've never had before - just go through 
the "What's New" Section again: 

* New Items 

* New Packaging 

* New & Improved Margins 

Customers are looking primarily for: 

1. What's New 

2. A Dating Program 

What's New: Well, we're stuffed, almost overstuffed, so you should do some job! 

A Dating Program: Dating~ with money being as expensive as it is, is highly 
desirable if it is available. You'll be glad to know we're offering it on the 
following basis: 

DATING (IMPERIAL MERCHANDISE ONLY) 

$2,500 - $5,000 
$5,000 - $15,000 

$15,000 and over 

30 Days 
60 Days 
90 Days 

GROUND RULES 

1. One order per customer 

2. "At en.~e" shipment 

3. All orders are subject to the approval of the Credit Department. In reviewing 
the program with some men here in New York and some of you in the field, the 
comment has been made to me - "If this isn't your biggest show yet, there's something 
wrong". 

I agree. 

I hope you do too. 

Let's set a new sales record in January. 



SHOPPING RETAIL 

This is really basic to intelligent preparation before calling on a buyer and most 
of us ignore it. 

After all, you're at your best in your brief encounter with your buyer if you are 
indeed the expert. You should know more about what's going on in his stores than he 
does. 

Intelligent selling is 90% preparation and 10% presentation. 

Know what's going on in the field. 

Know what your competition is before you make your call. All the buyer knows many 
times is what's on his inventory card and on his IBM report - frequently a far cry 
from what's going on in his store. . 

Talk to the clerk who heads up the section. Talk to the store manager. You'll learn 
a lot about sources and turnover. Educate yourself. 

Your buyer will respect you for this because you've taken the time, made the effort,· 
to custom shop his operation. 

This will help him determine what he should do with your line. And if you have 
tailored your presentation to meet the needs of his responsibilities, your chances 
of increasing your sales to him are greatly enhanced. 

Think retail. 

And work backward from the retail shelf to the wholesaler to the factory. Find that 
weakness and correct it. You can bet your bottom dollar it's there. Spot it. 

Do yourself a favor. 

Think about the above. 

It will help you. 

Guaranteed. 

ANOTHER KEY TO SUCCESS 

I guess we've all called on customers with shop-worn samples. And I'm sure we'll 
all agree that's bad news. Further, we all know that a customer is impressed if 
the samples are clean, neat, and well organized - mounted by line on poster board, 
if you will. 

If you're guilty of a poor sample presentation, write your requisition now and put 
your lines in saleable condition. 
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THE FACTS OF· KNIFE 

by Margaret Bennett 

Fathers, when you teach your son 
The things young men should know, 

There's just one vital lesson 
That I hope you won't forgo. . . .. ·----·· 

It's something he can't learn in school, 
Or pick up olI the street, 

And yet without this skill 
His education's incomplete. 

Oh, you must teach your offspring how to 
Carve a turkey, 

Yes, teach him· how to wield that fork and knife. 
For if you teach your offspring how to 

Carve a turkey, 
He'll: thank you each Thanksgiving of his life. 

' 

If he reaches manhood 
And he hasn't got the knack, 

His many other assets 
Will not make up for the Jack; 

He may be rich and famous 
And a leader of all men, 

Bur he just won't cut the mustard, 
I( he can't slice tom or hen. 

Oh, you must teach your offspring how to 
Carve a turkey, 

And you'll have something to be thankful for. 
Since if you teach your oflspring how to 

Carve a turkey, 
Then you won't have to do it anymore. 



NATIONAL TRADE SHOWS IN WHICH IMPERIAL WILL EXHIBIT DURING 1975 

I. A.R.M.I. Convention 
January 5th thru 10th 

Palmer House 
Chicago , Ill • 

2. National Housewares Exhibit 
January 13th thru 17th 

McCormick Place 
Chicago, Ill. 
(Booth Nos. 3468-72) 

3. Specialty Advertising Association 
March 17th thru 20th 

Conrad Hilton Hotel 
Chicago, Ill • 

4. National Sporting Goods Show 
January 23rd thru 26th 

Astrohall 
Houston, Tex. 

5. General Merchandise Distributor Council Date and Location 
to be Announced 

6. New York Premium Show 
May 5th thru 8th 

Coliseum 
New York, N. Y. 
(Booth Nos. 2618-20) 

7. A.R.M.I. Convention 
May 10th thru 15th 

Fairmont Roosevelt 
Nm.,.~Qrl'etins , .: La. 

8. National Housewares Exhibit 
July 14th thru 17th 

McCormick Place 
Chicago , Ill . 
(Booth Nos. 3468-72) 

9. National Hardware Show 
August 26th thru 29th 

McCormick Place 
Chicago , Ill • 

10. Chicago Premium Show 
October 20th thru 23rd 

McCormick Place 
Chicago , Ill. 
(Booth Nos. 1112-1113) 

Those of you attending any of these Trade Shows should make firm dates with your 
important Buyers before you leave home for the show. You will miss many of them 
if you wait for them to find you there. 

And please be sure to let us know in New York ahead of time how we can help you 
with your important Buyers at these shows. 

After all, we're investing a substantial amount of time, money and effort to make 
these shows as attractive as possible and we on the scene at the show want to do 
everything we can to help you with your Buyers, so please let us know what we can 
do for you. 

------ 



IMPERIAL ADVERTISING AND PUBLICITY FOR 1975 

One year ago, the management of your company made a major decision. 

Eleven members of the management committee decided unanimously to 

support your efforts in the field with an advertising and public 

relations program for the year 1974. 

As we look back, we see that the program has been an unqualified 

success, Sales and profits were~ in a generally declining market. 

But what we are concerned with today is 1975 and once again, we will 

be communicating with consumers, distributors and dealers, telling 

them of the benefits of IMPERIAL products and of doing business with 

IMPERIAL. 

The objectives this year are the same as they were one year ago. 

We will advise the trade of the vastness of the IMPERIAL line. We 

will make them aware, not only of new product introductions, but of 

the new look that IMPERIAL will have in '75. Forty-five separate ___..;;--- 
advertisements will be placed in the seven leading trade magazines, 

reaching over a million distributors and dealers. The consumer will 

hear about IMPERIAL products in the leading homemaking, sports and 

outdoor magazines and in their local newspapers. 

So remember, as you make your calls, that it will be: 

ONE EXCITING THING AFTER THE OTHER FROM IMPERIAL ALL THROUGH '75. 

IIARO LD J. SIESEL CO., INC., 845 THIRD AVENUE, NEW-YORK. N.Y. l 0022 (212) 7 59-6500 



"Declaration" Collection Advertising 

Obviously, great care and expense have gone into the design, 

selection and packaging of the Declaration Collection. Anything 

relating to the Bicentennial should be done with taste and 

enthusiasm -- and that certainly is the case with IMPERIAL's 

Declaration. Our aim has been to reflect this in the advertising 

of the various products. 

We recommend a junior spread with the addition of one color -- 

red. The impact of that single color, in relation to the graphics, 

immediately creates the visual image of red/white/blue and gives 

a look of great excitement and importance to the spread. 

The Declaration packaging itself has determined the look of the 

ad. The flag in the background flows from the package and holds 

the presentation of diverse merchandise together. The Declaration 

of Independence pictured on the package becomes "The Declaration 

of IMPERIAL", in the headline. Unmistakeably, this is "Bicentennial 

merchandise". The packaging which is so important in this case, is 

an integral part of the advertisement. 



- 



New Counter Display Advertising 

As you well know, the IMPERIAL floor display for pocket and 

hunting knives, introduced last year, was an unqualified success. 

Despite the fact that it occupies so little floor space, many 

dealers just didn't have the right spot for it, and asked IMPERIAL 

to come up with a compact counter display. 

The advertisement introducing the counter display shows it in its 

logical place -- next to the cash register. 

"Put this new IMPERIAL counter case 

next to your cash register. 

It'll ring more often." 

The extra impulse sales it will gene~ate are implied in terms 

meaningful to the dealers -- the ring of the cash register, the 

sound of money. Copy goes on to discuss the assortments available, 

with mention, of course, of the most popular IMPERIAL brand names. 

An illustration of the floor display is also included -- for those 

who missed it first time 'round. 

Getting merchandise seen is half the job of selling it. 



Put this new lmperial®counter case 
next to your cash register. 

It'll ring more often. 
About a year ago, we introduced our floor dis 
play case for hunting and pocket knives. It's 
been a tremendous success, but many of you 
asked us to come up with a counter display 
case, too. Well, here it is. Good looking, eye 
catching, space saving, yet filled with a terrific 
assortment of best selling pocket and hunting 
knives. Jack Master, Hammer Brand, Diamond 
Edge ... all the knives sportsmen and hobbyists 
have preferred for years. You have a choice of 
3 great assortments, each tailor made to meet 

every need, cover every price point. The pan 
els of these new cases are covered with clear, 
unbreakable plexiglass, with one key to un 
lock both panels for easy access to back-up 
stock. This powerful little silent-salesman 
measures only 28" high, 24" wide, 14" deep, but 
does a giant selling job. Your Imperial distrib 
utor will give you all the details, including in 
formation on our generous 90-day dating pro 
gram. Call him-today! 

lmpertaf PIOOl Display·occupies;~nly 
2 square feet of floor space.;Cnbose, 
from 3 different, best-selling assort- 
ments of our most popular hunting 

and pocket knives. It's a terrific 
promoter of impulse sales! 

MADE IN AMERICA BY 

@1muer1a1 Kolle comuanv. Inc. 
Providence, Rhode Island 02903 

Canadian Division: Imperial International, Bramalea, Ontario 

As Advertised in 

Chain Store Age 
Hardware Age 
Sporting Goods Business 
Discount Store News 

January, 1975 
February, 1975 
February, 1975 
April 7, 1975 



Blade-Master Advertising 

When a knife maker makes a knife sharpener -- that's news. 

And it's all good news when the knife maker is IMPERIAL! 

A firm statement that Blade-Master is the best sharpener 

you can buy - at any price, is the message to get across. 

Since Blade-Master looks unlike any other sharpener, it is 

illustrated dramatically, and shown in use. The picture 

is as strong and confident as the words. 

Its popular price is implied rather than stated. Believ 

ability for its performance and quality rests on the estab 

lished reputation of IMPERIAL as a manufacturer of fine 

knives, and is reinforced by the words, "tested and re 

tested." The packaging benefits (both rack and counter 

display) are emphasized by an illustration and a separate 

copy block. 

If IMPERIAL makes it - and stands behind it - your customers 

can depend on it. 



Who knows better how to restore factory-new 
sharpness to knives than one of America's 
finest knife makers? lmperial's new Blade 

Master is no ordinary sharpener. 
It has a unique patented construction that is 
like nothing else available today. It positions 

the blade automatically to correct the grinding 
angle. Patented "grind trap" keeps particles 

off counter; safety flange grip protects hand. 
Blade-Master was tested and re-tested. Only 

when its performance was outstandingly 
and consistently successful was Imperial ready 
to put it on the market. Like every fine Imperial 

r knife, the Blade-Master has quality, value, 
·,: workmanship and dependability built right in. 
' Avocado or gold, in individual skin pack for 
I rack or counter display. Priced for fast turnover, 
: Blade-Master, the knife maker's knife sharp- 
! ener, is sure to cut a wide swath in the market. 

_ . ._. 1 Get your share! Contact your Imperial dtstrlb- 
• ,dill utor today for further information. 

MADE IN AMER.I CA BY ' ", ", ® 

@Imperial ,Kolle comoanv.1nc. 
Providence, Rhode Island 02903 

Canadian Division: Impertal lnternatlonal, Bramalea, Ontario 

As Advertised in 
Home Furnishings Daily 
Discount Store News 
Chain Store Age 
Housewares 

January 13, 1975 
January 13, 1975 
March, 1975 
June, 1975 



La Coutellerie Steak Set Advertising 

"Don't argue with success -- add to it!" 

is the thinking behind the advertisement introducing the 

La Coutellerie Steak Set. The same gourmet fashion look and 

the intrinsic quality and workmanship that made the La Coutell 

erie kitchen knives such a success is repeated in its natural 

follow-up -- a super sharp steak knife set. We have utilized 

the package photo in the main illustration for two reasons: 

First, it shows the product exceptionally well; and second, 

the visual impact is doubled with the insert of the complete 

package which is a display in itself. 

The image of IMPERIAL as a pace setter and innovator of high 

interest, high profit merchandise is further enhanced. 



Imperial matches its big 
success kitchen cutlery 
with a great new set of 

super sharp steak knives. 

Appealing pack 
aging makes its 
own display. Ro 

tate the sides of 3 
packages and you 

show the whole 
story. Such an 

easy and profit 
able way to pro 

mote extra sales! 

La Coutellerie kitchen knives were 
an instant success all over the coun 
try. All the same appeal - the i mpor 
tant gourmet fashion look, the superior 
quality-will make this sleek looking 6-piece steak 
knife set another best seller. Each blade is hand 
crafted of Molybdenum Plus. The handsomely 
shaped handles are made of indestructable Dura 
plex Ill. Completely stain resistant, dishwasher safe. 
And these nifty knives are backed by a two-year 
replacement guarantee! The set of 6 comes in its 
own unique, stand-up holder. A compact and dec 
orative accent for any counter top or table. It's this 
year's sure-fire gift item. When you've got a good 
thing going-run with it! La Coutellerie is available 
through selected distributors, nationwide. 

See the new La Coutellerie - and lots more 
Imperial news-at the Chicago Housewares 
Show, Space 3468-72, McCormick Place. 

MADE IN AMERICA BY 

@ Imperial Knlle company, Inc. 
Providence, Rhode Island 02903 

Canadian Division: Imperial International, Bramalea, Ontario 

As Advertised in 
Home Furnishings Daily 

Housewares 
Hardware Age 

January 2, 1975 
May 1, 1975 
January, 1975 
March, 1975 



Casualware Advertising 

The proposed advertising for Casualware has been designed to 

accomplish the following: 

Make a very firm visual connection between Casualware and Corelle. 

The copy emphasizes that Casualware is color-coordinated to the 3 

best selling dinnerware patterns, without mentioning Corelle by 

name, and the illustration strongly reinforces the point by show 

ing all 3 patterns. 

Dramatize the fact that Casualware is now in beautiful new compact 

packaging which itself further emphasizes the coordination with 

Corelle. The side-by-side selling of dinnerware and Casualware, 

with the help of the display materials available, should generate 

"double sales, double profits" for enterprising retailers. 

While the packaging for Casualware is new and beautiful, it's what's 

in the package that counts. Motivating the consumer to buy both 

Casualware and dinnerware is the message we want to get across to 

the dealer. 

What's good for Casualware is good for Corelle -- and vice versa. 



/ 

New 5elf-dispfay package shows ex 
actly how color tut Oaeualware co 
ordinates w.jt'.h .dtnnerware. New 
compact boxes hold tour s-piece 
place settioQ's. to, retail at $24.95. 

M,AOE IN l\ME'RICA BY ,, 

@Imperial Knife COlhPaDY,IDC .. 
Providence, Rhode Island 1)2903 · · 

Canadian Division: Imperial lmematlonat, Bramalaa, q~\ai'io 

e\llllslt . @ 
-Oii \II! 

~ ., " 
41!-@: $ 1!)!"$"'· $ • ~ 

* Be, sure. tQ\•fsit lmper,ial at fbe Chicago Housewares Show, 
* Space~468-~, McCormi<;k Place. We ti'ave 10,s more good news for you) 

$ . ' ,. 
$ ® 

$:i *"*' "*- ml! 

"'- "' 1' 

As Advertised in 

January 13, 1975 (Show Stopper) 
March, 1975 
February 6, 1975 

Housewares 

Home Fumishfr-qs Daily 



Remember your first Scout Knife? That nifty heft; 
the screwdriver, the blade, the can opener, the 
punch. All amazingly folded into one tool you could 
carry around easily in your pocket. In fact, you prob 
ably weren't without it, ever. It made you feel you 
could face all the problems in the world. Best of all. 
it did all the things it was supposed to because like 
a Scout, it was dependable, trustworthy, loyal and 
helpful. Then, as now, it was made by Imperial. 

When boyhood days were over, many good Scouts 
turned to serious hunting, fishing and camping. And 
dependable, trustworthy, loyal and helpful Imperial 

knives went with them. Imperial makes more knives, 
and more kinds of knives, than any other company 
in the world. Every Imperial knife is really a work of 
art: beautifully balanced, precisely hand-edged, and 
exceptionally well designed to do the job it was 
meant to do - from fileting a fish to whittling a whis 
tle. After half a century and more than 10 million 
Official Scout knives later, Imperial is still the nostal 
gic first choice of sportsmen, young and old, every 
where. Because all Imperial knives are dependable, 
trustworthy, loyal and helpful. Contact your D/T /L/H 
Imperial Distributor and see how very helpful he can 
be to you. He's cheerful, too! 

.: 

Imperial makes 
knives for hunters, 
fishermen, cowboys 
and campers. 
They all learned 
about us when they 
were Scouts. 

Made in America by ~ Imperial Kolle Company, Inc. Providence, Rhode Island 02903 
Canadian Division: Imperial International, Bramalea, Ontario 

As Advertised in 
Home Furnishings Daily 
Sporting Goods Business 
Hardware Age 

March 6, 1975 
April, 1975 
May, 1975 



/ 

New look! New p,Ok!giJ~f~;!ifia/~iiK 
best~selling, super sharp kitchEiti 1<nl1.1~s:j:O-in :0ur: 

·n~~c1::~t:s~~~~t~~i~7\t!ry~~tr;;i::~tt• 
pensabls Kitchen Helpers.are big irhpulseiteims'. 

And more than ever, now;becausett1$y:are as 
pretty as they are practical, And pretty is.What 
sells practical! Rack them Up to sell.aS:singJes< 
Displaythem proininehtiy<torglfts in the hand-< 

somely boxed.sets.of 5. All made with shar1:,;sharp: 
.. blades of stainless steeland:decorated handles 
of dishwasher safe Monomac®. Eachkr,ife fotnes 

· . . . witii its own ireeseH-stickhanger. 

Put La Gadgeterie t6 work for you ttiisF.att:-They' re 
.too hot not to bandle, Wei'.Ubackyo(J(Jp with . 

/advertising anq µrnmqtioni:i°!rnateriaJs. contact 
·• yOu r I rpperia I DJstri~utorfortµrip~r}nforJnaU-6n :. 

As Advertised in 
Chain Store Age May, 1975 



Proposed Ad Schedule - January to June 1975 

- 

] Sporting I I Home Discount Chain 

I Furnishings Hardware Store Store Goods J 

i 1975 Daily Housewares Aqe News Aqe Business 
I I I 

1Month Ad Date Ad Date Ad Ad Date Ad Ad I I - -- - -- - - -- - 
I 

- ' I JANUARY DC 2nd Cl,/ *13th BM 13th CD I 
I 

I 
LaC 2nd DC I 

BM 13th Lac I 
I 

! 

I I 

FEBRUARY cw 6th CD DC 24th CD I I I 
! I I 

i I 

I I i i I )MARCH BSA 6th cw Lac BM 
I I I I 

\APRIL I CD 

I 
I 

DC 7th BSA 

I l 
I I I 
IMAY LaC 1st BSA GD ! 

I 
I 

I I 
JUNE BM DC 16th I 

. I 
*Monday Show Stopper Issue 

Key: 

BM 
BSA - 
CD 
cw 
DC 
GD 
Lac - 

Blade-Master Sharpener 
Boy Scouts 
Counter Pocket Knife Display 
Casual ware 
Declaration 
Gadgeterie 
La Coutellerie Steak Set 



ABOUT YOUR IMPERIAL ADVERTISING/PUBLICITY FOR 1974 ... 

We are requesting you answer this short questionnaire on the current and 

future advertising programs for IMPERIAL. Your comments and suggestions 

will be helpful in the future for formulating programs that will be most 

helpful to you. 

Name H~({i( L. ~l.J 6)(... 

1. What is your overall reaction to the 1974 IMPERIAL advertising programs? 

Excellent ( ) Good~ Fair ( ) No Opinion () 

2. How have your customers reacted to 1974 IMPERIAL advertising programs? 

Excellent ( ) Good ( Fair ( ) No Opinion ( ) 

3. Do you feel the advertising is informative about IMPERIAL and IMPERIAL 

products? Yes)><!.. No ( ) No Opinion ( ) 

If your answer is no, please explain. _ 

4. Are we emphasizing the right selling points in the items advertised? 

Yes ( ) No ( ) If anwer is no, please specify. ~ 

5. Are there other items you think more important for us to advertise? 

No ( ) Yes ( ) If answer is y2s, please specify·----~~---~ 

HAROLD J. SIESEL CO., INC., 845 THIRD AYENlIK N KW YORK. N. Y. 1 0022 (212) 7 59-6500 
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SCHRADE 
Caifelut 

CORP. 
ESTllRLISHUI 1904 

Hand made in U.S.A. by skilled American craftsmen IJan.1,1975 Line 
When you buy a SCH RADE knit e, you buy a custom - made, hand - crafted 
professional quality tool that's designed for a lifetime of faithful service. Over 
half a century of experience, combined with incomparable craftsmanship, re- 
sults in assured quality and dependability - every time! 

Genuine Saw CutStaglon Handles Original o LDTIM ERR Knives -each Individually Gift Boxed 

1080T 
2 if' 
$8.25 

Junior 

340T 
3 y\" 

$9.75 

Middleman 

- 1250T lw/Sheath 
Lock Blade 
Folding Hunter 

- 5;t" 
$12.00 

Mustang 250 T w/sheath 
5 !:" 

SOT 
4" 

$10.75 

Senior 

Hone Steel@ [ ' - -!i~. m 
Sheath w/Handle : .· , &.> x., :;;:: Pat. Pend. - :, ··tz-'< ~I·.,. · - .: ,.,.i·1''=··~\'l:'~'f ., · -. . 

$11 .00 

HSl 

$15.00 

Sharp Finger 

$16.00 

$24.00 
· w/Sheath w:r::_.·-_ :;,::;) 

WOODSMAN 

= 

285UH 
3f' 
$12.00 

Pro-Trappers 

Unique UNCLE HENRYR KNIVES 

127UH Lock Blade w/Sheath 
5 '/.," 

$15.50 

"' lUH 
~~" 
(Blade5 f') 

$30.00 
w/Sheath 

LOCK BLADE HUNTER 

897UH 
3t\" 

$13 .2 5 
Signature 
Premium 
Stock 

227UH w/Sheath 
s-!" 
$18.00 

885UH 
4" 

$1 5.00 

King Ranch 

Folding Bowie 

Pro Hun_ter 

153UH 
9 !" 
(Blade 5") 

$30.00 
w/Sheath , __ 4 

- Guaranteed against loss 

- each Individually Gift Boxed 

Golden Spike 



SCHRADE 
~ OLD-TIMERS® 

CORP. 

ORIGINAL 

FEATURING UNIQUE "OLD-TIME'' HARDWOOD EASELED PICTURE FRAME 
DISPLAY - CAN BE HUNG ON PEG BOARD OR DISPLAYED FLAT ON 
COUNTER - DUST - AND PILFER - PROOF. 

One knife of each pattern is wired to display panel. 
Back-up stock in individual gift boxes. 
Frame sl ze : 21Yi" x 1SY2'' 

Assortment 68 OTA - contents: 18 ossorted knives 
4eo: 1080T "Hunter", 340T "Middleman", SOT "Senior" 
2eo: 150T "Hunter", 250T "Folding Hunter", 1650T 

''Woodsman'' 

Rustic ontique oak frames, red plush pone l, feoturing 6 
Old Timer knives - Regol gold imprinted sales messoges 
completes this eye catching unit. Pilfer proof - factory 
mounted end pre-priced. 

NATIONALLY ADVERTISED IN: 
-IELD & STREAM - SPORTS AFIELD - OUTDOOR LIFE 

_ _..,OPULAR SCIENCE - AMERICAN RIFLEMAN - GUN 
WORLD - PROGRESSIVE FARMER - TRUE - BOW AND 
ARROW - SHOOTING TIMES - GUNS AND AMMO - GUN 
MAGAZINE ........•... AND OTHER MAGAZINES 

SCHRADE CUTLERY CORP. 
DIVISION OF IMPERIAL KNIH ASSOCIATED COMPANIES INC. 

(OLD-TIMERIT) 
22 Separate Parts-100 Hand Operations 

Makes OLD Timer Great! 

1776 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10019 



SCH RADE 
aJta+, 

Original 

OLD-TIMERS® 
EXCLUSIVELY SCHRADE 

Division of 
IMPERIAL KNIFE 

ASSOCIATED COMPANIES 

HANDMADE THE WAY WE MADE THEM FOR YOUR GRAND-DAD · authentic American classics, hand made, hand honed and oil stone edged tr 
the highest traditions of custom cutlery. Blades of finest high carbon cutlery steel, unique Saw Cut Staglon handles with distinctive Old Timer Shield, 
solid brass bound, solid nickel silver bolsters. Every OLD TIMER Knife is a superb example of the Old Time Cutler's Art. 

No. 1080T 

SIZE CLOSED-23/4 INCHES 
ORIGINAL OLD TIMER. 

JUNIOR smallest stock pat 
tern featuring fine hand glazed finished 
clip, sheepfoot and pen blades. Hand 
made of the finest materials, featuring 
genuine Saw Cut Staglon handles. In 
dividually deluxe gift packaged. Wt. per 
doz. - 2 lbs. 

No. 

OVERALL LENGTH -35/16 Inches 
ORIGINAL OLD TIMER 

MIDDLEMAN . all purpose medium 
Stockmans knife, fine hand glazed clip, 
sheepfoot and pen blades. Hand made of 
the finest materials, featuring genuine 
Saw Cut Staglon handles. Individually 
gift packaged. Wt. per doz .. 2112 lbs. 

SIZE CL-OSED- 4 INCHES 
ORIGINAL OLD TIMER 

SENIOR PREMIUM STOCK - full size 
stockmans knife features fine hand 
glazed finished clip, sheepfoot and spey 
blades. Hand made of the finest 
materials, featuring genuine Saw Cut 
Staglon handles. Individually deluxe gift 
packaged. Wt. per doz .. 31/2 lbs. 

51/4 INCHES 

ORIGINAL 
OLD TIMER 

HS· 1 
FULL 7" LENGTH 

FOLDING HUNTERS· feature large line hand glazed fin 
ished blades. Hand made of the finest materials, genuine 
Sew Cut 5taglon handles. Individually deluxe gilt pack· 
aged with hand crafted top groin Steerhide pouch sheath 
and sharpening stone. Wt. per do>. - 7 lbs. 

HONESTEEL - truly a result of the research that hos 
gone into space-age technology. It is a fusing of high car· 
bon spring steel and superior abrasives to produce on un 
beatable multi-purpose sharpening instrument. Complete 
with instructions, pat. pending oiled belt leather sheath 
that converts to handle for added convenience and safety. 
Wt. per doz. - 3 lbs. 

OVERALL LENGTH· 71/4 Inches 
Professional 3 1/2" line hand gtazed 
skinning blade, complemented by 
rugged Saw Cut Staglon handles with 
heavy solid nickel s i Iver Rosette 
rivets and Old Timer Shield. Hand 
crafted sheath of top grain S1eerhide. 
Individually deluxe gift packaged with 
sharpening s tone . Wt. per doz.-10 lbs. 

OVERALL LENGTH· 9112 INCHES 
ORIGINAL OLD TIMER 

WOODSMAN - professional 51/~" fine 
hand glazed, heavy gauge sabre ground 
blade. Solid heavy brass guard, genuine 
Saw Cut Staglon handles with solid 
Nickel Silver Rosette rivets and Old 
Timer Shield. Handcrafted rugged 
sheath of top grain Steerhide. ln-: 
dividualy deluxe gift packaged. Wt. per 
doz .. 18 lbs. 

OVERALL LENGTH- 101/i Inches 
ORIGINAL OLD TIMER 

DEER SLAYER - Professional 6" fine~ 
hand glazed skinning blade. com 
plemented by rugged Saw Cut Staglon 
handles with heavy solid nickel silver 
Rosette rivets and Old Timer Shleld. 
Hand crafted sheath of top grain 
Steerhide. Individually deluxe gift 
packaged with sharpening stone. Wt. per 
doz. - 16 lbs. 



Sch rade Cutlery Corp. REPRINTED 
JUNE, 1975 

"HAND MADE THE OLD WAY IN GOOD OLD U.S.A." 

Distributor Price List 
PRICE LIST 174-J EFFECTIVE MARCH 1, 1974 CORP. 

Terms 2% lO Days, Net 30 FOB Ellenville, N.Y. IS1 ABLISHW 1904 

S •• IP~mG 
;,,E'CHT 

PER DO? 
fl LOS 

KNIFE 
NO. 

SUGG. 
RETAIL 

KNIFE 
NO. 

SUGG. 
R ET Al L 

COST COST 

ORIGINAL OLD TIMERS SCH RADE 
OPEN STOCK SOT 

/0,0?:> 
$8.00 t o 7 

$9.75 
•1 r v 
$3.65 

136 3 
340 TI 2 Vi r-s» 

$8.00 163 3 3.;2. 
$3.10 

g-.75 
$8.25 1080TI 2 $1.'cfl5 'i?7trz: 

~ 
-~ 

q lid 

2045 3\4 $8.00 
ls 

250T I 7 218 
~o 
$4.50 {ilf 1250 T I 6 Vi 219 

150TI 16 I S6.75 I $18.00 

~ I 1 520 T 11 O I s 5.60 I $1 5.00 
~ ,, «! .:;i ,~r·~~· 7,5,s 

$2 .50 $6.75 233 I 1 Yi ~ I 1650T 11 a I $9.00 J $24.00 
~·~ ";P..50 

S2 .50 $6.75 
?, a» 

$2 .15 

234K I l Yi 
GUARANTEED 
AGAINST LOSS 272 I 1\4 

b·7~ 
127U H 110 Yil $5.80 $9.50 293 I 2Vi $3.50 

g". 
227UHl10%I $6.75 

$ 3 . 50 I $ 9. 50 293Y I 2Yi 
.;?. /,S 
$2.15 I $5.75 708 I y.; 

<; •. " a:StSb l285UHI 4 ~ (fl' I r::.. -;Id 
$2.15 $5.75 

$4.50 I $12.oo 
7088 I % 

~ l885UHI 3Yi I $5.60 
·--:--~ ?, >.S- <r:;-;.:s 

~! 787 2 $3.00 $8.00 
·· :" 3,Af" · ZI 

~ 805 l $2.90 $7.75 

~ ,CSG 808 1 s 
$ 

$15.00 

$13.25 897U HI 3 l4 I $ 5.00 

~- $7.50 $30.00 1 53 u H I 1 6 I $ 11 .2 5 808Y I l 

171UHI 18 1$11.25 $30.00 $8.75 $3.25 832 



KNIFE 
NO. 

!,HJPP1NG 
l'IELGH: 

PE,i~ DOZ COST 
SUGG. 
RETAIL 

SCHRADE OPEN STOCK 

Q~ 
834 l V2 $3.25 $8.75 

:I Q') ,1 v $3.25 $8.75 I Y2 

835Y l Vi $3.25 $8.75 
0 

~ 
863 2Yz $3.60 $9.60 ' 

& 880 2 Yz $4.00 $10.75 

~ 881 2V2 $3.75 $10.00 

~ 881Y 2Yz $3.75 $10.00 

~ 
AA?V "ll. 

'f,1d I/ - 
~~l"S- ~cru-..._ 

~tit 895 2 $3.75 $10.00 

~ 896K 2 $3.75 $10.00 

~ 
899 2 $3.75 $10 .00 

RAZOR BLADE 
STAINLESS 

<i!i?Jb 718RB 111 {2.75 $7.50 
{t.30 $. o 

778RB l Yi $ .75 $7.50 
Jf- ID,'7- 

825RBI 2Yi I $3.75 $10.00 
s. ?, )• - 

855R B 12 $3.30 $8.80 

&2 1876RB,2 
._s'!I It_. 

$ .50 $14.50 

KNIFE 
NO. 

SUGG. 
RETAIL P(P 007 

N tfl'i, 
COST 

ULSTER BRAND 

$7.50 

a -r~1 L 112 r :j)!).L!) $.l-.¢":Oe 

~ I 497L I 15 I $5.25 l $14.00 

Wt u I 497s 15 $4.75 $12.50 
I,,.--...., 
I 

~ 498L 1 5 $5.25 $14 .00 

~ 4985 l 5 $4.75 I $ T 2.50 

--4-99't- "iL- -rs:-2-s- 1-i1 ,r:oo 

~j--4'99S--j""1Tl-$4. l 5 -1- -$ 1-2.-.5Q 

SCHRADE HUNTING KNIVES 
,~,H15171(2t3'fj if.sol 

HONE STEEL 
~ J;l..- 
$~ $11.00 

)D ~ 
) /j 5 
7 0./J 
·J"?s 
) 't ::;.- 



SCHRADE 
~ 

Easy Vendor 
Green plush molded panel 
proudly displays the Uncle 
Henry signarure collection. 
Opens from rear for easy sales 
direct from display panel. 
Size 14" x 23 W' 

EASY VENDER NO. 59UH 
CONTENTS: 2 OF EACH 
UNCLE HENRY'S: 885 UH 
897 UH, 285 UH, 227 UH 
127 UH, 153 UH, 171 UH 



® 

SCHRADE 
~ 

"UNCLE HENRY'S" 
guaranteed against loss! 

for a full year 

DMlion fl 
1•PERtll llNIFE 

ASSOCIATED COllPAlllES 

COIP. 

SIGNATURE COLLECTION -~ 
The "Uncle Henry" Signature Collection of custom knives are completely hand crafted in the finest tradition of the Cutlers Art from premium mater- 
ials, solid brass linings, solid nickel silver bolsters and special analysis high-carbon tool steel. Each blade is electronically heat treated, then tempered lo, 
uniform grain and maximum edge holding. Only those are selected which meet demanding "Uncle Henry" standards. These are fine hand glazed and 
honed to a point approaching the fabled ZERO EDGE I Handles are of exclusive Schrade Staglon @ for lasting beauty and sure grip. Final additions are 
the knives own individual serial number and the unique "Uncle Henry" signature - the hallmark of the finest of custom made knives. 

Guaranteed against loss 
SIZE CLOSED. 39/16 INCHES 

SIGNATURE PREMIUM STOCKMANS 
- Bladed -- turkish clip -- sheepfoot and 
spey -- all fine hand glazed tool steel and 
hand honed to e ZERO EDGE1 

Traditional sol id brass linings, sol id 
nickel silver bolsters -- genuine Staglon 
handles. Final quality assurance is 
knife's own serial number and unique 
"UNCLE HENRY" signature shield; the 
hallmark of custom made knives. Deluxe 
gift package. Wt. per doz. - Jl/4 lbs. 

Ship Pack. Ind. Boxed and Sleeved 

Ho. 285UH 

Guaranteed against loss 
SIZE CLOSE0-37/e INCHES 

GUNSTOCK PRO TRAPPER - bladed 
long skinning clip and utility sheepfoot 
blade - both fine hand glazed tool steel, 
hand honed to a ZERO EDGE! 
Traditional solid brass linings - solid 
nickel silver bolsters - genuine Staglon 
handles. Final quality assurance is 
knife's own individual serial number and 
the unique "UNCLE HENRY" signature 
shield, the hallmark of custom made 
knives. Deluxe gift package. Wt. per doz. 
- 4 lbs. Ship Pack, Ind. Boxed and Sleeved 

Guaranteed against loss 

SIZE CLOSED-51/• INCHES 
FOLDING BOWIES - both fine hand 
glazed tool steel hand honed to a ZERO 
EDGE! Traditional solid brass linings. 
solid nickel silver bolsters . genuine 
Staglon handles. Final quality assurance 
is knife's own individual serial number 
and the unique "UNCLE HENRY" 
signature shield, the hallmark of custom 
made knives. Sheath of top grain 
Steerhide. Deluxe gift package. Wl. per 
doz. - 103/4 lbs. 

Ship Pack. Ind. Boxed and Sleeved 

Guaranteed against loss 
SIZE CLOSED- 4 INCHES 

KING RANCH - bladed clip, sheepfoot 
and spey blades - al I fine hand glazed and 
honed to a ZERO EDGE! Traditional 
solid brass linings, solid nickel silver 
bolsters, genuine Staglon handles. Final 
quality assurance is knife's own serial 
number and unique "UNCLE HENRY" 
signature shield, the hallmark of custom 
made knives. Deluxe gift packaged. Wt. 
per doz .. 3'h lbs. 

Ship Pack. Ind. Boxed and Sleeved 

Guaranteed against loss 

Guaranteed against loss 
OVERALL LENGTH-10112 INCHES 

PRO HUNTER - heavy gauge - perfectly balanced 55/a" Sabre 
ground blade is of fine hand glazed tool steel - hand honed to a 
ZERO EDGE! Back of blade heavyduty ground and shar 
pened for hacking. Traditional heavy brass guard carries 
individual serial number and "UNCLE HENRY"signature, 
the hallmark of c_ustom made knives. Sheath of top grain 
Steerhide with sharpening stone. Deluxe gift packaged. Wt. 
per doz. · 18 lbs. Ship Pack. Ind. Boxed and Sleeved 

I !JE'!f_:_-,- 
.---- No. 153UH 

Guaranteed against loss 
OVERALL LENGTH-91/4 INCHES 

GOLDEN SPIKE- - perfectly balanced 5" Sabre ground blade 
is of fine hand glazed tool steel - hand honed to a ZERO 
EDGE! Traditional heavy brass guard. Each knife in 
dividually serial numbered. Custom made sheath of top grain 
Steerhide with sharpening stone. Deluxe gift packaged. 
Wt. per doz. - 16 lbs. Ship Pack. Ind. Boxed and Sleeved 



SCH RADE 
adPelut Meet the New 

Sharp Finger ESTARUSHW 190~ 

for small elephants 
and large squirrels. 

THE 152 OT SHARP FINGER 
An outdoor knife that works like it's an exten 
sion of your hand. Serves just about every 
need a Camper, Hunter or Fisherman has. 
Especially handy as a skinner. Made 
to the quality standards of The Old 
Timer. Nationally advertised, of 
course. 

SCH RADE 

(OLD-TIMERJ 
ORIGINAL OLD TIMER 

OVERALL LENGTH - 7\4 Inches 
Professional 3!,'2" fine hand glaied 
heavy gauge, high carbon cutlery 
steel skinning blade, complemented 
by rugged Saw Cut Stag Ion handles 
with heavy solid nickel silver 
Rosette rivets, Old Timer Shield 

~~and Genuine Leather wrist lanyard. 

#152 or 
Shelf Pack one each. 
Shipping Carton 6 ea. 
Individually boxed and 
sleeved, with counter 
display card. 

~ ~ 4110 - .. ,, .... ~ SCH RADE CUTLERY CORP. - 1776 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10019 Phone 212-757-1814 
DIVISION OF IMPERIAL KNIFE ASSOCIATED COMPANIES 



An American Classic 
;-s'e'HP.~Ot 'WALDEN 

Nov 26 '15 Limited Edition by Schrade 

"Thar' she blows!" was the whaler's cry that sent American·sailors scrambling 
. I 

for their dories in the early 19th century -- and gave lirth to the uniquely 

American artform called "Scrimshaw." · 

. I . 

To relieve the tedium of those long voyages in search oj the whale, these 

seafarers carved beautiful works in whale's tooth or ivory which depicted the 
I 

drama and danger of their seagoing lives. 
I 

Now SCHRADE,1America's Master 

with handl,eli t~ait duplicate the color Cutler, has created the Scrimshaw l<ntfe, 

and romance of a bygone era. 

~O"'-"'- 
The Scrimshaw Sharp Finger is an outdoorsman's knife aslhand •• as it is 

practical with these features: 

The handle material:is simulated whale tooth and carries traditional 

Scrimshaw designs. 
h,,11 (.<\?,\\"'~ 

The blade is of the finestAcutlery steel and hand finished, oil-stone 

edged razor sharp, then hand fitted to the handles.l 

Each knife will be serialized and a registration cad enclosed. 

Only 1,000 dozen with _this Scrimsha-w theme will b~ [I vailable. 

Overall length: 7!-r.", blade length: 3!::t" 

Each knife comes in an original gift box with a gen. ine leather 

embossed sheath. 

No. ------ 

I 

I 

~I 
~ I 

I 

I 
Made and Printed in U.S.A. 

I . 
SC75-7 



The following is for the Scrimshaw Knife Folder: 

Front cover - Page 1 

An American Classic 

Limited Edition 

Scrimshaw Knives 

by Schrade 

Handcrafted in the U.S.A. 

by Ameri~a's oldest ~aker of fine ~~tlery, 

Page 2 

"Thar' she blows!" was the whaler's cry that sent .American sailors 

scrambling for their dories in the early 19th century -- and gave birth 

to the uniquely American artform called "Scrimshaw". 

To relieve the tedium of those long voyages in search of the whale, 

these seafarers carved beautiful works in whale's tooth or ivory which 

depicted the drama and danger of their seagoing lives. Now SCHRADE, 

America's Master Cutler, has created the Scrimshaw Knife, with handles 

that duplicate the color and romance of a bygone era. 

Only a limited number will be available each year. Each knife will 

be serialized and a registration card is enclosed. 

Page 3 ' 

The Scrimshaw Sharp Finger 

An outdoor knife as handsome as it is practical. Overall length': 

7!-r." with a 3!.a" blade of the finest high carbon cutlery steel, hand honed, 

oil stone edged, hand finished and hand fitted to the handle. The handle 



·'I,·- carz'Les' t.:aditio.1.al Scrimshaw designs. It comes with a genuine 

leather embossed sheath. 

The Scrimshaw Folding Hunter 

This finely designed 5~11 folding hunter has a functional heavy duty 

clip, and boning blade both of which are hand honed, oil stone edged 

razor-sharp, then hand fitted to the handle. Nickel silver bolsters 

adorn the simulated whale's tooth handles which have liners of solid 

brass. The handle carries a faithful reproduction of a traditional 

Scrimshaw design. It comes with a genuine leather embossed sheath. 

Page 4 

Back cover 

THE SCHRADE CUTLERY GUARANTEE 

Made in U.S.A. Printed in U.S.A. 



163 

4 tl!"(W) 
$8.00 

-- 
204$ 
3f' '~ 12 7" 
$8.00 $5\5 

- 
218 293 
2f' (P) 

~ 

3~" 
$5.75 $9.50 

~~ 

219 293Y 
2!" 

~~ 
3~ .. 

$5.75 $9.50 

- 
708 
21·· 
$5.75 

0~ $15.0o~1iiiii'J I 

~ 

Cuts 
Clea- 

0 

Lam 
Longer . ·1 

876RB ~ I 718R8 2 i" " . 'j~ 0 ~ 2 i'' 
$14.50 -~~~ $7.50 

491 L 
sf' (81:de 4,t'') ~ 
$14.0~ 

SCHRADE OPEN STOCK 
881Y 
4" 

$10.00 gj i\itii§ 

" RAZOR BLADE STAINLESS/!. KNIVES 

778RB 
2f' (SS) 
$7.50 

855RB 
3!" 
$8.80 

SHEATH KNIVES 
WITH GENUINE HEAVY LEATHER SHEATHS 

497L 
sf' (Blade 4!") 
$14.00 

498L 
9 f' (Blade 5") 
$14.00 

499L 
Bf' (Blade 4f') 

$14.00 

4915 
sf' (Blade 4:l-") 
$12.50 

4975 
8{" (Blade 4~") 
$12.50 

4985 
9f' (Blade 5") 
$12.50 

4995 
8 !'' (Blade 4 1 ") ~ $12.~/~ 

SCHRA' ~ CunERY CORP. DIVISION Of IMPERIAL KNIFE ASSOC. COS., INC. 



NEW ME}IBERS OF THE OLD TIMER FAMILY 

(,___.,\ You've got to know the players to enjoy the game, so here's the line-up for the 
j World's Champion Schrade Team for 1976. 

6 NEW OLD TIMERS 

Jobber 
Knife No. Descri.E,tion Cost Retail 

1940T • 3-7/8" Pocket Size Lock-Blade $2.98 ea. $ 7.95 ea, 
(same lock as #1250T) 

940T • 3-7/811 Hunter's & Trapper's bladed 3.75 ea. 10.00 ea, . 
clip and spey 

330T • 3-5/16" 2-Blade Jack, Bladed clip & pen 2.98 ea. 7.95 ea~ 

610T • 4" Slim Premium Stock, Bladed Turkish 4.00 ea. 10.75 ea, 
clip blades, brass center scale 

770T • 4" Small Game Knife. Two Turkish clip 3.75 ea. 10.00 ea~ 
blades, brass center scale 

1540T • Drop-Point Sharp Finger, genuine . 3.75 ea • 10.00 ea. 
leather sheath - 7!.r.", Blade 3~11 

All of the above are of the fi~st high carbon steel with solid nickle silver bolst~rs 
and carry the Old Timer·nickle silver shield, and have saw-cut Old Timer delrin 
covers. The Old Timer folder, called The American Classic, is in each gift ho•. 

152SC The Scrimshaw Sharp Finger $7.50 ea. 
- Whale's tooth ivory Delrin handle 
• Original Scrimshaw embossing 
• Consumer folder on the history of Scrimshaw 
• Parchment covered gift box 
• 3~11 high carbon steel blade 
• Genuine leather embossed sheath 

$20.00 ea. 

• 

260SC The Scrimshaw Folding Hunter 
• 5!.i;" heavy duty clip and boning blades 
• Features as above 

9,37 ea. 25,00 ea. 

206 Grand Dad's Barlow 
• '3-3/8" extra heavy clip and pen blades 
• Heavy embossed bolster 
• Old Bone cover of Delrio 
• High carbon steel blades 
• Brass liners 

Woodgrained gift box, stamped 
"Grand Dad's Barlow" 

3,75 ea. 10.00 ea. 



ol J:.imitecl &lition ~lerpiece 
For The Discriminating Sportsman & Collector 

A companion piece to Grand Dad's Old Timer I and II, 
this is a serialized Limited Edition from Schrade, America's 
master cutler. Each knife is razor sharp and perfectly balanced 
for tireless dressing of large or small game. 

Each knife comes with a genuine leather sheath and hand 
some leatherette gift box, with Registration Card. 
Overall Length 7%" - Blade Length 3Y:." - Weight 1Y, lbs. 

No. 152GO 
~I l~r-:CCTCn. DC'TA'll •••• e 1\1"1. 

Made and printed in U.S.A. SC75-3 



SCHR-ADE Cutlery, Amerlca'sMaster 
--Cutler, proudly presents the -- 
LONGHORN c;:OMMEMORATIVE. 
Cut from Uu~ rugged tradition orfl:!_e 
Old West, this 4" premium stockis a 
serialized, Limited Edition, mounted- = 
on a handsome woodgrafn plaque. - 

NO. 88LH 
• ...-, SCHRADE1.• ~ Suggested Retail •.. $25.00 

Cidfout 'k SCHRAOE CUTLERY CORP. 
CORP. """'"'""'" l 17-76 BROADWAY, NEW YORK, N.Y. 10019 

~~---~--J DiYislon of Imperial Knife Assoc. Companies, Inc. 

M',!!©E ANE> PJHNTED IN u-.s.A. 

- 

SC7Sc&· 



Schrade proudly presents the all- new 

Schrade · Loveless Hunter 
Personally designed by Hob Loveless, the acknowledged 
dean of custom knife-making and cu tiered to his exact 
ing specifications by Schrade. one of America's oldest 
makers of quality cutlery. 

FEATURING 

• Special high grade steel alloy for extra edge-holdini: 
hardness, resistant to corrosion and super resilient. 

Made and printed in U.S.A. 

• Solid bruss ~uard for added hcaut y and safety. 

• Handle custom filled to blade and joined with 
solid brass escutcheons, Fastened for lil'e with 
tapered rivets, 

• Top-grain steerhide sheath. wet molded for 
perfect fit and velvet action. 

0. RL-2 
SUGGESTED RETAIL $100. 

SC75-1 



An American Classic 

Grand DadsOld Timer Barlow 

Collectors' Limited Edition 
SERIAL NUMBER ENGRAVED ON BRASS BOLSTER 

Legend has it that, dating back to the 1800's, Francis Channing 
Barlow conceived the idea of making a knife with an extra 
long bolster for added strength. Now, to commemorate this 
classic design, Schrade, America's Master Cutler, proudly 
presents this limited edition Barlow. 

Schrade's master craftsmen have cutlered each knife of the 
finest stain-resistant cutlery steel and perfectly ground each 
blade, both vertically and horizontally, for easy sharpening, 
before hand-honing and hand-edging each. 

_ The jet black saw-cut Delrin handle is highlighted by a solid 
brass engraved bolster and distinctive shield. Even the linings 
are of solid brass- Fine "diamond" engraved back. · 

Gift packaging includes registration card. Length 3-5/8" closed. 
Shipping weight 6 ounces each, boxed. 

No. GOB-1 
SUGGESTED RETAIL 

$25.00 

SCHRADE CUTLERY CORP. 
1776 BROADWAY, NEW YORK, N.Y. 10019 

Division of Imperial Knife Assoc. Companies, Inc. 

Made and printed in U.S.A. 
SC75-4 



SCHRADE 

~ 
ESTABLISllEIJ 1904 

NEW DISPLAY CONCEPT 
FOR TODAY'S MARKEii 

• Minimum stock of fastest movers! 

• Entire stock sells from specially designed 
panels that enable every knife to snap out 
(or in)! 

• Pilfer-proof, lockable storage compartment 
holds all back-up stock! 

• Nationally advertised year 'round in 
Popular Science, Sports Afield, Field & 
Stream, Outdoor Life, Popular Mechanics, 
Progressive Farmer, American Rifleman, 
plus many more! 

All knives are individually boxed and handmade 
in the good old U.S.A. Quality you and your 
customers can count on. 

FOLLOWING ITEMS INCLUDED IN COMPACT 75 

UNCLE HENRY KNIVES OLD TIMER KNIVES 
2 Each 127UH 285UH 4 Each BOT 2 Each HS-1 

153UH 885UH 340T ·150T 
171-lJH 897UH 1080T 250T 
227UH 1250T 

3 Each 1520T 1650T 

REG. SCHRADE KNIVES 
3 Each 834 225H W/S 293 

881 787 808 
881Y 825RB 895 

SCHRADE 
~@~[;)ill~IJ Ll~ 

MERCHANDISER NO. COM-75 

Measures only: 
46" high 
26" wide 
14" deep at base 

Mounted on free wheeling casters 

25 PATTERNS -TOTAL - 66 KNIVES 

Weiaht aoorwvMJWo'i'°IAW~~,AL KNIFE ASSOCIATED COMPANIES INC:. 



Continuing our tradition of manufacturing America's finest 
cutlery, Schrade proudly presents GRAND DAD'S OLD 
TIMER II. Each one of a kind "Limited Edition" premium 
stock carries its own serial number and registration card, a 
true collection piece. 

Schrada's master craftsmen have cutlered each knife of the 
finest stain-resistant cutlery steel and perfectly ground each 
blade, both vertically and horizontally, for easy sharpening, 
before hand-honing and hand-edging each. 
To complete this cutlery gem a brass rope-bordered shield and 
brass bolsters have been fitted to the Delrin handle and the 
back of the knife has been "diamond" engraved. 

Made and printed in U.S.A. 

GRAND DAD'S OLD TIMER II is handsomely packaged in a 
wood-grained box with a clear transparent cover for display. 

3-5/16" closed. 4-1/8 lbs. per dozen. 

No. GDOT-2 
SUGGESTED RETAIL $25.00 

SCHRADE CUTLERY CORP. 
SCHRAOE 
~ 

1776 BROADWAY, NEW YORK, N.Y_ 10019 

Division of Imperial Knife Assoc. Companies, Inc. 

SC75·2 



available again- nationally advertising Schrade knives. 
Custom-made, hand-crafted professional quality cutting implements cutlered for a lifetime 
of faithful service. Over 70 years of experience, combined with incomparable craftsmanship, 
assures sweet-cutting dependability - the epitome of the cutler's art. 

7088 
BLACK JACQUE 
Max. 18 letters per 
line - 1 line. 314 lb. 
per 12. 

778RB RAZOR BLADE 
STAINLESS™ PENKNIFE with 
engraved handle. Plastic purse with 
each knife. Max. 23 letters per line 
- 2 lines. 'l4 lb. per 12. 

i~-tt ~ . 'i 
·~ ASI 6237 ALL ILLUSTRATIONS ACTUAL SIZE 



professional knives for a lifetime of faithful service 
The finest example of the American Cutler's Art 
Solid nickel silver bolsters and solid brass linings. High carbon cutlery steel blades, hand hardened, tempered, 

oil stone-edged and fine hand glazed satin finished to assure superb sharpness and durability. 

175 FLORIST KNIFE 
Professional Grafting Knife. Unbreakable 
mahogany plastic handle. 3'1•" closed. 
Brass linings and nickel silver bolsters. 15.S 
lbs. per 100 pieces. Maximum 23 letters 
per line, 2 lines per side. 

Professional Grafting Knife. Unbreakable 
mahogany ptast!c handle. 33/4" closed. Solid 
brass linings. 13.5 lbs. per 100 pieces. 
Maximum 32 letters per line, 2 lines per side. 

163 ROPE OR PAPER CUTTER KNIFE 
Featuring thin hardwood handle with shackle. 
Solid nickel silver bolsters. 41/2" closed. 25.0 
lbs. per 100 pieces. Maximum 39 letters per side. 

186 PRUNING KNIFE 
Deluxe Folding Pruner with shackle. Gen 
uine "'!OOd handle, solid nickel silver bolsters. 
41/2" closed. 25.0 lbs. per 11)0 pieces. 
Maximum 39 letters per line, 2 lines per side. 

PUNKIM CENTER GINS INC. 

i 
ALL ILLUSTRATIONS 

ACTUAL SIZE 

173 UTILITY KNIFE 
Featuring most practical sheepfoot fixed blade, 
21/216' long, 61/2,. overall. Indestructible laminated 
wood handle. With blade-etched copy only. 
Weigllt 8.8 lbs. per 100 pieces. Maximum 20 
letters per line. 2 lines. 

2 





SCHRADE CUTLERY CENTER 
COMBINES HANDCRAFTED PREMIUM QUALITY POCKET AND SPORTSMEN'S KNIVES WITH A NATIONAL 
ADVERTISING PROGRAM TO CREATE IN-STORE - SALES - PROFIT - TURNOVER. 

SCHRADE 
~ 

FSl'ABIJ,HlD 19CU 
CORP. 

FEATURES 

• FRONT OPENING - LOCKABLE - 
PILFER PROOF 

• FACTORY-MOUNTED AND ASSEMBLED 
READY FOR YOUR SALES FLOOR 

• ALL BACK·UP STOCK INDIVIDUALLY 
PACKAGED AND NUMBERED 

.•• PRE-PRICED 

SEALED DISPLAY AREA 

• MOVABLE - ON FREE WHEELING 
CASTERS 

• 2 KEYS FURNISHED WITH 
CUTLERY CENTER 

SCHRADE CUTLERY CENTER 
SIZE: 50\.f' HIGH 25%" WIDE 

18" DEEP AT BASE 

NATIONALLY ADVERTISED IN: 
FIELD & STREAM - SPORTS AFIELD 
OUTDOOR LIFE-POPULAR SCIENCE 
AMERICAN RIFLEMAN - GUN WORLD 
PROGRESSIVE FARMER - TRUE 
BOW AND ARROW - SHOOT ING TIMES 
GUNS AND AMMO - GUN MAGAZINE 

AND OTHER MAGAZINES 

- \ 
.,.:::............ 
~'- 

. '\ ~ \ 
'" \ 

SCHRADE CUTLERY CORP.· 1776 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10019 Phone 212-757-1814 
DIVISION OF IMPERIAL KNIFE ASSOCIATED COMPANIES 



'l ;,' 

The best-known, premium-quality line of nationally-advertising pocket 
cutlery in the world! Hand made the way we made them for your 
wandad! Saw-cut Staglon® handles, finest high-carbon cutlery steel 
blades, solid nickel silver bolsters and brass linings feature Old Timers. 
Each appropriately gift boxed with descriptive brochure. 

340T MIDDLEMAN 
Clip, Sheepfoot & 

Spey Blades 
21/z lbs. per 12 
3-5/16" closed 

Illustrations 
Not Actual 

Size original DLD TIMBK® COLLECTION 

150T DEER SLAYER 
16 tbs, per 12. 101'2" o/a. 6" blade. 



POCKET KNIVES 

Schrade Walden 
Division of 

IMPERIAL KNIFE 
ASSOCIATED COMPANIES 

High carbon cutlery steel blades, hand hardened, tempered, oil stone edged and fine hand glazed satin finished to assure superb sharpness and durability. 
Solid nickel silver bolsters and shields, solid brass linings, shock-proof Staglon ® handles. 

SIZE CLOSED-4 7/16 INCHES 
LINEMANS - special utility blade for 
removing insulation from wire and heavy 
duty cutting. Genuine Hardwood handle 
with shackle. Heavy steel linings and 
bolsters. Wt. per doz. - 3 lbs. 

SIZE CLOSED-4 7/16 INCHES 
NAVY ROPE KNIFE· hand glazed large 
sheepfoot blade - genuine Rosewood 
handle with shackle. Heavy steel linings 
and bolsters. Wt. per doz. · 3 lbs. 

SIZE CLOSED-23/4 INCHES 
GENTLEMAN'S JACK· hand glazed clip 
and pen blades · Delrin Pearl handles. 
Individually boxed. Wt. per doz .. 1 lb. 

SIZE CLOSED· 23/4 INCHES 
GENTLEMAN'S JACK-hand glazed clip 
and pen blades· genuine Stag Ion handles. 
Individually boxed. Wt. per doz. · 1 lb. 

SIZE CLOSED- 33/4 INCHES 
MASTER ELECTRICIANS· heavy duty 
spear blade combination 
screwdriver insulation scraper, safety 
locks in open position. Woodgrain Delrin 
handles. Wt. per doz .. 31; .• lbs. 

ACTUAL SIZE CLOSED-Sl/2 INCHES 
THE OLD LUNKER - hand glazed 
stainless steel - long clip blade. Hook 
disgorger bottle cap lifter. Genuine 
Staglon handle - top grain steerhide 
sheath. Wt. per doz. · 3 lbs. 
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SIZE CLOSED-51/4 INCHES 
BOWi E FOLDING HUNTER - hand 
glazed Bowie clip and skinning blades - 
genuine Staglon handles. Wt. per doz. - 5 
lbs. 
225WS FOLDING HUNTER WITH 
SHEATH - same as No. 225 but with top 
grain cowhide leather sheath. 

SIZE CLOSED-3 5/16 INCHES 
MIDDLEMAN JACK - hand glazed slim 
clip and pen blades - genuine Staglon 
handles. Individually boxed. Wt. per doz. 
- 11/2 lbs. 

SIZE CLOSED-35/16 INCHES 
MIDDLEMAN JACK - hand glazed slim 
clip and pen blades - textured K-horn 
sure grip handles. Individually boxed. 
Wt. per doz. - 1112 lbs. 

No. 272 

SIZE CLOSED· 27,'a INCHES 
DOG LEG JACK - hand glazed clip and 
pen blades · genuine Staglon handles. 
Individually boxed. Wt. per doz. - 11/4 lbs. 

SIZE CLOSED- 37,'a INCHES 
GUNSTOCK TRAPPER . hand glazed 
long skinning clip and spey blades - 
genuine Staglon handles. Individually 
boxed. Wt. per doz. - 2112 lbs. 

The Schrade Walden View Pack for 
easier sales - easier identification. 
Knives marked individually boxed are 
packed in this exclusive sales aid. Knife 
care and sharpening instructions plus 
guarantee included. 



POCKET KNIVES 

Schrade Walden 
Division of 

IMPERIAL KNIFE 
ASSOCIATED COMPANIES 

High carbon cutlery steel blades, hand hardened, tempered, oil stone edged and fine hand glazed satin finished to assure superb sharpness and durability. 
Solid nickel silver bolsters and shields, solid brass linings, shock-proof Staglon ® handles. 

SIZE CLOSED-37,la INCHES 
GUNSTOCK SKINNER - hand glazed 
long skinning clip and spey blades - 
unbreakable amber Delrin handles. 
Individually boxed. Wt. per doz. - 21/2 lbs. 

SIZE CLOSED- 23/4 INCHES 
SLIM PEN - hand glazed clip and pen 
blades - genuine Staglon handles. In 
dividually boxed. Wt. per doz .. 3/4 lb. 

SIZE CLOSED- 23/4 INCHES 
SLIM PEN - hand glazed clip and pen 
blades - unbreakable ebonite Delrin 
handles. Individually boxed. Wt. per doz. 
• 3/4 lb. 

SIZE CLOSED - 41/a INCHES 
MARLIN SPIKE - hand glazed stainless 
steel sheepfoot blade. Stainless spike 
safety locks in open position. Stagged 
handles. Wt. per doz. - 3112 lbs. 

SWl - 2 

SIZE CLOSED-4 INCHES 
SMALL GAME SKINNER 
matched hand glazed skinning clip 
blades - genuine Staglon handles. In 
dividually boxed. Wt. per doz. - 2 lbs. 

ACTUAL SIZE CLOSED- 37/a INCHES 
CARPENTER AND WHITTLERS 
KNIFE - hand glazed clip, pen clip and 
coping blades. Genuine Staglon handles. 
Individually boxed. Wt. per doz. - 21/4 lbs. 

SIZE CLOSED- 23/4 INCHES 
JUNIOR STOCK KNIFE - hand glazed 
clip, sheepfoot and pen blades. Genuine 
Staglon handles. Individually boxed. Wt. 
per doz. - l lb. 

SIZE CLOSED- 23/4 INCHES 
JUNIOR STOCK KNIFE - hand glazed 
clip sheepfoot and pen blades. Genuine 
Staglon handles. Individually boxed. Wt. 
per. cfoz. l lb. 

SIZE CLOSED- 23/4 INCHES 
JUNIOR STOCK KNIFE - hand glazed 
clip, sheepfoot and pen blades. Amber 
Delrin handles. Individually boxed. Wt. 
per doz. l lb. 

SIZE CLOSED-3 9/16 INCHES 
DELUXE RANCHERS - hand glazed 
stainless steel turkish clip, sheepfoot and 
spey blades. Genuine Staglon handles. 
Individually boxed. Wt. per doz. 21/4 lbs. 

SIZE CLOSED-35/16 INCHES 
STOCKMAN$ - hand glazed clip, 
sheepfoot and spey blades. Wood grained 
Delrin handles. Individually boxed. Wt. 
per doz. l'/2 lbs. 

SIZE CLOSEDJs/16 INCHES 
STOCKMANS - hand glazed clip, 
sheepfoot and spey blades. Genuine 
Staglon handles. Individually boxed. Wt. 
per doz. 1112 lbs. 



~ -~l 
POCKET KNIVES 

SCHRADE 
Division of 

IMPERIAL KNIFE 
ASSOCIATED COMPANIES 

High carbon cutlery steel blades, hand hardened, tempered, oil stone edged and fine hand glazed satin finished to assure superb sharpness and durability. 
Solid nickel silver bolsters and shields, solid brass linings, shock-proof Staglon ® handles. 

SIZE CLOSEDJS/16 INCHES 
STOCKMANS hand glazed clip, 
sheepfoot and spey blades. Amber Del 
rin handles. Individually boxed. Wt. 
per doz. - 1 1/2 lbs. 

SIZE CLOSED-4 Inches 
,ELUXE STOCKMAN$ - hand glazed 
.:lip, sheepfoot and spey blades - Am 
ber De l rln handles with fancy Rosette 
riveting. lndividua lly boxed. Wt. per 
doz. - 1 1/2 lbs. 

ACTUAL SIZE CLOSED-4 INCHES 
PREMIUM RANCHERS - hand glazed 
Turkish clip, sheepfoot and spey 
blades - Genuine staglon handles. In 
dividually boxed. Wt. per doz. - 2 1/2 
lbs. 

SIZE CLOSED- lt Inches 

WHITTLER'S KNIFE - Fine hand glaz 
ed sabre clip, pen clip and coping 
blades. Genuine staglon handles. In 
dividually boxed. Wt. per doz. - 2 lbs. 
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SIZE CLOSED-4 Inches 
PREMIUM STOCKMANS hollow 
ground Kon Kave sabre clip and hand 
glazed sheepfoot and spey blades - 
genuine staglon handles. Individually 
boxed. Wt. per doz. - 2 1/2 lbs. 

SIZE CLOSED-4 Inches 
PREMIUM STOCKMAN$ - hand glazed 
clip - sheepfoot and spey blades - gen 
uine staglon handles. Individually box 
ed. Wt. per doz. - 2 1/2 lbs. 

ACTUAL SIZE CLOSED-4 INCHES 
PREMIUM STOCKMAN$ - hand glazed 
clip - sheepfoot and spey blades. Am 
ber Delrin handles. Individually boxed. 
Wt. per doz. - 2 1/2 lbs. 

SIZE CLOSED- 4 Inches 
DELUXE PREMIUM STOCKMANS 
hand glazed clip, sheepfoot and spey 
blades. Amber Delrin handles with fan 
cy Rosette riveting. Individually boxed. 
Wt. per doz. - 2 1/2 lbs. 

SIZE CLOSED - 3 9{16 Inches 
RANCHERS - hand glazed Turkish clip, 
spey and le.QJp__~-~p~~h - genuine stag 
Ion handles. lndividua lly boxed. Wt. 
per doz. - 2 lbs. 

SIZE CLOSED-39/16 Inches 
RANCHERS - hand glazed Turkish 
clip, sheepfoot and spey blades. Text 
ured K - Horn Sure Grip handles. lndi 
vi dually boxed. Wt. per doz. - 2 lbs. 

SIZE CLOSED39fl6 Inches 
RANCHERS - hand glazed Turkish 
clip, sheepfoot and spey blades - 
genuine staglon handles. Individually 
boxed. Wt. per doz, - 2 lbs. 

SIZE CLOSED-3 Inches 
CONGRESS - hand glazed matched 
sheepfoot and spey blades - genuine 
staglon handles. Individually boxed. 
Wt. per doz, - l 1/2 lbs. 

3166 



SCHRADE 
Mfu.+, 

SHEATH KNIVES 
o;vision of 

IMPERIAL KNIFE 
ASSOCIATED COMPANIES 

Sc:hrade 49er Sportsman Knives - made from high carbon cutlery tool steel - hand hardened-tempered and oil stone edged. Quality fine hand glazed 
finish. Traditional brass guards and solid butt s with solid leather or Stag Ion handles. Top groin, oil treated Steerhide sheaths. Individually gift boxed. 

OVERALL LENGTH- 8112 INCHES 

4 1/2" modified bowie clip - fine hand 
glazed finish - solid leather handle and 
sheath. Individually boxed. Wt. per 
doz. - 3 lbs. 

OVERALLLENGTH-B~INCHES 

4 1/2" modified bowie clip - fine hand 
glazed finish - solid staglon handle 
and sheath. Individually boxed. Wt. per 
doz. - 3 lbs. 

OVERALLLENGTH-83/41NCHES 

4 1/2" Sabre ground clip blade - fine 
hand glazed finish - solid leather handle 
and sheath. Individually boxed. Wt. per 
doz. - 6 lbs. 

OVERALLLENGTH-B3/41NCHES 

4 1/2" Sabre ground utility clip· fine 
hand glazed finish - genuine staglon 
handles - solid leather sheath. Individ 
ually boxed. Wt. per doz. - 6 lbs. 

OVERALLLENGTH-9~1NCHES 

5" Sabre ground skinning clip · fine 
hand glazed finish solid leather 
handle and sheath. Individually boxed. 
Wt. per doz. - 6 1/2 lbs. 

OVERALL LENGTH-91/4 INCHES 

5" Sabre ground skinning clip - fine 
hand glazed finish - genuine staglon 
hand le - leather sheath. Individually 
boxed. Wt. per doz. - 6 1/4 lbs. 

SCHRADE HUNTING KNIVES 

OVERALLLENGTH-93/41NCHES 

5 1/8" heavy duty Sabre ground 
"Bowie Clip" - fine hand glazed fin 
ish. Sol id leather hand le and .sheath. 
Individually boxed. Wt. per doz. - 
7 lbs. 
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OVERALLLENGTH-9%1NCHES 

5 1/8" Extra heavy duty Sabre ground 
Bowie clip - fine hand glazed finish, 
solid leather handle and sheath. Indi 
vidually boxed. Wt. per doz.· 8 1/2 lbs. 

OVERALLLENGTH-8%1NCHES 

4 1/2" Skinning clip blade - fine hand 
glazed finish - solid leather handle and 
sheath. Individually boxed. Wt. per doz.- 
5 lbs. 

OVERALLLENGTH-8%1NCHES 

4 1/2" Skinning clip blade - fine hand 
glazed finish - sol id stag Ion hand le and~ 
sheath. Individually boxed. W·r. per doz.- 
5 lbs. 

549 er DISPLAY 

EASY VENDOR 

Welcome back to 1849 Gold Rush days. 
Antique gold molded panel is the back 
ground for some of the finest sheath 
knives money can buy. Rear opening 
for easy sales direct from display panel. 

3 each 4975 
4985 

2 each 491L 
497L 
498L 
499L 
499$ 
4915 

., 

Size: 14 3/4" X 23" 



"RAZOR BLADE STAINLESS/~.KNIVES Division of 
IMPERIAL KNIFE 

ASSOCIATED COMPANIES 
A SCHRADE WALDEN EXCLUSIVE 

"Razor Blade Stainless" a revolutionary unique analysis steel combining the best high carbon cutlery steels and top g-ade stainless steels. Tempered 
at frigid 120° below zero temperatures - hand ground . glazed and honed to a micro-precise point approaching the fabled zero edge. Treat the cut 
ting edge as you would a fine razor and use caution when handling. 

No. 718RB 

SIZE CLOSED- 23/4 INCHES 
GENTLEMANS PEN - exclusive hand 
glazed and honed "Razor Blade 
Stainless" clip and pen blades, genuine 
Staglon handles. Individually boxed. Wt. 
per doz. - % lb. 

No. 778RB 

SIZE CLOSED.-27!'e INCHES 
DRESS KNIFE - exclusive hand glazed 
and honed "Razor Blade Stainless" 
spear and flexible nail file. Rich hand 
glazed satinized Stainless Steel handles. 
Individually boxed. Wt. per doz. - Jl/-4 lbs. 

SIZE CLOSED- 41/2 INCHES 
PRO SAMPLER - exclusive hand glazed 
and honed "Razor Blade Stainless" long 
spear and pen blades. Marine Pearl 
handles. Wt. per doz. - l'/-4 lbs. 

No. 855RB 

SIZE CLOSED-31/4 INCHES 
RANCHERS SUNDAY DRESS - hand 
glazed and honed "Razor Blade 
Stain less" turkish clip, sheepfoot and pen 
blades. Genuine Staglon handles. In 
dividually boxed. Wt. per doz. - 2 lbs. 

No. SSJ02 

0 
0 

SIZE CLOSED- 4 11/16 INCHES 
SAMPLER - exclusive hand glazed and 
honed "Razor Blade Stainless" long 
spear blade. Ivory Delrin handles. Wt. 
per doz. - l'/.o1 lbs. 

SIZE CLOSED-3 o/16 INCHES 
PREMIUM RANCHERS - exclusive 
hand glazed and honed "Razor Blade 
Stainless" turkish clip, sheepfoot and 
spey blades. Genuine Staglon handles. 
Individually boxed. Wt. per doz. 21;-4 lbs. 

SIZE CLOSED-21/e INCHES 
DELUXE DRESS KNIFE - exclusive 
hand glazed and honed "Razor Blade 
Stainless" spear, flexible nail file and 
stainless scissors. Rich hand glazed 
satinized Stainless Steel handles. Each 
knife with its own black leatherette purse 
and individually gift boxed. Wt. per doz. - 
2 lbs. 

0 
0 

SIZE CLOSED-5% INCHES 
LONG SAMPLER - Hand glazed "Razor 
Blade Stainless" spear blade. Ivory 
Delrin handles. Wt. per doz. - 2 lbs. 
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No. 855RB DISP. 
No. 825RB DISP 
No. 778RB DISP 

FREE DISPLAY 
Now Razor Blade Stainless Knives are specially packed in a free point 
of purchase display No. B55RB - No. 825RB and 778RB, all available in 
this unit· 6 each of a number to dis!)lay (no mixtures) specify knife 
packed in display ~IZE - 9" high 101/4'' wide - Wt. 1 lb. 2 ozs. 



HORTICULTURAL KNIVES 

Schrade Walden 
Division of 

IMPERIAL KNIFE 
ASSOCIATED COMPANIES 

High carbon cutlery steel blades. hand hardened, tempered, oil stone edged and fine hand glazed satin finished to assure superb sharpness and durability. 
Solid nickel silver bolsters and shields, solid brass linings, shock-proof Staglon ® handles. ,,.--.... 

ACTUAL SIZE CLOSED-4 INCHES 
GARDNER' KNIFE - hand glazed sheepfoot 
blade. Ebonlte Delrin handles. Wt. per doz. - 
1'12 lbs. 

ACTUAL SIZE CLOSED-4~a INCHES 
PRUNER - hand glazed hawkbill blade. 
Genuine Rosewood handles. Wt. per doz. - 3 
lbs. 

No. 196 

ACTUAL SIZE CLOSED-Jl/4 INCHES ACTUAL SIZE 67/16 INCHES ACTUAL SIZE CLOSED-3~a INCHES 
FLORIST KNIFE - hand glazed sheepfoot UTILITY KNIFE · hand glazed finish FLORIST PRUNER - hand glazed pruning 
blade. Wood grain Deir in handles. Wt. per sheepfoot blade.Wood laminate handles. Wt. clip blade. Grain white ivory handles. Wt. per 
doz .. 23,4 lbs. per doz. · 1 lb. doz .. 1112 lbs. 

FULL 7" LENGTH 
HONESTEEL. truly a result of the research 
that has gone into space-age technology. It is 
a fusing of high carbon spring steel and 
superior abrasives to produce an unbeatable 
multi-purpose sharpening instrument. 
Complete with instructions, pat. pending 
oiled belt leather sheath that converts to 
handle for added convenience and safety. Wt. 
per doz. - 3 lbs. 

" UNCLE HENRY" OLD-TIMER® 
GIFT PACKAGING 

UNCLE HENRY GIFT PACKAGING · Simulated 
leatherette boxes and velvet type platform for pocket 
knives compliment Uncle Henry quality. Each Uncle 
Henry is packaged with certificate of guarantee 
against loss, Uncle Henry story and sharpening in 
structions. 
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OLD TIMER GIFT PACKAGING - wood grained boxes 
and velvet type platform for pocket knives, com 
pliment fine Old Timer quality. Imprinted cover for a 
Classic appeal. Each Old Timer packed with cer 
tificate of guarantee, Old Timer Story and sharpening 
Instructions. 



SCH RADE 
~ 

Original 

OLD-TIMERS® 
EXCLUSIVELY SCHRADE 

Division of 
IMPEl<IAL KNIFE 

ASSOCIATED COMPANIES 

HANDMADE THE WAY WE MADE THEM FOR YOUR GRAND-DAD • authentic American classics, hand made, hand honed and oil stone edged to 
the highest traditions of custom cutlery. Blades of finest high carbon cutlery steel, unique Saw Cut Staglon handles with distinctive Old Timer Shield, 
solid brass bound, solid nickel silver bolsters. Every OLD TIMER Knife is a superb example of the Old Time Cutler's Art. 

No. 1080T 

SIZE CLOSED· 23/4 INCHES 
ORIGINAL OLD TIMER 

JUNIOR· smallest stock pattern featuring 
fine hand glazed finished clip, sheepfoot 
and pen blades. Hand mode of the finest 
materials, featuring genuine Sow Cut Stag· 
Ion handles. Individually deluxe gift pack 
aged. Wt. per doz. • 2 lbs. 

LOCK BLADE 
ORIGINAL OLD TIMER 

SIZE CLOSED-51/4 INCHES 

Fine hand glazed, rugged blades. All 
hand mode of finest materials, feotur· 
ing genuine Sow Cut Staglon handles 
and pouch sheath of hand crafted rug 
ged Steerhide. Individually deluxe 
gift packaged. Wt. per doz. -61/2 lbs. 

No. 340T 

OVERALL LENGTH· 35/16 Inches 
ORIGINAL OLD TIMER 

MIDDLEMAN· all purpose medium Stock 
mons knife, fine hand glazed clip, sheep· 
foot and pen blades. Hand mode of the fin· 
est materials, featuring genuine Sow Cut 
Staglon handles. Individually gift pc ck c q 
ed. Wt. per doz.· 2Yi lbs. 

SIZE CLOSED-4 INCHES 
ORIGINAL OLD TIMER 

SENIOR PREMIUM STOCK • full size 
stockmons knife featuring fine hand glazed 
finished clip, sheepfoot and spey blades. 
Hand mode of the finest materials, featur· 
ing genuine Saw Cut Staglon handles. In• 
dividuolly deluxe gift packaged. Wt, per 
doz.· 3Yi lbs. 

ORIGINAL OLD TIMER 
OVERALL LENGTH· 71/4 Inches 

Professional 3 1/2" fine hand glazed 
skinning blade, complemented by 
rugged Saw Cut Staglon handles with 
heavy solid nickel silver Rosette 
rivets and Old Timer Shield. Hand 
crafted sheath of top grain Steerhide. 
Individually deluxe gift packaged wilh 
sharpening stone. Wt. per doz.-10 lbs. 

FOLDING HUNTERS 
ORIGINAL OLD TIMER 
SIZE CLOSED- 51/4 INCHES 

Features large fine hand glazed Hn 
ished clip and skinning clip blades. 
Hand mode of the finest materials, 
featuring genuine Sow Cut Stoglon 
handles. lndivdually deluxe gift pack 
aged with hand crafted top grain 
Steerhide pouch sheath and sharpen· 
ing stone. Wt. per doz.· 7 lbs. 

HONESTEEL • truly a result of the re· 
search that has gone into space-age tech 
nology. it is a fusing of high carbon spring 
steel and superior abrasives to produce 
on unbeatable multi· purpose sharpening 
instrument. Complete with instructions, 
pot. pending, oiled belt leather sheath 
converts to handle for added convenience 
and safety. Wt. per doz.· 3 lbs. 

FULL 7" LENGTH 
SCl· 7 

OVERALL LENGTH· 9117 INCHES 
ORIGINAL OLD TIMER 

WOODSMAN - professional 514''fine hand 
glazed, heavy guage saber ground blade. 
Solid heavy brass guard, genuine Saw Cut 
Stoglon handles with solid Nickel Silver 
Roselle rivets and Old Timer Shield. 
Hand crafted rugged sheath of top grain 
Steerhide. Individually deluxe gift pack· 
aged. Wt. per doz: - 18 lbs. 

OVERALL LENGTH· 10112 Inches 
ORIGINAL OLD TIMER 

DEER SLAYER - Professional 6" line 
hand glazed skinning blade, complement· 
ed by rugged Saw Cut Staglon handles 
with heavy solid Nickel Silver Rosette 
rivets and Old Timer Shield. Hand craft· 
e d sheath of top grain Steerhide. Indivi 
dually deluxe gift packaged with sharp· 
ening stone. Wt. per doz.· 16 lbs. 
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SCHRADE 
~ 

"UNCLE HENRY'S" 
guaranteed against loss! 

for a full year 
SIGNATURE COLLECTION ,- 

The "Uncle Henry" Signature Collection of custom knives are completely hand crafted in the finest tradition of the Cutlers Art from premium mater 
ials, solid brass linings, solid nickel silver bolsters and special analysis high-carbon tool steel. Each blade is electronically heat treated, then tempered for 
uniform grain and maximum edge holding. Only those are selected which meet demanding "Uncle Henry" standards. These are fine hand glazed and 
honed to a point approaching the fabled ZERO EDGE! Handles are of exclusive Schrade Staglon @ for lasting beauty and sure grip. Final additions are 
the knives own individual serial number and the unique "Uncle Henry" signature· the hallmark of the finest of custom made knives. 

Guaranteed against loss 
SIZE CLOSED-39/16 INCHES 

SIGNATURE PREMIUM STOCKMANS 
- Bladed ·· turkish clip .. sheepfoot and 
spey -· all fine hand glazed tool steel and 
hand honed to a ZERO EDGE! 
Traditional solid brass linings, solid 
nickel silver bolsters -· genuine Staglon 
handles. Final quality assurance is 
knife's own serial number and unique 
"UNCLE HENRY" signature shield; the 
hallmark of custom made knives. Deluxe 
gift package. Wt. per doz .. 31;_. lbs. 

Ho. 285UH 

Guaranteed against loss 
SIZE CLOSED. 37/e INCHES 

GUNSTOCK PRO TRAPPER. bladed . 
long skinning clip and utility sheepfoot 
blade - both fine hand glazed tool steel, 
hand honed lo a ZERO EDGE! 
Traditional solid brass linings · solid 
nickel silver bolsters . genuine Staglon 
handles. Final quality assurance is 
knife's own individual seria I number and 
the unique "UNCLE HENRY" signature 
shield, the hallmark of custom made 
knives. Deluxe gift package. Wt. per doz. 
. 4 lbs. 

Guaranteed against loss 

SIZE CLOSED-S'/4 INCHES 
FOLDING BOWi ES - both fine hand 
glazed tool steel hand honed to a ZERO 
EDGE! Traditional solid brass linings. 
solid nickel silver bolsters . genuine 
Staglon handles. Final quality assurance 
is knife's own individual serial number 
and the unique "UNCLE HENRY" 
signature shield, the hallmark of custom 
made knives. Sheath of top grain 
Steerhide. Deluxe gift package. Wt. per 
doz .. JOJ;_. lbs. 

No. 171UH 

Guaranteed against loss 
OVERALL LENGTH -10'12 INCHES 

PRO HUNTER - heavy gauge - perfectly balanced 5%" Sabre 
ground blade is of fine hand gt azed tool steel - hand honed to a 
ZERO EDGE! Back of blade heavyduty ground and shar 
pened for hacking. Traditional heavy brass guard carries 
individual serial number and "UNCLE HENRY"signature. 
the hallmark of custom made knives. Sheath of top grain 
Steerhide with sharpening stone. Deluxe gift packaged. Wt. 
per doz .. 18 lbs. 

SCl • 8 

OIYlllonof 
IMPERIAL l!lllFE 

ASSOCIATED COllPAlllES 

-, 

Guaranteed against loss 
SIZE CLOSED- 4 INCHES 

KING RANCH - bladed clip, sheepfoot 
and spey blades - all fine hand glazed and 
honed to a ZERO EDGE! Traditional 
solid brass linings, solid nickel silver 
bolsters, genuine Staglon handles. Final 
quality assurance is knife's own serial 
number and unique "UNCLE HENRY" 
signature shield, the hallmark of custom 
made knives. Deluxe gift packaged. Wt. 
per doz. - 3112 lbs. 

No. 127UH 

Guaranteed against loss 

Ho. 153UH 

Guaranteed against loss 

OVERALL LENGTH-91/4 INCHES 
GOLDEN SPIKE- - perfectly balanced 5" Sabre ground blade 
is of fine hand glazed tool steel · hand honed to a ZERO 
EDGE! Traditional heavy brass guard. Each knife in 
dividually serial numbered. Custom made sheath of top grain 
Steerhide. Deluxe gift packaged. Wt. per doz. - 16 lbs. 



DISPLAYS 
-/1SCHRADE 

Rustic Pine Frames, America's Most Wanted Kn,ives \.:/ I ~ 
SHIPPING I CORP, 

<:» I I WEIGHT I I I ES'IABLISHrn 1904 
DISPLAY CONTENTS PER 

DISPLAY 
\IN LBS,) 

4 each SOT 
340T Easy Vendor 
lOSOT Red Plush Molded Panel 

57-0T A I 2 each HS-1 20Yi featuring favorite Old Timer 
150T Knives, Rear Opening for 
250T easy sales direct from dis- 
1520T play Panel. , 
1250T Size 14 3/4" X 23" 
1650T 

4 each SOT 
340T Easy Vendor 
lOSOT Red plush molded panel fea- 
2S5UH tu res the be st se 11 i ng of the 

5S-TLA I 3 each 7S7 17 Oid Timers & Uncle Henry 
S25RB collection P~US TWO. Rear 

SS5UH 
opening easy sales direct . 
from display 'pone I. 

S97UH Size 14" X 23 1/2" 
2 each 250T 

59UH 

2 each 127UH 
153UH 
171UH 
227UH 
2S5UH 
S85UH 
897UH 

Easy Vendor 
Green plush molded panel 
proudly displays the'Uncle 
Henry signature collection. 
Opens from rear for easy soles 
direct from di splay panel. 
Size 14" X 23 1/2" 

6SOTA 

20 

~ 5Cl-9 

549A 

4 each BOT 
340T 
lOBOT 
250T 
150T 

1650T 

l ?Yi 
Old Timer's featured on red 
plush board. The original 
Old Timer Display. 
Size: 21 1/2" X 15 1/2" 

2 each 

4 each 4975 
4985 
497L ' 
498L 
491L 
499L 
499S 
491S 

25 

Easy Vendor 
Welcome bock to 1849 Gold 
Rush days. Antique gold 
molded panel, is the back 
ground for some of the finest 
sheath knives money can buy. 
Rear opening for easy sales 
direct from display panel. 
Size: 14 3/4" X 23" 

2 each 



DLD-TJMEl1.S® 

EASY VENDOR 
PREVENTS PILFERAGE 

Sharp Finger 
for small elephants 

. and large squirrels 

The merchandiser that creates profits! Easy Vendor 
shows off Famous Notionally advertised OLD-TIMER 
knives on a background of red plush pile. Vend knives 
directly from vacuum formed panel to receive foil turn 
of all stock including display knives. 

Contents: S70TA EASY VENDOR 
4 ea: BOT - 340T - 1080T 
2 ea: HSl - 150T - 250T - l520T - 12SOT - 1650T 

NATIONALLY ADVERTISED IN: 
FIELD & STREAM - SPORTS AFIELD - OUTDOOR 
LIFE- POPULAR SCIENCE-AMERICAN RIFLEMAN 
GUN WORLD - PROGRESSIVE FARMER - TRUE - BOW 
AND ARROW - SHOOTING TIMES· GUNS AND AMMO 

- "\..J GUN MAGAZINE AND OTHER MAGAZINES 

SCH RADE CUTLERY CORP. 
1776 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10019 



DISPLAYS 

DISPLAY CONTENTS 

SHIPPING 
WEIGHT 

PER 
DISPLAY 
llN LBS.) 

FC-9A 

FC- lOA 

FC-14 

4 ea.: 225, 233, 272, 293 
293Y, 7088, 787, 808, 
825RB, 832, 834, 
835Y, 855RB, 880, 881, 
881Y, 896K, 895. 

3 ea.: H5- L 150T, 1520T, 
227UH, 285UH, 4975, 
498L, 499L, 885UH, 
897UH, 153UH, 1650T, 
171UH,H-15, 250T 

5 ea.: 80T, 340T, 1080T 

4 ea.: 225, 23:f, 272, 293, 
293Y, 708B, 787, 808, 
778RB, 825R B, 
832, 834, 855RB, 880, 
881, 896K, 895 

3 e c.: H5-l, l50T, 1520T, 
227UH, 285UH, 4975, 
498L, 499L, 885UH, 
897UH l53UH, 1650T, 
171 UH, H- 15, 25dT 

5 ea,: 80T, 340T, 1080T 

4 ea.: 233, 272, 293, 708B, 
787, 808, 834, 835Y, 
881, 881Y, 895, 896K, 
825RB, 855RB, 225, 
293Y, 863 

3 ea.: H5-1, 150T, l520T, 
1650T, 227UH, 285UH, 
885UH, 897UH, 153UH, 
171 UH, 4975, 498L, 
4985, 4995, 250T, 1250T 

5 ea. 80T, 340T, 1080T 

150 

150 

150 

5CHRADE CUTLERY 
CENTER 

Lockable, Pilfer Proof. 

Front opening con be lo 
cated flush to wall. 

Numbered and priced on 
pone I. 

Knives factory mounted 
with o l lbl cde s open & 
displayed. under gloss. 

All back up stock in indivi 
dual numbered Gift Boxes 
or "View Paks", 

Pi lier proof storage com 
portment. 

Casters included for 
mobility. 

50 1/4" High 
25 3/4" Wide 
18" Deep (at base) 

5W-8 
Free with any 
12 dozen Schrade 
open stock 11 

Merchond i se - 12 each 
5chrade Knives of your 
choice. Roomy storage 
compartment, 

SCl-10 

5W-24 
Free with any 
24 dozen Schrade 
open stock. 16 

Merchandise - 24 each 
Schrode Knives of 
your choice. Roomy 
storage compartment. 

SCHRADE 
~ 

CORP, 
ESlABLISH~D 1904 

OLD-TIMERS"' 

SCHRADE CUTLERY CORP. - 1776 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10019 Phone 212-757-1814 
DIVISION OF IMPERIAL KNIFE ASSOCIATED COMPANY 



// 

ASY VENDO 
PREVENlS Pl~FERAGE 

T 

Thi!:' exchn;i ""'-' S,c;hn:1~11 MerclwandiseF ~lilt eN-atos 
pr,ofits l Easy Ve.,dor sho..,s oH Famou~ t,.'latlonolly 
Ai:h1,:ftn~ 49e, S!,en1h Kni',lf\ on a ~ack9reund of 
l,r-own ph1,.h pi Io. Ve111d kni!i'·e5' cfirec:.dy fro'" v111cuun, 
formud panol to receive fu II turn. of al I stoc~ in.duding 
di ~play ~n!ve5. 

NA. TWNALLV ADVERTISED IN 
FIEl!.D & STREAM • sPmns AFIELD • OUTDOOR 
LIFI: • POPULAR SCIENCE· AMERICAH RIFLEMAN 
Gm~ WORLD-PROGRESS.IVE FARMER- nmE- BOW 
AND ARROW- SHOOTING TIMES - GUN5 AND AMMO 
GUN MAGAZllllE . • • . . AND OTHER MAGAZl'HE:i 

CHR RP. 
776 Broildway, New York, N.Y. 10019 

ve.ndor ~5.49':A 
S.IZ E U" 111 23»'" 

ADE COL'.l(CllD 

~ LOOK fOA TH[ 1BENC 
JT ON EACH KNlf[. 

O YEAR ICF MFG. 
~ CHU'RS MA 

cdr::om(t 10 1849 ~ Gold Ruih 
Do)'!. wh~n II ml'.ln!> kndo hod 
o bo good, Tho l'l<l'W 490,11 ar 
~gh rugged kflive,s, • ye 

simple c le s.sr c lines, 

111VISIC N or IMPU'IAL KN11H AS-SDCIUEC CDM,PANIES IMC 



SHEATH KNIVES 
01,llill!Qn of 

IMl;'cl'ilA'L.. KNllr~ 
ASSOCIJ!.TED COMPANIES 

S.chr.,d• ,119.,, !>port,mo11 Knives • °"'d~ lrom hlgli u,rb"" cutli:,q• t~ol ~·~~,1 - i,Q"d hQ•,hn•d.;•~f·••"<i .,~,d oil .s+cne ed11.,d, Ov.ilUr (J~,. li.a~d gl~n~ 
fini1h. il",idlrna~ol 1>,,,n 51.,i,rd1 G.r,d ,i;olid ~ •• It& .,f,rl; ,oJ;d 1ot1:11lh1r or Stag'lon handles, Top 1Jr.t1in, ~;j 1,•at~-d StH•hJ~., •. hi:-aths. lndhidu •• lly ~,h bo,. •. d • 

OVERALL L1ENGTH - I~ IN CM ES 

4 1/:2" modm.,;1 I,,,,,...;., clip - fin.. hc,nd 
g'la:i:ecl rin,i-i:h • ,-o11d 'lea'ltror J,gr,dlJe end 
'ih~-0 th, Ind i ~Id u,o'lly ,h,;,:w;..J, !lh. P"'" 
<l,u. - 3 lb s, 

,QVEA:Al.L LENG1'ti. 81f.ll INCHES 

d 1/2"' modlil •• d bcwi~ di,p - fihot hand 
ijplc,..,dl Hni&h - !oli.l ,:fi;i!,fron liand1., 
,;md sl'. •• ath. lndi,.,iduciTly !i.c>:<>d. Wt. p~r 
cloz. - 3 lbs , 

OVEIR.ALL l,ENGTH -11"1, l1NCHE5 
4 l/2'" 5clm:l gr,o·und dip blad., - iin" 
hg~d ijlo:le,d.Hnlsh - ,..,1,,1 l,;Qihe, h'lndF• 
ond :,;h •• alh, rml ividucl ly bo~ed. \VI. pc,· 
dg1. - 6 lbs , 

OVERAlL 11..ENC"IJ'H- I~ INCH ES 

~ 1/2"' Sobr• ground ulilltr dip - fin,~ 
hand 9la:z,;d r,11iih - ,;:enuine ,taglQn 
h,;,ndroi , 1.oJid l~~lfu•r ,h(!<>th. lndivid 
u g Uy b,ox.,d. WI. per do:i:, - 6 I bs , 

ALL 1Ti;;NE! INP. :BOXED - PUT UP IN 1'WQ PACK 

.:::u 

OVERALL LENGTH - 'JI/, INCHES 

5'' Sab,., gr<l1.md J~tllning elip - r,"., 
ha.r,.:S gl,aed fini3h - ~oTid l~ath,:,r 
htindl~ on,;,! ~h e at1i. lndi ~idugl ly boxl!ld. 
Wr. per d 0%. - 6 1 /2 I b,; , 

Sdua,de Benc:h Me,de @Collectfon 

.SCHRADE ~ Bf!nc~ :r,,Iadet ®' Yritli. 
,c,ol{! flush brass g.uar'lils and bu.tt pla:t-G:s 
that reeall tb.eJl louecr "he-mant• spjrU 
tilN helPed' ~•e tM u.s.A. the g;eate:sl 
eountry tn th,e wo:rlid. 

Sehrat111 r Bench. Ma.de'~ iM 
gooo ol!1 way ln the, &:ood old ti .S.A •• b1 
,o,ne of Amer.1¢:!l!s Qldesl P!.aPllfiilcturf!rs 
of :flne, cutl@'ry -- ,each knife ts: custom 
made by Maslair Cutlers wlil') havo 
develo,p!!d tbeit own £ty1e, Of skillfully 
bal:anceifl blad~s andr l:J~Eis_. '.rite M~ 
ter C-11.1t.1er ha11d-tlni.sflf!,se,cb:tm:l'e, anl!I 
m!.y theo doss he plaea- hl.s personal 
bench-m.atk on lll'et,uttplate~as anlndl •• 
c11Uoo of Ms approval of the kmfe and 
thil ulttma,t.e 9rllde ltli hi.s er aft. 

Sch:rad'.e ~ are gl,l.31'110teed - 
apl'nst delecllve w.orlmnn.shlp ~ 
materials:, n ls perfectly balanoo<J. for 
llOUl"S r:,/ aasy d:ressln:!!' o! game. QI' for 
g:@i,ral utmty that C3lls tw the- h.tgl)~t 
quality material and diJ!PEDclab:!Uty, 

Sebr..w!I! ~- arie fi:ne ,companion 
pie~ to, ywr lllber qUalHy .sp(lrts 
eri,ilpm.e,it, arid a tool llr.l,t wW. i,ve voo 
years of seJ'\'ice and p:rlde o1· ollline,r 
shlp. 

OYiRA!lL IL EN'GTH • flt~ l1NCIHES 

S" Sahr~ grci,und s~ ln11ing ,;lip - ,fin,;, 
hand glaud fin~1=J, - g,ehuin" doglon 
handle - l.,<Jlh•r d,eal'.h. lridi.vl·ducHy 
bo~ed. Wt. p•r d'o,;t. • 6 1 /~ ,1i~. 

r- 

O,Y ERALL LENG TH-I~ INCHES 

.4 112" Ski,inln,g dip blod• • rine lu1nd 
gl,;n.e>d ffml ~i. - ~olid l•,;,thar hor1dle ond 
sheath, lnd·ividuolly l.c~eJ. Wt. per do~.- 
5 lbs. 

OVERALL LEN&Tff ·~INCHES 

4 V2" S'kinnlng i::Up bl11de - fine h,;,n~ 
11l<1z·t!!d fin ish - 1.olrd slcgton handle and 
sheath. lndi ,.;d'IJ'll lj:, boxed. Wr. pe• ! 
.5 111-~. 

549 er DtSP'LAY 

EASY VENDOR 

w •• !carnc, !.'Ill-ck to 18..19' Gold Rush dc:,,,ii;. 
Antfqu!I brown malde,;1 panr;,I i,i; ah~ ba~k· 
gr<>un.d .for'l;ome o,f 1iu• f i n&st 1h•cnft lnd~ t!!s 
men ey con b,,y, Re,cr ,;,i;i;,nin9, rw 9g,i;y 
:;qlo~ direct f,om di SFfl-lly p.ont!!I. 

497S 
49BS 
49l'l 
498L 

,t.91L 
499L 
4.9Q.S 
I 



CIAZ·<'! c1·6µ/f4 
/2~frf( &·t-;;;~J 
Re ""11>12. C ~ -e: Efc ~~ c/ ,8/o/k 

'. S e /vc2/ l-4/nt .k ~·o ;1. t;t J;'~ 



SCHRADE 
aJRe,w 

Original 

OLD-TIMERS® 
EXCLUSIVELY SCHRADE 

Division of 
IMPERIAL KNIFE 

ASSOCIATED COMPANIES 

HANDMADE THE WAY WE MADE THEM FOR YOUR GRANO-DAD - authentic American classics, hand made, hand honed and oil stone edged to 
the highest traditions of custom cutlery. Blades of finest high carbon cutlery steel, unique Saw Cut Staglon handles with distinctive Old Timer Shield,~ 
solid brass bound, solid nickel silver bolsters. Every OLD TIMER Knife is a superb example of the Old Time Cutler's Art. 

No. 1080T 

SIZE CLOSED- 2:v. INCHES 
ORIGINAL OLD TIMER 

JUNIOR smallest stock pat 
tern featuring fine hand glazed finished 
clip, sheepfoot and pen blades. Hand 
made of the finest materials, featuring 
genuine Saw Cut Staglon handles. In 
dividually deluxe gift packaged. Wt. per 
doz. - 2 lbs. 

No. 

OVERALL LENGTH-35/16 Inches 
ORIGINAL OLD TIMER 

MIDDLEMAN . all purpose medium 
Stockmans knife, fine hand glazed clip, 
sheepfoot and pen blades. Hand made of 
the finest materials, featuring genuine 
Saw Cut Staglon handles. Individually 
gift packaged. Wt. per doz. - 2112 lbs. 

SIZE CL-OS ED- 4 INCH ES 
ORIGINAL OLD TIMER 

SENIOR PREMIUM STOCK - full size 
stockmans knife features fine hand 
glazed finished clip, sheepfoot and spey 
blades. Hand made of the finest 
materials, featuring genuine Saw Cut 
Staglon handles. Individually deluxe gift 
packaged. Wt. per doz. - 31/2 lbs. 

__ ,. 

sv. INCHES 
ORIGINAL 

OLD TIMER 

HS· 1 
FULL 7" LENGTH 

FOLDING HUNTERS - feature large fine hand glazed fin 
ished blades. Hand made of the finest materials, genuine 
Saw Cut Staglan handles. Individually deluxe gift pack 
aged with hand crafted tap grain Steerhide pouch sheath 
and sharpening stone. Wt. per doz.· 7 lbs. 

HONESTEEL - truly a result of the research that has 
gone into space-age technology. It is a fusing of high car 
bon spring steel ond superior abrasives to produce on un 
beatable multi-purpose sharpening instrument. Complete 
with instructions, pat. pending oiled belt leather sheath 
that converts to handle for added convenience and safety. 
Wt. per doz. - 3 lbs. 

1520T 

ORIGINAL OLD TIMER 
OVERALL LENGTH· 71/4 Inches 

Professional 3 1/2" line hand gtazed 
skinning bl ode, complemented by 
rugged Saw Cut Staglon handles with 
heavy solid nickel s i Iver Rosette 
rivets and Old Timer Shield. Hand 
crafted sheath of top grain Steerhide. 
Individually deluxe girt packaged with 
sharpening stone. Wt. per doz.-10 lbs. 

No. 1650T 

OVERALLLENGTH-9~1NCHES 
ORIGINAL OLD TIMER 

WOODSMAN - professional 51/4'' fine 
hand glazed, heavy gauge sabre ground 
blade. Solid heavy brass guard, genuine 
Saw Cut Staglon handles with solid 
Nickel Silver Rosette rivets and Old 
Timer Shield. Handcrafted rugged 
sheath of top grain Steerhide. ln 
dividuaty deluxe gift packaged. Wt. per 
doz. - 18 lbs. 

OVERALL LENGTH. 101/2 Inches 
ORIGINAL OLD TIMER 

DEER SLAYER - Professional 6" fine 
hand glazed skinning blade, com- ~ - 
plemented by rugged Saw Cut Staglon 
handles with heavy solid nickel silver 
Rosette rivets and Old Timer Shield. 
Hand crafted sheath of top grain 
Steerhide. Individually deluxe gift 
packaged with sharpening stone. Wt. per 
doz. - 16 lbs. 



SCHRADE 
~ 

ORIGINAL 

DLD-TIMEiS® 
ad d,e 

16,de ';ii~ 
SIGNATURE COLLECTION 

CORP. 
ESTABlJSHID 1904 

·- 

EASY VENDOR 
PREVENTS PILFERAGE 
Size: 14 3/4" X 23" 

The merchondiserthot creates profits! EosyVendor shows 
off Famous Notionol ly Advertised OLD· TIMER ond UNCLE 
HENRY knives on o background of red plush pile. Vend 
knives directly from vacuum formed panel to receive full 
turn of all stock including display knives. 

CONTENTS: 30 KNIVES 

4 EACH: 8 OT- 34 OT - 108 OT- 285 UH 
3 EACH: 787 - 825 RB - BBS UH - B97 UH 
2 EACH: 25 OT 

NATIONALLY ADVERTISED IN: 
FIELD & STREAM. SPORTS AFIELD - OUTDOOR LIFE 
POPULAR SCIENCE - AMERICAN RIFLEMAN - GUN 

--" WORLD - PROGRESSIVE FARMER - TRUE - BOW AND 
ARROW - SHOOTING TIMES - GUNS AND AMMO - GUN 
MAGAZINE .......•..... AND OTHER MAGAZINES 

SCHRADE CUTLERY CORP. 
DIVISION Of IMPERIAL KNlfE ASSOCIATED COMPANIES INC. 

Anyone can loose a knife ... but 
ONLY Uncle Henry will replace it! 

Each knife individually serial numbered and guar 
anteed against loss for one year from date of pur 
chase when registered at factory. 

1776 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10019 



SCHRADE 
Ml'uv 
'"'""'"''"' 

"UNCLE HENRY'S" 
guaranteed against loss! 

® 

Division of 
IMPERIAL l(HIFE 

ASSOCIATED COMPANIES 

The "Uncle Henry" Signature Collection of custom knives are completely hand crafted in the finest tradition of the Cutlers Art from premium mater- 
ials, solid brass linings, solid nickel silver bolsters and special analysis high-carbon tool steel. Each blade is electronically heat treated, then tempered to,~ 
uniform grain and maximum edge holding. Only those are selected which meet demanding "Uncle Henry" standards. These are fine hand glazed and ' 
honed to a point approaching the fabled ZERO EDGE I Handles are of exclusive Schrade Staglon @ for lasting beauty and sure grip. Final additions are '-, 
the knives own individual serial number and the unique "Uncle Henry" signature. the hallmark of the finest of custom made knives. 

Guaranteed against loss 
SIZE CLOSED- 37/a INCHES 

GUNSTOCK PRO TRAPPER - bladed 
tong skinning clip and utility sheepfoot 
blade - both fine hand glazed tool steel, 
hand honed to a ZERO EDGE! 
Deluxe gift package. Wt. per doz .. 4 lbs. 

Guaranteed against loss 
SIZE CLOSED-4 INCHES 

KING RANCH - bladed clip, sheepfoot 
and spev blades - al I fine hand glazed and 
honed to a ZERO EDGE! Deluxe gift 
packaged. Wt. per doz. · 31h lbs. 

-, 

Guaranteed against Joss 
SIZE CLOSED-39/16 INCHES 

SIGNATURE PREMIUM STOCKMANS 
- Bladed -- turkish clip -- sheepfoot and 
spey -· all fine hand glazed tool steel and 
hand honed to a ZERO EDGE! 

Deluxe gift package. Wt. per doz. - 3'!• lbs. 

Original 

OLD-TIMERS® 
HANDMADE THE WAY WE MADE THEM FOR YOUR GRAND-DAD - authentic American classics, hand made, hand honed and oil stone edged to 
the highest traditions of custom cutlery. Blades of finest high carbon cutlery steel, unique Saw Cut Staglon handles with distinctive Old Timer Shield, 
solid brass bound, solid nickel silver bolsters. Every OLD TIMER Knife is a superb example of the Old Tirne Cutler's Art. 

SIZE CLOSED- 4 INCHES 
ORIGINAL OLD TIMER 

SENIOR PREMIUM STOCK - full size 
stockmans knife features fine hand 
glazed finished cllp, sheepfoot and spey 
blades. Hand made of the finest 
materials, featuring genuine Saw Cut 
Stag Ion handles. Individually deluxe gift 
packaged. Wt. per doz. - 3112 lbs. 

OVERALL LENGTH-35/16 Inches 
ORIGINAL OLD TIMER 

MIDDLEMAN - all purpose medium 
Stockmans knife, fine hand glazed clip, 
sheepfoot and pen blades. Hand made of 
the finest materials, featuring genuine 
Saw Cut Staglon handles. Individually 
gift packaged. Wt. per doz. - 2'12 lbs. 

SIZE CLOSED- 51/4 INCHES 
ORIGINAL OLD TIMER 

ALASKAN FOLDING HUNTER - features large fine hand 
glazed finished clip and skinning cllp blades. Hand made 
of the finest materials, featuring genuine Saw Cut Stag Ion 
handles. Individually deluxe gift packaged with hand 
crafted top grain Steerhlde pouch sheath and sharpening 
stone. Wt. per doz. - 7 lbs. 

SIZE CLOSED - 23/4 INCHES 
ORIGINAL OLD TIMER 

JUNIOR smallest stock pat 
tern featuring fine hand glazed finished 
clip, sheepfoot and pen blades. Hand 
made of the finest materials. featuring 
genuine Saw Cut Staglon handles. In 
dividually deluxe gift packaged. Wt. per 
doz. - 2 lbs. 

SIZE CLOSED-4 INCHES 
SMALL GAME SKiNNER 
matched hand glazed skinning clip 
blades - genuine .Staglon handles. In 
dividually boxed. Wt. per doz. - 2 lbs. 

RAZOR BLADE STAINLESS 

SIZE CLOSE0-3f16 INCHES 
PREMIUM RANCHERS - exclusive 
hand glazed and honed "Razor Blade 
Stainless" turkish clip, sheepfoot and 
spey blades. Genuine Staglon handles. 
Individually boxed. Wt. per doz. 21;, lbs. 



SCHRADE 
~ 

CORP. 

vendor #549A 
SIZE 14" x 23Yi" 

EASY VENDOR 
PREVENTS PILFERAGE 

CONTENTS: 24 KNIVES 
4 EACH: 497 S - 498 S - 497 L - 498 L 
2 EACH: 491 S - 499 S - 491 L - 499 L 

The exclusive Schrade Merchandiser that creates 
profits I Easy Vendor shows off Famous Nationally 
Advertised 49er Sheath Knives an a background of 
brown plush pi le. Vend knives directly from vacuum 
formed panel to receive full turn of all stock including 
di splay knives. 

NATIONALLY ADVERTISED IN: 
FIELD & STREAM - SPORTS AFIELD - OUTDOOR 
LIFE - POPULAR SCIENCE - AMERICAN RIFLEMAN 
GUN WORLD- PROGRESSIVE FARMER - TRUE- BOW 
AND ARROW- SHOOTING TIMES - GUNS AND AMMO 
GUN MAGAZINE AND OTHER MAGAZINES 

SCHRADE CUTLERY CORP. 
1776 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10019 

r~ BENCH MADE COLLECTION 

~~ -~ LOOK FOR THE BENCH MARK 
/T ON EACH KN I FE. 

(::1 YEAR OF MFG. 

R CUTLERS MARK 

Welcome to 18 49 - Gold Ru sh 
Days when a mans kn i fe had 
to be good. The new 49ers are 
tough rugged knives - yet with 
simple classic lines. 

~01v1s10N OF IMPERIAL KNIFE ASSOCIATED COMPANIES INC. 



SCHRADE 
~ 

SHEATH KNIVES 

Division of 
IMPERIAL KNIFE 

ASSOCIATED COMPANIES 

Schrode 49er Sportsman Knives· mode from high carbon cutlery tool steel· hand hardened-tempered and oil stone edged. Quality f.ine hand gloz:,o 
finish. Traditional brass guards and solid butts with solid leather or Stoglon handles. Top groin, oil treated Steerhide sheaths. Individually gift boxed. 

OVERALLLENGTH·8~1NCHES 

4 1/2" modified bowie clip· fine hand 
glazed finish· solid leather handle and 
sheath. Individually boxed. Wt. per 
doz. - 3 lbs. 

OVERALLLENGTH-8~1NCHES 

4 1/2"' modified bowie clip - fine hand 
glazed finish - solid staglon handle 
and sheath. Individually boxed. Wt. per 
doz. - 3 lbs. 

OVERALLLENGTH-8~1NCHES 

4 1/2" Sabre ground clip blade - fine 
hand glazed finish - solid leather handle 
and sheath. Individually boxed. Wt. per 
doz. - 6 lbs. 

OVERALLLENGTH-8~1NCHES 

4 1/2" Sabre ground utility clip - fine 
hand glazed finish - genuine staglon 
handles - solid leather sheath. Individ 
ually boxed. Wt. per doz. - 6 lbs. 

ALL ITEMS IND. BOXED - PUT UP IN TWO PACK 

OVERALLLENGTH-9~1NCHES 

5" Sabre ground skinning clip - fine 
hand glazed finish solid leather 
handle and sheath. Individually boxed. 
Wt. per doz. - 6 1/2 lbs. 

Schrade Bench Made® Collection 

SCHRADE ~ Bench Made,® with 
Gold Rush brass guards and butt plates 
that recall the Pioneer "he-man'' spirit 
that helped make the U .s.A. the greatest 
country in the world, 

Schrade ~ Bench Made~ the 
good old way in the good old U.S.A •• by 
one of America's oldest manufacturers 
of fine cutlery -- each knife is custom 
made by Master Cutlers who have 
developed their own style of skillfully 
balanced blades and handles, The Mas 
ter Cutler hand-finishes each knife, and 
only then does he place his personal 
bench-mark on the butt plate, as an indi 
cation of his approval of the knife and 
the ultimate pride in his craft. 

Schrade 49@ are guaranteed - 
against defective workmanship and 
materials. It is perfectly balanced for 
hours of easy dressing of game, or for 
general utility that calls for the highest 
quality material and dependability. 

Schrade 49@ are fine companion 
pieces to your other quality sports 
equipment, and a tool that will gt ve you 
years of service and pride of owner 
ship. 

OVERALLLENGTH-8%1NCHES 

4 1/2" Skinning clip blade - fine hand 
glazed finish - solid leather handle and 
sheath. Individually boxed. Wt. per doz.- 
5 lbs. 

OVERALL LENGTH· 83il INCHES 

4 1/2" Skinning clip blade - fine hand 
glazed finish - solid stag Ion handle and 
sheath. Individually boxed, W-,. per d 
5 lbs. - 

549 er DISPLAY 

EASY VENDOR 

Welcome back to 1849 Gold Rush days. 
Antique brown molded panel is the back· 
ground for some of the finest sheath knives 
money can buy. Rear opening for easy 
sales direct from di splay panel. 

4 each 497S 
498S 
497L 
498L 

2 each 491L 
499L 

~ ~ 

OVERALLLENGTH-9~INCHES 

5" Sabre ground skinning clip - fine 
hand glazed finish · genuine staglon 
handle - leather sheath. Individually 
boxed. Wt. per doz. - 6 1/4 lbs. 

S;ze: 14 3/4" X 23" 



NO. 
Date 75-1 

2/4/75 
@1mpei,a1 

Bulletin 

)_ 
&> "Q 

Co fv\,PA c.1 

COMPACT 75 

At the National Sporting Goods Show in Houston, the greatest volume 
of sales was on Compact 75, which is unique in floor displays. 

Bob Ernst worked out the 13 points outlined in "Sales Hints for 
Selling 75s". These Sales Hints are perfect for use by Jobbers' 
salesmen, and of course they are available to any of your accounts 
who will place orders for the Compact 75. 

Read these carefully, and more importa.,t sign up orders for Compact 75, 
which will be available for shipment 5 weeks after receipt of order. 

For good accounts who discount their bills you can offer a Special 60 
day dating and we will drop-ship to the dealer at no additional cost, 
but the transportation would be charged to the Jobber. 

Here's your chance to add to your bonus for 1975? 

I will be out of the office unti::.. early March, but Dave Swinden and 
Bob Ernst, plus Sandy are here, so make 'em happy bjsending your orders. 

Yours truly, 

att. 
HBB:sb HENRY B. BAER 



NO. 
Date 

75-11 
/3/28/75 
"· .. 

HERE'S A "NATURAL COUN'l'ER CASE" -- 

SCH.RADE #7-11 

oersal 
~n 

A front vending solidly built wooden case with a safe lock to make the 
storage space pilfer-proof. 

For the first time you can use your imagination and your customers best 
sellers, to custom tailor an assortment for your account. The knives are 
wired on to a bright red panel with blades open, Price stickers and knife 
numbers are attached to the panel. 

You can choose your assortment as long as the order calls for 10 identical 
assortments that total Jobber cost $170.00 or more. 

The panel measures 141:i" X 19~11 so cut out a paper panel and make sure the 
assortment you choose fits the panel CO!llfortably. 

The actual panel will be blood red gloss paper over a masonite panel. 
A sample case with empty panel will be on its way to you in about 2 weeks, 

June is the earliest possible date that we can ship these Assortments due 
to the delay in getting cases. 

We have listed a suggested assortment below merely to show what can be 
done. You arrange your own, and as Sandy said this is a "Do It Yourselfer". 

If this needs further clarification be good enough to call, 

att. 
HBB:sb 

Yours truly, 

r: ~~A e£<_ "---'" I"~,. B. BAER 

3 Each .. " SOT 
340T 
108:JT 
1250T 
lSOT 
1520T 
825RB 

3 t:ach 
3 " 3 •• 
3 " 
3 " 3 ti 

3 " 

3 " 
3 " 
3 " 
3 " 
3 " 

Total Patterns - 14 
Jobber Cost - $173.10 

897UH 
225 
293 
787 
233 
881 
HS-1 
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( @1moer1a1' Date 75-14 
4/11/75 SCHR~DE WAI r,::- .. - - N 

AFR I 8 '75 l Bulletin 

SCHRADE LINE FOR ADVERTISING SPECIALTY DISTRIBUTORS 

Response at the recent Chicago Advertising Specialty Show to the re 
instatement of Schrade in the AS field was excellent. We hope this is 
the forel'UllDer of extra sales for you through this trade in 1975. 

To further stimulate AS sales on Schrade, you may now offer the 
following extra inducement to AS Jobbers: 

"37-71" Prices - apply to any mix of patterns totalling 
at least 36 pieces - min:llllum 12 pieces 
of a single pattern. 

"72-over" Prices - apply to any mix of patterns totalling 
at least 72 pieces - minimum 12 pieces 
of a single pattern, 

NOTE: The above applies only on UNtMPRINTED Schrade knives 
as illustrated in the AS-75 Folder. Imprinted knlves 
must still be purchased in 72-pc, minimums per the 
price list. 

CORRECTION: Please note the follewing correction under the 
OLD TIMER section of the price list for 
Folder AS-75: 

Number 

!SOT 

l!:ll. 
16.20 (instead of 12.60) 

RML:sb 
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Date 
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75-16 
5/1/75 @lmoar1a1 

Bulletin 

ANOTHER SCHRADE EXCLUSIVE! 

GRAND DAD'S OLD TIMER II 

Samples enroute to you with all the exclusive features and sales appeal 
of Grand Dad No. I. 

Feature No. 1 - Solid brass bolsters 

Feature No. 2 - Solid black delrin handle and brass shield 

Feature No. 3 - 3-5/16" Premitm1 stock with high carbon stainless 
blades and revised blading - clip, sheepfoot and spey. 

Feature No. 4 - Improved boxing with vacuum formed tray in woodgrain 
covered box and heavy clear transparent top, all fit 
into a pin-seal black stamped gift box. 

Feature No. 5 - Retail: $25.00 ($5.00 less than GDOT NO. I) 

Jobber: $ 9.37 (50 & 25% discount) 

Feature No. 6 - Catalog pages in the making. Count on shipment in June. 

Feature No. 7 - Each knife serialized and and total to be produced - 
12,000. Your Quota ------- 

You and Grand Dad never had it so good! 

HBB:sb HENRY B. BAER 
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~ " l,foy I 't:J,2 ) . z _ ~.,,f.!.Z. 
(( 

M~- R.£y DICK. 
u~J..ous 

Bulletin 

FROM THE SUBLIME TO THE RIDICULOUS 

To clear up a possible misunderstanding of the bulletin No, 75-15 
of April 22nd, regarding the Schrade - Loveless Knives, these knives 
will be invoiced to Jobbers at $37,50 each, which is 50 and 25% from 
the $100.00 Retail base. 

A Salesmen& Spiff of $2.50 each or a Promotional Allowance of the 
same aaount is available at buyer's request, but the invoice price 
to all Jobbers will be $37.50 for the RL-2. 

The samele is boxed in one that we had on hand, but the standard 
packing will be a black pin-seal covered box with similar gold 
stamping on the cover. 

Plans are to ship the knives in June. Each knife will have its own 
serial number and will have a return card similar to Grand Dad 
Old Timer II, as a record will be kept of the purchaser. 

Catalog page& are being prepared in full color. 

So much for the "Top Of The Line", and we include with the Schrade - 
Loveless, a knife we consider the biggest value in our line 

No. 175 - with the new Ivory Delrin Handle 
Jobber Cost - $1.80 Each 
Suggested Retail - $4.80 Each 

This knife will appear on thft new Shortline page as part of the 
Schrade line, rather than limit it to the Horticultural Field. 

HBB:sb 
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